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Abstract. Climate change forces countries and organisations to transition towards renewable energies (RE). The transition requires a
substantial amount of renewable energy installations, such as PV (photovoltaic) systems. EU solar cells (main PV panels component)
manufacturing capacity in 2019 were only 0,2% compared to the world producers’ capacity. It makes the European Union energy transition
dependable on the foreign countries. In addition, the supply chain of the solar industry is facing issues of silicon solar panels having critical
raw material (CRM) silver and toxic materials such as lead. The solar panels themselves are a complex combination of components making
recovery of the materials a difficult process (Ha, 2020). These and further issues of the lack of circularity in the solar value chain endangers
reliable access to solar energy in the long term. The goal of this research is to increase the circularity in the industry by designing
technologically the product in a circular way. In order to achieve this goal, the authors blended information provided in the contemporary
scientific literature with the shared expertise of producers and other stakeholders. Insights about the possible technological design changes
of the solar panels, their issues, and their impact on the supply chain were gathered through an online workshop and EU Horizon 2020

*
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project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement 776680.
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project CIRCUSOL. As a result of the research, the authors proposed product circularity improvement’ steps and specific technological
solutions, which would allow enhancing circular solar industry supply chain. The proposed technological solutions are radio-frequency
identification (RFID), lead-free ribbons with bismuth as lead replacement, an electrically conductive adhesive (ECA), new industrial cell
encapsulation (N.I.C.E), and fluorine-free back sheet.
Keywords: circular supply chain; the solar industry; circular economy; product circular technological design
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Radavičius, T., van der Heide, A., Palitzsch, W., Rommens, T., Denafas, J.,
Tvaronavičienė, M. 2021. Circular solar industry supply chain through product technological design changes. Insights into Regional
Development, 3(3), 10-30. http://doi.org/10.9770/IRD.2021.3.3(1)
JEL Classifications: O14, O32

1. Introduction
To ensure ever-lasting access to renewable energies such as wind, solar, hydro, etc., their supply chains must be
sustainable. Usage of limited raw materials to produce equipment for energy generation could be arguably the
opposite of the idea of having renewable energy if the resources to produce the systems are limited or/and are
poorly managed. This research is focusing on the solar industry which is the fastest growing renewable energy
(RE) source in the world (IEA, 2020). Typical PV systems consist of solar panels, inverters, mounting systems,
and cables. Solar panels are the product that allows the collection of solar irradiation and converting it to
electricity. The solar panel consists of solar cells that are directly responsible for electricity generation
(Fraunhofer, 2020). The solar panel itself is a tightly structured lamination consisting of glasses, back sheets,
lamination material, aluminum frames, and adhesives. The materials combination can change depending on the
panel technological design, but the structure is always based on tightly sealed protection for solar cells. For this
reason, it is very difficult to recover materials back from the solar panels. Although the lifetime of silicon-based
(95% of the market) solar panels can be as much as 30 years and more they still contain critical raw materials,
toxic materials, and precious materials such as silver, high-grade silicon, lead, and solar-grade glass. It is crucial
to improve the circular processes in the supply chain to maintain the resources instead of leaving solar panels in
landfills or degrading their materials value during end-of-life (EoL) treatment.
Objectives of the research are:
To analyse literature related to the circular supply chain.
To develop a simple process to identify main product circularity issues and steps to improve the
circularity of the product.
To apply process steps for product circularity improvement of solar panels.
To evaluate the scalability of the technological design changes.
The article analyses the issues and potential technological design changes of the solar panel in order to find design
changes solutions that could allow higher circularity. Joint work performed by the authors that represent different
solar industry areas of expertise allows evaluating and rating design changes based on circular strategies.
2. Supply chains for the circular economy: literature review
Maranesi and Giovanni (2020) discuss that the Circular Economy (CE) can be utilised to reduce raw materials
usage. It can be facilitated through upgradable and long-lasting products, using renewable resources for products,
and ensuring that the materials go through recycling and upcycling. Authors also suggest that downcycling could
be used to retrieve the materials although it implies the loss of materials value. Kopnina (2018) who base their
thinking on the cradle-to-cradle approach thinks that the downcycle (downgrade of the materials) should be
avoided. To ensure materials in the closed-loop system the upcycling (high-value recycling) needs to be ensured
because “recycling” as it is practiced now usually involves loss of material quality (Singh et al. 2019). Cannella et
11
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al (2021) demonstrate the closed-loop supply chain (CLSC) method, which is part of CE goals to keep the
materials in the closed-loop. It allows saving costs for the processes of re-manufacturing goods based on authors
scenario models through mathematical equations.
Various barriers slow down the transition to a circular supply chain. Kumar et al (2021) suggest that the
main barriers for circularity in the supply chain are the risk of miss investment, lack of waste management, poor
resource quality, insufficient market demand, lack of awareness of industry 4.0, and so forth. The authors map the
barriers with the circular economy theories, such as cradle-to-cradle, industrial ecology, biomimicry, and blue
economy. These theories include methods that can allow circularity, such as resource circularity, cost-saving
through product quality, decreasing emission, waste reduction & pollution, process design for resource and energy
efficiency, and so forth. Govindan and Hasanagic (2018) conducted a literature review on circular economy from
a supply chain perspective to identify economic drivers, barriers, and practices. The author’s five proposed
clusters of drivers are:
Policy and economy. This is reflected through the need for economic growth and the establishment of
procedures for product take-back systems via policies.
Health. Cluster refers to the increase of health for the public and animals that CE can deliver compared to
linear economy.
Environmental protection. It includes climate change, agriculture, and renewable resources.
Society. Indicates job creation, consumer awareness, and urbanization.
Product development. Increasing the efficiency of materials and the energy and the value of the products.
Product development that results in additional value creation can incentivise companies to innovate through
circularity that leads to value created along the supply chain.
To understand the processes of resource recovery from the CE perspective Iacovidou et al (2020) suggest
that various stages of resource are involved: from production and consumption to end-of-life (EoL) management
with each of them having its sub-systems. The proposed system allows grasping opportunities and understanding
barriers towards CE implementation. Two out of five levels in the paragraphs below “Technologies,
infrastructure and innovation” and “Activities performed by business and the market” demonstrate for
organizations how to increase CE in their supply chain with their actions:
Technologies, infrastructure, and innovation level. Materials, components, and products (MCP) degradation
happens during the usage, disposal, and recycling phases. For these reasons supply chain never can be entirely
circular (Iacovidou et al. 2020). Infrastructure and innovations are needed to ensure a lower degree of materials
degradation. The current issues in this level are (Iacovidou et al. 2020):
o Low amount of repair, remanufacturing, and reuse activities due to lack of supply and demand networks
linked with second-hand components and/or products.
o Rare cases of designing MCPs by taking into account EoL and CE considerations (repair, longevity,
recycling, re-manufacturing, etc.).
o Lack of traceability of components and products taking into account their characteristics, and
performance inside the value chain.
Low supply of second-hand components and products, low consideration in products and components
design while taking into account CE principles, and lack of traceability are issues and opportunities at the same
time. Product circular design can allow a closed material loop as well as contribution in the future to the supply of
second-hand components and materials (Acerbi & Taisch, 2020). In the end, it can create workplaces and
additional revenues for the organisations. Everything can be enhanced by traceability to access object history,
improve distribution, map locations, etc., as is the case with plastics EoL management (Mackay, 2020).
Traceability can be accessed with various technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, 3D
scanning lasers, optical character recognition, building information modeling (BIM), sensors networks,
blockchain technology, etc. (Iacovidou et al. 2020).
12
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Activities performed by businesses and the market. In terms of CE for business operations, one of the decisions
organizations can make is to use secondary resources. This is a challenge due to unpredictable market conditions
of the secondary materials (Eurostat, 2020). Secondary resource markets have high fragmentation due to the type
of materials and their material grade (quality) and a varying amount of them being salvaged which usually do not
match demand and vice versa (Bris, 2016; Iacovidou et al. 2020). Companies enforcing their processes with
circular business models (CBM) allow the creation of a take-back system of the components and/or products to
ensure better management towards re-manufacturing, recycling, re-use, etc. (Geissdoerfer et al. 2020). At the
same time, it can extend a product's lifetime, usage, and allow the introduction of a product-service system for the
customers (Geissdoerfer et al. 2020). Evaluation of business possible changes to product circularity is important
to choose the best alternative. Alamerew et al (2020) proposed a multi-criteria evaluation process to select the best
fitting circular strategy at the product level. It is used to compare business as usual (BAU) and potential circular
strategies on criteria such as economic, social, technical, business impacts. To make the product more circular it is
important to understand the potential impacts of those changes towards further supply chain via circular strategies
(recycle, re-use, repair, etc.).
The eco-design approach allows improving the product's environmental impact (European Commission,
2019). Eco-design allows redesigning the product, its concept, materials, and packaging for higher circularity
impact. The process involves evaluating the product to understand what changes it should have to make it more
recyclable, re-usable, less toxic, reduce negative environmental impact, etc. It can allow to reduce costs, introduce
new products in the market, improve quality, etc. (Sanyé-Mengual et al. 2014). The eco-design process includes
quantifying the impact through LCA (life cycle analysis) which can be time-consuming and costly for SMEs. It
can require feasibility assessment (technical, social, economic) and quantitative assessment (LCA, product carbon
footprint). After assessments company can conduct a selection process for available strategies (evaluating the
strategies based on low-medium-high priority) to make the product more environmentally friendly (SanyéMengual et al. 2014). Table 1 shows the main barriers and weaknesses of the eco-design approach tools.
Table 1. Barriers and weaknesses of the tools used in the Eco-design process
Tools
LCA

Definition
Calculation
impact.

of

products

environmental

Barriers
The required high amount of
time and specific knowledge.

Simplified LCA

Calculation of simplified environmental
impact of product/services without having
complete data on the product.

Specific knowledge and costs
associated with time and tools
for calculating environmental
impact.

Designing for „x“
approach

Specific scope for the approach, such as
design for recycling, disassembly, etc.

The approach relies on staff
experience and expertise.

Weakness
Requires a large amount of
data (usually sensitive) from
the supply chain and strong
cooperation.
The need for training to use
tools and simplification can
lead to strategy selection
based on the not correct
interpretation.
Need to understand product
criticalities before starting the
analysis.

Source: adapted from Rossi et al. 2016

While considering industry shift to more circular practices it is important to understand the possible
design changes of the products that can improve the re-usability, recycling, etc. Design changes of the product can
require high involvement of specific organisations in the supply chain if considering, for example, design with
one material (requires the involvement of components suppliers), design for re-usability (companies that are
conducting activities related to re-use/repair), design for recycling (recycling companies), etc. Organisations
involvement in the designing phase and evaluating the design changes are important when considering the
scalability of the design changes that could be implemented by the industry companies. This would as well allow
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industry SME’s to reduce time and costs (sometimes they cannot afford or have no expertise) into the research of
the possible design changes if the design changes were evaluated at the industry level.
3. Methodology
Based on the literature review synthesis the analysis steps of product circularity improvement are shown in figure
1. The 4 step approach aims to rate possible design changes of the product that could be implemented by the solar
industry companies. Technological design changes are understood as the change of product structure that would
increase the circularity. This research article considers that the technological design change (or just design
change) for circularity differs from product innovation by focusing more on the improvement of circularity rather
than increasing efficiency of the product, reliability, features, etc. This consideration of definition allows more
space for collaboration as innovations at the product level that improves the product functionality, effectiveness,
etc., are heavily protected and safeguarded by companies as intellectual property. The design changes oriented to
circularity allow signifying the required collaboration within the supply chain (2 or more supply chain
organisations) to make design change work at the industry level (re-usability, repairing, recycling, etc.).
Step 1. To investigate CE design issues information will be used from the research articles, data from Solitek
company, an online workshop organised within the CIRCUSOL project, information from the EU Horizon 2020
project CIRCUSOL and its partners, and news articles. The literature review allows investigating solar panel
design issues. Because of the fast-changing industry, information will be supported by expert’s inputs and
findings from the CIRCUSOL project, and online workshop.
Step 2. Based on the design issues relevant circular strategies will be analysed. Circular strategies in this research
scope consist of 9R: Refuse, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Refurbish, Remanufacture, Repurpose, Recycle,
and Recover. 9R is used to connect the design issues with their impacts to specific strategies. This allows
narrowing down the strategies that have high relevance to the product for potential circularity improvement.
Step 3. Ratings of the possible design changes will be done based on their impact (low-medium-high) to the
relevant circular strategies and economic considerations. The low-Medium-High ratings are done by the authors
(experts) that represent R&D in the solar industry, solar panels recycling, solar panels manufacturing, and
expertise in the circularity of the solar industry. Possible design changes of the panels were researched through
the CIRCUSOL project by conducting a literature review of the newest developments in different designs of the
panels. Potential tests of the design changes will be done if there is a lack of understanding about their possible
impacts on the product performance (solar panel).
Step 4. Possible design changes will be evaluated through supply availability of materials, components, economic
and environmental factors, etc. The quantitative approach will contribute to step 3 qualitative impact evaluation
by adding consideration to the scalability of these design changes through different design changes adoption
scenarios in the market.

14
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STEP 1

Design issues limiting circularity

STEP 2

Design issues impact on the relevant
circular strategies

STEP 3

Selection and rating of the design
changes based on their impact on circular
strategies

STEP 4

Evaluation of the design changes
Fig. 1. Product circularity improvement’ steps
Source: made by the authors

The 4 steps approach allows to analyse industry circularity issues, relate them to circular strategies,
research possible design changes, and understand their possible impacts and scalability potential. Relating the
current design issues and possible changes to circular strategies allow to increase collaboration within the industry
which is necessary to achieve a more circular supply chain. Making a visible impact on different actors in the
supply chain that is occurring from current design issues through circular strategies can lead to justification for
collaboration to investigate design changes that could benefit multiple organisations in the supply chain.
4. Solar panel circularity
Silicon-based solar panels will be analysed through this paper as it has the majority of the market share compared
to all solar panels technologies (~95%). Silicon-based solar panels consist of the following materials: solar cells,
glass (tempered), EVA (plastic), back film (plastic), aluminum frame, and back sheet (plastic) (Eco-sources,
2019). Depending on the panel it can have either two glasses or a back sheet instead of the glass in the back.
Aluminum frames are also optional for panels. Each solar panel has a junction box attached, which has diodes in
them for electricity transferring from the panel. The composition of the typical solar panel is shown in figure 2.
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Aluminium frames
frames Front glass
Plastic encapsulation
Solar cells
Plastic encapsulation
Back sheet

Junction box
Fig. 2. Solar panel composition
Source: adapted from Svarc, 2020

Front and back glass (can be back sheet) with plastic layers protects the solar cells from the environment. The
tightly-sealed structure allows panels to increase the longevity of solar cells but at the same time can hinder
repair, reuse, or recycling. In terms of recycling companies such as Veolia, dedicated to the recycling business,
can recover 95% of materials from such panels (Veolia, n.d.).
Silicon-based panels material composition are aluminum (~17%), copper (~1%), plastic (~12,8), silicon
(~2,9), glass (~65,8, although depends if its glass-glass or glass-back sheet panel), lead (<0,1%) and silver
(<0,1%) (Cucchiella et al. 2015). Lead and silver have importance for closed-loop material cycling due to toxicity
and being the critical raw material. Although silicon material is abundant for solar cell production, the production
of solar cells in Europe is only 0,2% of total world production with China having around 75% of the market
(Luceño-Sánchez et al. 2019; Statista, n.d.). Some glass suppliers state that their products are 100% recyclable,
although it is valid only till the component is assembled to the solar panel. From that moment it is not possible
with current recycling technologies to recover the same quality glass suitable for the same purpose due to
impurities (Tao et al. 2020). Plastics are usually incinerated for energy generation as they cannot be recycled
(D’Adamo et al. 2017; Latunussa et al. 2016).
The review of the structure of solar panel components and the materials shows that it is of high
importance to ensure proper handling of the solar panel through its lifetime cycles (production, operation,
recycling, etc.). Methods such as the better design of the panel, using renewable materials, or recycled content
could allow increasing the circularity. The next step is to identify the design issues of the panel.
4.1 Design issues limiting circularity
Solar panel back sheets are laminated with adhesives making re-melting and re-use of recovered materials not
suitable for new plastic products (Ha, 2020). The same laminating principle is used while manufacturing panels
using encapsulation materials (plastic) that glue silicon cells, back sheets, and glass altogether. Aluminium frames
can be removed manually, glass can be shattered and melted again or recovered in-tact if not broken. Polymeric
encapsulants and back sheets are usually non-recyclable. Solar panel glass cannot be recycled as float glass due to
impurities, such as lead, plastic, and/or cadmium (thin-film panels) (Shellenberger, 2018). Wafer (the main part of
solar cell structure) during solar cell production is doped with boron and phosphorous making it challenging
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during the recycling phase to purify silica. The main problem definition of a solar panel is a multi-layer
composition that is connected with adhesives. Separation of each layer, without crushing the panel for high-value
material recovery requires change for solar panel design.
To understand more about the technological design issues of the solar panel CIRCUSOL project had
organised an online workshop. The online workshop took place in 2020-10-19. There was one representative from
each of the following organisations: Solitek (solar panels manufacturer in Lithuania), LuxChemtech (PV panels
recycler in Germany), VITO (Belgium), IMEC (Belgium), Bifa (Germany), CEA (France) (R&D institutes),
UDZ-consult (consultant from Germany), and PV Cycle (association of PV panels voluntary take-back and
recovery in Europe). Solitek has participated in the EU Horizon2020 projects CABRISS and Eco-Solar that were
related to the recycling and production of solar panels from recycled materials. The research institutes have
dedicated departments related to the PV industry: PV technologies development, leading PV research projects,
etc. The consultant had experience in the PV sector from participation in activities related to PV recycling. PV
Cycle has a vast amount of experience as they are responsible for the collection and further management of PV
EoL waste in Europe. LuxChemtech in addition to the recycling of solar panels is developing advanced recycling
processes for PV panels. Each of the participants contributed with their knowledge and expertise related to the PV
industry. It is notable, that due to the lack of additional organisations from the upstream supply chain (materials
and components manufacturers) the deeper insights from possible technological design changes of solar panel
components were difficult to address. The discussion results of the workshop are below:
Sandwich structure. The sandwich structure of multiple layers challenges recycling companies to create
processes for each layer removal. The current dominant recycling process shreds panel resulting in recovering
low-quality materials. A presentation about recycling processes being developed around the world by
LuxChemtech (solar panels recycling company) showcased that the processes which focus on high-value
recycling are still not being used on an industrial scale. The processes which can be classified as high-value
recycling are being used at the industrial level only by First Solar (thin-film-based solar panels manufacturer)
with their in-house recycling facility.
Strong adhesion between the layers. The encapsulation materials have strong adhesion in-between the
glasses/back sheet and encapsulation that surrounds the solar cells. Pyrolysis, a high-energy intensive process, is
the main industry-ready recycling process step that allows destroying encapsulation materials as separation of the
layers is not possible.
Changing dimensions of the solar panels. With increasing solar cells and panel sizes the overall panel
dimensions are increasing making it harder to have an automated recycling line that could process various sized
panels.
Strong adhesion of glass-glass panels. There are processes how glass-back sheet panels glass can be recovered
(hot-knife, water-jet) in-tact. The same process approach is still being developed for glass-glass panels. Strong
adhesion between the layers requires energy-intensive processes to separate the layers.
During the workshop, experts have suggested design changes for the panel to improve recyclability and
re-usability of the panels. They are as follows:
Information sharing. Recycling companies could benefit from access to the details about different kinds of
panels. The information could be related to material content (in %), solar panel dimensions, etc.
White-colored front glass gaps between the solar cells. The recycling method is being developed by
LuxChemtech that is based on adhesion destruction using light. This recycling concept could potentially allow
easier separation of the layers. Whether white-colored gaps or black back sheets have a better impact on the
destruction of adhesive using light induction is unclear as experiments are needed.
Fish can solar panel concept. Glass-back sheet panels could have a metal attachment that could be hooked by a
machine in the recycling process to “peel of” the back sheet mechanically.
The information-sharing platform that was discussed during the workshop could allow enhancing
recycling operations. Mentioned design changes need to be tested but it shows that there is room for discussion
from different actors in the supply chain on the topic of how the product design could be changed to enhance
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circularity in the whole industry. Discussed issues and possible design changes were more linked with improving
recycling. From the CE perspective product should enter (if possible) repair and re-use stages. The following step
is to understand design issues impact on the circular strategies.
4.2 Design issues impact on the relevant circular strategies
Refusing one of the functions, rethinking the product, or reducing material usage is limited to the functionality of
solar panels and can involve technological innovations that would be too sensitive to share know-how or discuss it
with other industry companies. The current recycling of solar panels results in the generation of lower grade
materials (industrial grade silicon, shattered glass). It is yet not economically efficient to recover all materials due
to the complexity of solar panel design. There is re-usability potential of solar panels in different PV system
applications which can additionally require repairing or refurbishment. Past few years high growth in panel power
(from 300 – 350 Wp to 500 – 650 Wp) mainly due to an increase in solar panels size enables higher re-usability
potential as costs per Wp for refurbishing are decreasing. For longer solar panels usage and shift to second-hand
applications repair and refurbishment circular strategies is also important for the industry. Remanufacturing and
repurpose strategies have not been identified as relevant for the solar panel based on the findings in the literature
and inputs from the experts. The recovery strategy is relevant in the combination with the re-usability strategy
where there is a need to produce solar panels with less toxic materials as possible when the second-hand
application is done in a country with not yet developed recycling infrastructure.
Each of the design issues impacts differently repairability, reusability, recyclability, and refurbishment
strategies. Refurbishment and repair strategies are considered as one for the solar panel due to similarities of the
activities and processes. Based on design issues table 2 provides key insights on recycling, reusing, and
repairing/refurbishment.
Table 2. Design issues impact on circularity strategies
Current design
issue of the
solar panel
Sandwich
structure

Impact on recycling

Impact on re-usability

Requires sophisticated and costly processes to recover high quality
materials.
Dominant mechanical recycling processes in industry recovers lowquality materials.
Recycling companies cannot assess the possibility of different EoL
processes based on panel materials and components due to a nonexistent database about panels.
Difficult to make decisions about recycling facility establishment due
to lack of information about panels and their compositions in specific
regions/countries.

Not possible to re-use solar cells as
they cannot be recovered in-tact due
to lamination of encapsulants and
glasses/back sheet.
Difficult to evaluate solar panel reusability potential due to lack of
availability of information related
to panel materials, components,
technology, etc., which could allow
evaluating its second-usage value,
applications, and markets.

Diversity
of
panels
components and
materials

Panel manufacturers introducing recyclable components or less toxic
materials provides additional challenges for recycling companies to
adapt their processes and adjust recovered materials management.

Diversity
panels sizes

of

Different panels dimensions and weights influence logistics and
recycling machinery line feasibility to recycle them.

Different materials and components
combinations require evaluation for
second-hand markets (toxic
materials content compatibility with
local country, availability to recycle
such panels in the country, etc.).

Diversity
panels

of

Glass/glass, glass/back sheet, thin films, and silicon panels can have
different dedicated recycling processes. Future different types of panels
could challenge recycling feasibility for high-value materials recovery.

Lack
of
traceability of
panels and their
materials

Source: made by the authors
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Impact on repairing and
refurbishment
Not possible to repair solar
cells.

Lack of easily accessible
information that would allow
better
repairability/refurbishment
(manufacturer
recommendations on
repairing, components
specifics, etc.).
Different repairability
feasibility based on panels
composition.
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The table provides the need to consider changes in the current panel design to allow better recyclability,
repairability, reusability, and refurbishment. The sandwich structure of the panels challenges all of the circular
strategies implementations. Lack of traceability of panels and their materials could allow better decision-making
at choosing the most suitable path for their EoL management. Diversity of panels (there are over 105 000 different
panels in the world (Photovoltaikforum, 2021)) their sizes, components, and materials hinder the potential for
recycling, re-use, and repair due to the complexity. In the next section analysis of the potential panel design
changes will be explored.
4.3 Selection and rating of the design changes based on their impact on circular strategies
Table 3 compares design changes based on recycling, re-use, repair, and refurbishment, required capital
investment for a manufacturer, and change in solar panel bill of materials (BOM). Each of the criteria is based on
impact (low-medium-high). For recycling, re-use, and repair and refurbishment “high” impact mean that the
impact is supporting significantly recycling, re-use, and repair. For required capital investment (for the
manufacturer) and change in solar panel BOM, a “high” score means high costs increase. An increase in BOM
costs and required capital costs are factors that have a high impact on solar panels manufacturing capability to
implement the design change. As the solar industry is highly competitive it is important to take those two
economic factors into account.
Table 3. Comparison of design changes (source: made by the authors)
Potential for
Recycling

N.I.C.E
encapsulation
ECA
Lead-free ribbons
Fluorine-free back
sheet
RFID

Potential for
Re-use

Potential for
Repair and
Refurbishment

Required capital
investment for the
manufacturer

Change in
solar panel
BOM

Overall
positive impact
towards
circularity

High

High

High

High

Low

High

Low
Low
Medium

medium
medium
medium

Low
Low
Low

Medium
Low
Low

Medium
Low
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

MediumHigh

High

High

Medium

Low

High

Source: made by the authors

N.I.C.E encapsulation allows a simplified recycling process with the potential to enhance repairability,
reusability, or refurbishment as it allows access to solar cell replacement, which is not possible with conventional
panels as they consist of plastic encapsulations. The production equipment is still under development and it would
require high investment to enable this design change to be used for solar panels manufacturers.
ECA allows to designs out lead but it requires different machinery in the manufacturer production line to
apply it. ECAs also usually contain silver which affects negatively the BOM cost structure and environmental
impact. By designing out lead panels with ECA could be more favorable for second-hand use where solar panel
application region or country lacks EoL management infrastructure.
Lead-free ribbons allow safer handling of PV waste which could be happening in regions with not yet
developed recycling facilities. The performance impact is still unclear as lead-free ribbons usually have lower
performance compared to lead ribbons. For this reason climate chamber tests were carried out to test lead-free
ribbons with bismuth as a replacement (ribbons bought from Luvata company). The ribbons were tested in 300
hours of thermal cycles (TC) according to IEC61215 (3 hours per cycle between -40 °C and 85 °C). Table 4
shows the results of the tests. Even with the additional 100 hours of thermal cycles (200 are recommended) the
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decrease in power is less than 5%. Ribbons with bismuth have about 1 N mm−1 adhesion strength based on
Solitek tests and literature (Geipel et al. 2019) while ribbons with lead has usually 2-3 N mm−1. EL pictures
before and after 300 hours of thermal cycling (see fig. 3) show some strips having less optimal contact which are
small enough issues to keep power loss within the 5% limit of the standard. Inside one of the mini-panel NFC tag
was in-laminated. NFC tags are part of RFID technologies. The main difference for NFC tags compared to other
RFID tags are that they can be read with a phone and has a close reading distance. The NFC tag after the TC and
damp heat (DH) cycles were still operating as the data could be read by scanning it with the phone.
Table 4. Mini-panels with lead-free ribbons after 300 hours of thermal cycling
Isc (A)

Voc (V)

FF (%)

Vmpp (V)

Impp (A)

Pmpp (W)

Panel 3 after 300
TC

9.52

2.72

75.73

2.18

9.00

19.64

0 TC

9.56

2.69

78.29

2.20

9.17

20.13

Difference (%)

-0.4

1.3

-3.3

-0.6

-1.9

-2.4

Panel 4 after 300
TC

947

2.72

77.23

2.19

9.08

19.90

0 TC

9.51

2.69

78.73

2.20

9.15

20.12

Difference (%)

-0.3

1.2

-1.9

-0.3

-0.8

-1.1

Source: made by the authors

20200406-3 before TC

20200406-3 after 300 TC

u

20200406-4 before TC

20200406-4 after 300 TC

Fig. 3. Mini-panels with lead-free ribbons before and after 300 hours of TC”
Source: made by the authors
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Fluorine-free back sheets enables less toxic gas generation during recycling. In addition, non-fluorinated
recovered materials have higher quality. Fluorine-free solar panels possess fewer environmental and health risks if
these types of panels are shipped abroad. After 4000 hours of DH testing of the fluorine-free back sheet (DSM
endurance back sheet) in two mini-panels, there were no signs of embrittlement, cracks, internal delamination, or
delamination.
RFID technology is based on information storage and ease of access. Recycling companies can access
materials content of the solar panels. For re-usability purposes, RFID tags can allow transition from first to
second-hand use by adding or accessing relevant information for decision makings: history of the panel, material
content/toxicity, etc. It can allow effective decision makings to whether a specific type of panels should be reused outside Europe (if they have low toxicity) or be kept for second-hand applications in the EU (if they contain
high-value materials such as antimony, high amount of silver, etc.). The performance history data could allow
precise valuation of each of the panels for second-hand applications. Impact on recycling could be medium or
high depending on the information scale (precise material content, performance history, etc.). For repair and
refurbishment, RFID tags can allow storage of information about made changes and allow additional information
to be written. It requires relatively medium investment costs which consist of scanners in the solar panel
production line. Additional costs are for installers and recyclers if UHF RFID tags were to be used as they require
dedicated readers to read and write information in the tags. From 0,30 Eur to 1 Eur RFID UHF (Ultra-high
frequency) tags prices increase slightly panels costs. RFID UHF (ultra-high frequency) and NFC tags were tested
in climate chambers on mini-panels. RFID UHF tags went through 4000 hours of damp heat and 200 hours of
thermal cycling. 2 out of 3 attached tags were deformed after cycles (see fig. 4). The non-deformed tag (on the left
side) is Alien H3, M4QT RFID UHF tag. Even though 2 out of 3 tags were deformed it was still possible to read
data from the tags. One tag had silicone adhesive instead of the adhesive that is available on the side of the tag.
Silicone adhesive was enough to keep the tag attached to the panel.

Fig. 4. RFID UHF tags after 200 hours of thermal cycling (right) and after 4000 hours of damp heat testing (left)
Source: made by the authors
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4.4 Evaluation of the design changes
One of the highest positive impacts on product circularity in terms of recycling (see table 3) would be N.I.C.E
design change assuming that performance or longevity are not affected by their panel design. RFID tags can make
the industry more circular through digitisation that allows enhanced information storage and ease of access. It is
important to note that RFID tags require a database where information could be stored and accessed. There is a
database that holds (although only in the German language) technical data of the panels, such as Power (wats),
efficiency, voltage, and the number of cells per panel (Photovoltaikforum, 2021). For circular strategies
improvement in the industry additional information should be stored, such as material content, repairability &
recyclability guidelines, etc. Storing data only in the tags themselves, without a database, would limit circularity
opportunities as its reachability of the data would be only from close physical distance. For the solar industry, the
database should be constructed and maintained in a way that it takes into account scenarios of companies
(including manufacturers) ceasing to exist or other factors that can lead to disturbance of the database. The data
about panels in the database should be kept and be accessible even after manufacturing companies are not
operating anymore. Format of data is also important because of the panels longevity (~30 years) there will be a
significant amount of storage required that could be costly to maintain. Other design changes allow the designing
of toxic materials that can result in easier EoL treatment.
To understand these potential design changes on economics, environment, and materials supply
availability scenario models will be made. Three types of scenarios are based on the adoption of the design
changes in the annual PV production shares (20%, 50%, 100%).
4.4.1 Lead-free ribbons
Replacement of lead with another critical raw material bismuth (although non-toxic) can put additional pressure
on its supply availability. Bismuth crustal abundance is 0,18 (ppm), recycling rate <10%, production
concentration of 42% in China, Mexico, and Japan (The Royal Society of Chemistry, n.d.). Most of the bismuth
produced today is a by-product of refining lead, copper, tin, silver, and gold ores which results in the same/similar
CO2 impact as the lead. Its competitor lead has a crustal abundance of 11 (ppm), a recycling rate of >30%,
production concentration of 44% in China, Australia, and the USA (The Royal Society of Chemistry, n.d.).
Bismuth worldwide production in 2018 was 19 200 metric tones compared to 5 560 000 metric tones of lead
(Merrill, 2021). Assuming 9g of bismuth consumption per panel and taking into account the world total PV
manufacturing capacity of 140 GW in 2019 (only 3 GW manufacturing capacity in EU) the required annual
supply of bismuth would be around 2 400 metric tons with the assumption of the average panel having 400 Wp
(Jäger-Waldau, 2019; Statista, 2021). As bismuth concentration in the ribbons is very similar to lead the bismuth
presence in each panel can be up to 9-10 grams. The average price of the past 5 years for bismuth and lead was
5776 Eur/mt and 1856 Eur/mt respectively (Shanghai Metals Market, 2021; tradingeconomics, 2021). Figure 5
shows the required bismuth amount in metric tons for different scenarios. Current low production of bismuth
could lead to about 17% of its annual availability to be supplied to the solar industry if all solar panels would
contain ribbons with bismuth. Combined with its higher price and currently lower recyclability compared to lead
the ribbons with bismuth could limit the scalability.
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Fig. 5. Required bismuth amount and its supply availability to meet 20%, 50%, and 100% PV panels production market share scenarios
Source: made by the authors

4.4.2 ECA
The use of ECA in the panels allows designing out lead. Figure 6 shows a reduction of lead in metric tons and the
required supply of ECA in GW (140 GW annual PV panels world production) for different scenarios. It is
assumed that each panel contains 9g of lead and on average one panel has 400 Wp. Only about 5% of total panels
in the world (2021) contain conductive adhesives (ITRPV, 2021). It is expected that conductive adhesives will
reach 20% by 2021, for this reason, the figure was adjusted accordingly to take into account only 20% of the solar
panels market.

Fig. 6. Reduction of lead and required ECA supply to meet 20%, 50%, and 100% PV panels production market share scenarios
Source: made by the authors
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ECA allows reducing lead consumption of the solar industry. The application of ECA depends on the
solar panel technology and production line. As the ribbons stringing machine is not suitable for ECA the
scalability of ECA for a higher market of solar panels would require investment into adapting the manufacturing
line.
4.4.3 NFC tags
NFC tags price varies based on quantity, data storage capacity, and reading distance from around 0.10 Eur/peace
to 0.30 Eur/peace (Made-in-China.Com, 2021). To demonstrate scenarios of NFC usage in solar panels it is
assumed that from the annual world panels production of 140 GW panels there are 350 million panels produced
(400 Wp per panel). NFC tag price is assumed to be 0.30 Eur/peace. Figure 7 shows the required quantity and
costs impact of NFC tags for different scenarios. The possible maintenance costs of the database are unclear.
Based on the Solitek experience fixed installation costs for ~100 MW panels production capacity are around
30 000 Eur.

Fig. 7. Required amount of NFC tags and their costs to meet 20%, 50%, and 100% PV panels production market share scenarios
Source: made by the authors

The NFC tags costs will be a relatively minor issue as the panels power is increasing significantly through
the years. High power panels with high longevity are a good match for technology such as NFC tags to allow
digitalised panels.
4.4.4 Fluorine-free back sheets
In 2021 it is expected that glass-back sheet panels will contain 80% of the panels market (ITRPV, 2021). Figure 8
shows the required supply of fluorine-free back sheets to meet different demand scenarios of panels production.
The price difference is unclear for the back sheet compared to conventional ones.
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Fig. 8. Required fluorine-free back sheet supply to meet 20%, 50%, and 100% PV panels production market share scenarios
Source: made by the authors

The back sheet market is moving away from back sheets that are based on Tedlar material. Those types of
back sheets can increase recycling costs significantly due to the need for incineration. Fluorine-free back sheet or
other types of back sheets (based on PET) can allow higher circularity. There is required more investigation for
other types of back sheets to consider their longevity and performance impact on the panels.
4.4.5 N.I.C.E
Solar panel contains nitrogen gas (replacement for encapsulation material) which has a high abundance in the
world. With N.I.C.E it is possible to achieve a reduction of panel price by 1.8% (Eco-solar, 2018). N.I.C.E as well
designs out plastic encapsulations (EVA/POE) that has about 7% of mass present in the panel. Figure 9 shows a
decrease in costs and plastic for different scenarios. It was assumed that one panel weights 20 kg with (350
million panels produced annually in the world). The costs reduction was calculated from the high-efficient panels
that cost around 0,30 Eur/Wp (Eco-solar, 2018).

Fig. 9. Reduction of plastic and costs for 20%, 50%, and 100% PV panels market share scenarios
Source: made by the authors
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The scalability of N.I.C.E technology heavily depends on Apollon company strategy related to
commercialising the new encapsulation production equipment. Performance, reliability, and other tests of panels
made with N.I.C.E are further required to consider the application of the design change at an industrial scale.
Each of the design changes impact on scalability through different scenarios was discussed. The supply
potential of bismuth could hinder the option for promoting lead-free ribbons with bismuth as a replacement. This
analysis of scalability allows to visualise the possible threats and opportunities for the design changes when
considering shifting the industry towards different design changes to promote circularity.
5. Limitations
The literature review about the possible design changes of the panels could be broader to include low TRL
(technology readiness level) designs and include other technologies besides silicon-based panels. The life-cycle
analysis (LCA) approach could be used to make sure there are no trade-offs when looking at a broader picture
(global warming potential, pollution, etc.). Nevertheless, the approach used in this article was to include a low
amount of sensitive information to present and discuss possible design changes to be used by the solar industry
companies and/or analysed further. If the data from the LCA were extracted and used from the solar industry
organisations this would increase time, costs, and data complexity which would limit the potential for
collaboration between the companies.
A broader discussion of the design issues and possible design changes could be done by including
components suppliers into providing inputs and/or participating in the workshop that was organised within the
CIRCUSOL project. The possible design changes and their impacts on the component producers are important to
have a wider understanding of possible improvements of the product parts. For the increase of circularity of
materials and components the producers feedback is crucial to discuss the challenges and opportunities of
returning recycled materials to the producers. Future research areas could apply/adapt the 4 steps approach of
product circularity improvement in other industries by taking into account policies, business models, reverse
logistics, etc. The product technological design is one of the most important first steps to improve circularity.
Nevertheless, other circularity aspects could also be addressed in future researches (take-back procedures,
recovered materials applications, circular business models) while focusing on collaboration between relevant
organisations to generate solutions.
Conclusions
Literature review shows the need for the circular supply chains to redesign the products for improving
reparability, recyclability, etc. Technological design changes at the product level required an understanding of the
context of the supply chain that is related to technology, economy, environment, etc. There is a lack of
investigation about the simple methods and processes to identify circularity of product, its impact on circular
strategies, and relating possible design changes to the impact not only based on the manufacturer but further
supply chain as well. This article investigated at the industry level possible design changes of the solar panel and
their impacts.
Process steps for improving product circularity were proposed based on literature. It consists of the
identification of product circularity issues, their impact on circularity, possible design changes to improve the
circularity and their impact on the whole supply chain, and evaluation of those design changes. It is a 4 steps
approach that allows a simple way to identify circularity issues, investigate potential design changes based on
circular strategies, rate the design changes and evaluate their impacts. The combination of literature data and
expert inputs allows higher freedom of collaboration between the supply chain organisations as it contains much
less sensitive data compared to traditional eco-design approaches.
The main issue of the solar panel is the sandwich structure that blocks easy recycling and other circular
strategies implementation. Other issues are related to the presence of toxic materials in the solar panel and lack of
relevant information accessibility about the panel during its lifetime. Additional design issue of different
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dimensions of the panels was revealed in the online workshop dedicated to discussing the solar panel design
issues.
After identification of design issues of the solar panel their impacts on the relevant circular strategies in
the solar industry (recycle, re-use, repair/refurbishment) were discussed. The following design changes of the
solar panel were selected to improve the recyclability, re-usability, and repairability/refurbishment: RFID
technology, lead-free ribbons, ECA, fluorine-free back sheet, and N.I.C.E. These design changes impact
differently manufacturer and further supply chain actors through circular strategies.
The most impactful design changes for higher circularity of the product are N.I.C.E and RFID
technology. These two design changes have a very different cost impact on the manufacturer. Depending on the
manufacturer and its value chain one or another design change could be chosen. Except for the N.I.C.E and ECA,
other design changes do not require high investment costs for a manufacturer to allow more circular solar panel
design. A low amount of design changes costs allows small & medium manufacturers to implement the design
changes.
Evaluated possible design changes for circularity through literature review and inputs provided by the
experts from the industry combined with considerations for scalability presents insights for solar industry
companies to adopt circular design changes. The used methodology based on low sensitive data allowed
collaboration within the supply chain to investigate circularity improvement in the solar industry through product
design.
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1. Introduction
Technology and knowledge transfer among countries is an important topic in recent studies. In the latest research,
it is observed that there is a significant transfer of knowledge between countries in various forms. Foreign trade
and Foreign direct investment (FDI) are treated as the two main channels helping to facilitate knowledge transfer.
The studies confirmed the role of foreign trade in transferring knowledge between countries. However, the FDI,
the transfer of technology and knowledge from Nordic to Baltic Countries have not yet been researched.
The three Baltic States – Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia – constitute relatively small countries, though they enjoy
highly synchronized, highly opened for trade and still fast-growing economies. In the last years, much more
rapidly growing export of services have resulted in the positive current account of the Baltic countries. Slower
growth in terms of productivity rather than in the purchasing power parity raises concerns about future sustainable
growth prospects.
The study revises the technology and knowledge transfer that help to support the development of countries'
economies. However, the key question is to what extent the economies of Baltic countries benefit due to the
transfer of technology and knowledge via FDI from the Nordics. In this regard, the main goal of the paper is the
revision of stock FDI flows in three Baltic countries – Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. In addition, the study shed
light on the important determinants of technology transfer, as well as the relationship between FDI and
macroeconomic performance in the Baltic countries.
The study is organized into several sections. In the first part, the relationship of FDI with technology and
knowledge transfer is presented. The second section is dedicated to the transition of the Baltics in catching up to
the European Union and the Nordic. Thereafter, we investigate the international competitiveness of Baltics
industries, where advanced technologies are crucial, in the third section. The fourth section is devoted to the
inward FDI from the Nordics to the Baltics. In the fifth section, technology and knowledge transfer from Nordics
to the Baltics is described. Finally, the results of the study are summarized under the conclusions in the sixth
section.
2. Relationship of FDI with Technology and Knowledge Transfer
Foreign direct investment (FDI) occurs if a foreign company acquires a significant part of a local firm of at least
10 per cent or when some enterprises that are obtained by the same owner and operate in different foreign markets
exchange financial flows among themselves (Antràs, & Yeaple, 2014).
In the mainstream FDI literature, two types of FDI are distinguished; horizontal (i.e., FDI in the same part of the
value chain, confer Markusen, 1984) and vertical (i.e., FDI in customers or suppliers; confer Helpman, 1984). As
Ha & Kang (2016) state, the role of FDI might be both substitutive and complementary. Horizontal FDI motives
are related to trade costs optimization and market size ('market seeking'), while vertical FDI – to cost efficiency
due to cost differences that occur in different markets ('efficiency seeking'). In general, horizontal FDI means
production process replication in host countries when trade costs are high, while vertical FDI often involves
splitting the production process by locating different stages thereof in different countries. Therefore, vertical FDI
often implicates supply chain fragmentation and intermediate goods export (Herger et al., 2016).
It is hard to establish which FDI type dominates in trade: although some authors claim that horizontal (Harms &
Wacker, 2019) or vertical FDI dominates (Bombarda, 2013), Baldwin & Okubo (2014) reports that it differs
greatly in terms of regions and periods. Some studies reveal that this domination heterogeneity in terms of FDI
types has some patterns. For example, after examining 400 industries in 90 countries, Alfaro & Charlton (2009)
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reported that vertical FDI tends to occur in countries that exhibit similar features; high-skill sectors are more
related between rich and industry advanced countries. FDI vertical-ness even might win over its horizontal-ness in
case of local plant acquisition by a foreign owner, when it results in boosting productivity (Arnold & Javorcik,
2009).
In addition to horizontal and vertical FDI typology, some authors suggest that there are more of them. For
example, Baldwin & Okubo (2014) notice that there are three more FDI types: (i) affiliates that are exploited as
export-platform to third markets; (ii) affiliates that engage into value chains (i.e., added value to the products
produced by their parent firms); (iii) affiliates that assume the role of a wholesale distributor; and (iv) affiliates
that have mixed motives (so-called 'complex FDI'). All this complexity might suggest that international trade
transforms to networks of affiliates interacting among themselves also in terms of FDI ('networked FDI').
Also, after researching the Japanese FDI that took place between 1996 and 2006, Baldwin & Okubo (2014)
proposed an idea that it had been progressed in technologies of information and communication that had served as
the main reason for spatial unbundling of production. That study suggested that, in general, technological progress
triggers dispersing of production stages to different locations that might offer the highest cost efficiency
opportunities. Therefore, technological progress may foster FDI vertical-ness through growing comparative
advantages. That also suggests that high generalized trade costs (including transaction costs and other trade
frictions) promote FDI horizontal-ness (i.e., FDI serves as a trade substitute). Furthermore, these findings might
lead to a thought that the higher FDI vertical-ness, the larger the impact on local productivity and wages.
Unsurprisingly, FDI depends on the heterogeneity of different sectors in terms of modularity of production
process, the scale of economies and trade frictions. Baldwin & Okubo (2014) revealed that, in Japan, different
FDI sectors have different trade patterns with outstanding classic FDI sectors – manufacturing of consumer and
capital goods. After it had experienced a huge advance in technological progress, manufacturing – especially
machinery – faced internationalization of the supply chain. More concretely, the chain of different affiliates
adding value at intermediate production stages and passing down their output.
Most of these empirical research findings were predicted by the studies of international trade theory, which has a
long history of examining the relationship between FDI and trade. Harms & Wacker (2019) claim that the theory
of FDI has deep connections with the theory of industrial organization. A firm that considers entering the foreign
market always faces a choice between exports or arms-length interaction with other firms, or greenfield FDI, or
foreign acquisition.
However, despite the microeconomic perspective of FDI, which reveals a firm's strategic choices, the mainstream
of the macroeconomic literature treats FDI as a sort of international investment because it tends to raise the capital
stock and total factor productivity of a host country. Positive impulses from FDI to economic growth is content on
the host country's absorptive capacity for the associated technologies (Borensztein et al., 1998) and its degree of
economic freedom (Azman-Saini et al., 2010). Xu (2000) present similar findings on impulses from multinational
companies on economic growth. Alfaro et al. (2009) find that improvements in total factor productivity constitute
the main channel for economic growth impulses induced by FDI and not improved factor accumulation associated
with physical and human capital.
In their OLI (Ownership, Location, and Internalization) literature review, Antràs & Yeaple (2014) reports that it is
widely believed that the ownership advantage is one of the main determinants of multinationals domination in
international trade. In the scientific literature, the mainstream interpretation explains this phenomenon by a
proprietary technology that gives its owner a cost advantage over local producers.
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This phenomenon is called the location advantage. The development of advantageous technology bears a
significant fixed cost which, in the case of multinational firms, can be exploited in different foreign markets
simultaneously. It includes both tangible and intangible assets that allow utilizing economies of scale. Another
gain brought by the location advantage is related to the breakdown of production into the locations that are the
most cost-efficient.
With time the OLI literature was absorbed by the new trade theory: in the profound models of Dixit and Stiglitz
(1977) with product differentiation and market structure and Krugman (1979, 1980) with CES (constant elasticity
of substitution) preferences. The seminal work of Melitz (2003) gave this strand of literature new breathing by
incorporating firm heterogeneity to the former models. In addition, there were a lot of studies that examined the
relationship of FDI with various aspects that were as follows; tax policies of host countries, the financing of firms;
the labor market effects of offshoring; the cultural distance issues for the strategies of multinationals; and
products diversification and the transmission of business cycles (Harms, P., & Wacker, K. M., 2019).
In their model, Antràs & Yeaple (2014) combined vertical FDI with firm heterogeneity. It predicted that only the
most cost-efficient firms would participate in vertical FDI. Also, in high R&D industries, trade frictions are
related to the costs of technology transfer mostly. In an empirical investigation, Alfaro and Charlton (2009) find
clear tendencies of multinational companies owning stages of production proximate to their final production,
which gives rise to a class of high-skill intra-industry vertical FDI. The studies that concentrated on the firm-level
data examined the relationship between productivity and ownership too. In his literature review of theoretical and
econometric studies and qualitative analysis thereof, Smeets (2008) proposed an explanation and mechanism of
how FDI might be related to knowledge spillovers and knowledge transfer. It should be considered that FDI
effects do relate more to intentional knowledge and technology transfer rather than unintentional knowledge
spillovers. Therefore, in this regard, an accurate distinction should be made. Also, it is important to notice that the
knowledge transfers and spillovers do arise through the channels of vertical linkages, worker mobility and
demonstrations effects. However, it seems that it is intentional knowledge and technology transfer that should be
related to vertical linkages and, subsequently – vertical FDI.
Javorcik & Poelhekke (2017) report finding evidence that, in Indonesia, foreign ownership of affiliates is related
to the boost of local firms in terms of total factor productivity; it increases after local firms have been bought by
foreign firms and it decreases after being sold back to local ownership. In addition, Fons-Rosen et al. (2021)
show that an increase in local firms' productivity due to foreign ownership happens if a foreign firm owns enough
to affect production decisions. Although this study reports that this effect is rather small, it does not give much
attention to the heterogeneity of foreign firms. Therefore, 'the search for universal relationship is futile' (Smeets,
2008).
Some authors (for example, Taglioni & Winkler, 2016; Ismail et al., 2018) see a difference in technology and
knowledge transfer concerning many characteristics, including their channels. Knowledge transfer is more likely
related to management (together with the sufficient ownership of a local firm by a foreign parent company), while
technology is embodied in the capital that a hosting firm imports. In this strict sense, regarding technology
transfer, Newman et al. (2015) report that there is a lot of studies (including their own) that relate it more likely to
downstream vertical FDI rather than the horizontal one.
Investigation patent citations in Europe, Maurseth and Verspagen (2003) find evidence of barriers to knowledge
flow. Moreover, registered patents are more likely to be cited in the registration country or countries located
nearby geographically countries with similar industry structures or countries speaking languages within the same
linguistic group. In their study, Fons-Rosen et al. (2018) support such evidence revealing that a company with
successive expansion abroad enjoys an increase of citations regarding the patents it employs and its pace of
issuing more patents prevails. However, such studies as of, for example, Amoroso & Müller (2018), relate
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knowledge transfer not with management skills diffusion only, but with capital investment, design and R&D
expenditures, greenfield investment.
2. The transition of Baltics in catching-up to the European Union and the Nordic
The three Baltic States – Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia – are relatively small. The combined population is only
around 6 million, and the combined GDP is of similar magnitude as in Slovakia. Being small economies may
make them less attractive for horizontal FDI, as the market opportunities there become limited (Hunya 2004).
After the Baltics have gained their independence at the beginning of the last decade of the 20th century, they
pursued free-trade policy with the EU and Nordic countries. Subsequently, a few years later, all three Baltic States
started negotiating free trade agreements among themselves and other countries and association agreements with
the EU (Borsos & Erkkilä, 1995). As it was at the beginning of their independence, the Baltics still follow up
remarkably similar economic policies and seem like being an integrated Baltic economy in the last years
(Poissonnier, 2017). All three economies are highly synchronized (confer Graph 1 (a)).
After the Baltics had experienced incredibly high GDP growth rates, they were hit by the Great depression
severely and subsequently settled to more modest growth rates (Graph 1(a)). While all three of them are far away
in catching up with EU GDP per capita average, they have been gained on quickly in terms of purchasing power
parity and productivity (Graph 1 (b-d)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Graph 1. Compared GDP, its growth and labor productivity in the Baltics
Sources: The World Bank, 2021; OECD, 2021

Comparing with Nordic countries in terms of many economic indicators, Baltic States are still far away. What
worries is that the labor productivity growth falls behind the purchasing power in the Baltics, raising concerns of
sustainable development (Graph 2).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Graph 2. Compared GDP and labor productivity in the Baltics and the Nordics
Sources: The World Bank, 2021; OECD, 2021

Although some of the wedges in labor productivity obviously are caused by differences in technical productivity,
differences in fixed capital also play a notable role. In Graph 3 (a) below, we have depicted the development in
fixed capital behind employees and self-employed in the Baltics and Nordics. The figures clearly show that the
Nordic economies are more capital intensive than the Baltic economies. Yet, the capital intensity has increased
relatively much in the Baltics during the last decades, especially in Estonia, but also in Lithuania.
The fixed capital intensity in fixed prices

ICT capital's share of total capital stock

(a)

(b)

Graph 3. a) Fixed capital stock in fixed 2015-euros per total employment and b) ICT capital's share of total capital stock in the Baltics and
the Nordics
Source: OECD, 2021

As the fixed capital intensity is lower in the Baltics than the Nordics, the amount of ICT capital per total
employment (i.e. employees and self-employed) is also lower. However, the ICT capital's share of the total fixed
capital stock is not very between the two Northern European regions. Here, the industry structure also contributes
to explaining large differences. However, the ICT capital share of total fixed capital has increased relatively much
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in the Baltic countries, at least in Latvia and Lithuania. Overall, the development in the aggregate fixed capital
stock leaves the impression of tendencies of a slow catching up for the Baltic countries, but they are still far
behind the Nordic countries in terms of capital input.
In Graph 4 (a), we have shown the development in technical productivity in the Northern European counties,
calculated by standard growth accounting under the Cobb-Douglas technology (confer Solow 1957). We have
assumed constant return to scale with sample average factor shares of net value added as output elasticities for
each factor. Compared to the Nordic countries, the technical productivity growth in the Baltic countries was
relatively high in the period from 2001 to 2017, particularly in Latvia and Lithuania. In the case of Latvia, it thus
seems that the somewhat weaker growth in capital intensity than in the neighbouring countries were compensated
by higher productivity growth over the period.
The Baltic states were also affected relatively badly by the financial crisis. Overall, the graph resemblances the
growth patterns for GDP from Graph 1 (a). Yet, there are some differences caused by fluctuations in factor
allocation, the technical specification and differences between gross and net value added.
Aggregate growth in technical productivity

Terms of trade development

(a)

(b)
-

Graph 4. a) Development in aggregated technical productivity, calculated through growth accounting under a Cobb-Douglas technology
with constant returns to scale. Measurement variables: Net value added (production measure), total employment (labor), fixed capital stock
(capital measure) and the sample average for labor costs and self-employed' s part of a mixed-income joint share of net value added (output
elasticity for labor). b) Terms of trade, indexed with 2004 as the base year. Baltics and Nordics
Source: OECD, 2021

In Graph 4 (b), we have illustrated the development in terms of trade in Northern Europe. The figure clearly
shows that the Baltic countries overall have had a relative beneficial development in terms of trade since they
became EU members in 2004, especially Estonia and Latvia. Their terms of trade have also been less exposed to
large fluctuations in prices for financial services, natural resources, and technology merchandise than some of the
Nordic countries.
The Baltic States have a high degree of trade openness: Estonia and Lithuania are almost twice as higher as
Finland, Norway, and Sweden in this respect. In 2019, trade openness was as high as 149 % of GDP in Lithuania,
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141 % of GDP in Estonia, and 121 % of GDP in Latvia, while among the Nordic countries, only Denmark
exceeded 100 % and reached 109 % of GDP only (Graph 5).

(a)

(b)

Graph 5. Comparison of trade openness: export and import
Source: The World Bank, 2021

Right up until the Great Depression, the Baltic States had a large current account deficit, which in 2007 ranged
from 15% in Lithuania to 17% in Latvia and 20% in Estonia (Graph 6 (a)). However, later, when the crisis began,
imports of goods and services fell drastically when exports did not suffer so much. It should be noted that since
then, the current account in the Baltic States has been balanced. Meanwhile, in the Nordic countries, the current
account surplus in the total, albeit slightly decreased, remained positive (except for Finland, whose current
account has become somewhat negative since 2011).

(a)

(b)

Graph 6. Comparison of current account as a per cent of GDP and business cycle synchronization
Source: The World Bank, 2021

Overall, although the Baltic States are still far behind other Nordic countries in their level of development, it can
be noted that after the Great Depression, the business cycles of all Nordic countries became much more in sync
(Graphs 1 (a) and 6 (b)). It can therefore be intuitively assumed that the integration of the entire Nordic region
(including the Baltics) should have increased significantly.
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3. Performance in Technological-Driven Industries Subsequent to Regional Integration
International competitiveness could be understood as the extent to which a country can maintain or expand its
activities and factor returns in international markets. FDI may both facilitate and be facilitated by high
competitiveness (e.g., Narula and Wakelin, 1997, and Anastassopoulos, 2007).
For countries that generally are behind the technological frontier, it is particularly challenging to penetrate
advanced industries, such as producers and intensive consumers of R&D and ICT. This is because the barriers and
the technological prerequisites for success generally are relatively large for these industries. Thus FDI maybe
means to succeed in these industries, but also requires that the hosting countries have something to offer as
location advantages, such as, for instance, proximity to attractive product and factor markets.
Relative unit labor costs – that is, the comparison of labor cost per gross value added in fixed prices – is a muchused explanatory indicator for international competitiveness. As increased unit labor costs strictly imply a
weakening in competitiveness, we will apply the inverse of unit labor costs as our indicator: Ceteris paribus, the
measure weights development in production and cost competitiveness. Yet, the indicator may, in some cases, also
reflect other factors, such as for instance relative changes in capital intensity, price changes and self-employment
rate. Other factors may also affect realized competitiveness in terms of gained market shares and improved factor
utilization, such as, for instance, changed regulations and market access. This was indeed what the Baltic states
gained when they became EU members in 2004.
In Graph (7), we have depicted the changes in unit labor costs for four selected industry groups from 1999 to
2017, compared to the Nordics and benchmarks of countries from Western, Southern and Eastern Europe, as well
as Northern America. The selected groups are selected because they all represent advanced industry groups,
including producers and intensive consumer industries of R&D and ICT. The Graph clearly shows a seemingly
discouraging development in unit labor costs for the Baltic countries for all industry sectors, especially for Latvia.
Admittedly, parts of the research and development industry are non-market oriented, so it might be that parts of
the value contribution of this sector to the society are not fully captured for this group.
After 2004, the Baltic countries' competiveness predicted by the development in unit labor costs was poorer than
all benchmarks for all selected industry groups. This development occurs despite relatively high increases in
capital intensity in the Baltics, which ceteris paribus suggest an opposite development path. In addition, the selfemployed constitute stable shares of total employment, noting that the reported labor costs applied in our
measurement-do not include the labor compensations for self-employed. Yet, the seemingly worsening in
international competitiveness for the Baltic countries might instead represent a taste of convergence in
productivity, and factor compensation after access to the inner European market was obtained.
Relative unit labor costs are often preferred over relative value costs – that is, a comparison of labor cost per gross
value added in current prices – since the development product prices are considered as random. However, it is far
from a clear cut that this is the case. First, the different nature of industries and goods may imply different price
paths for products and intermediates. Second, increases in prices may reflect quality improvements and the ability
to reorient towards attractive markets. As a gross value added corresponds to the difference between gross
production and intermediates, the current price version of the measure will both involve price developments for
products and intermediates.
We do not necessarily consider unit labor costs and value labor costs as competing but instead regard them as
potential supplementary measures. Accordingly, we have considered the development in the inverse of value labor
costs for the Baltic States and benchmarks in Graph (8).
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The inverse of unit labor costs: R&D producers
consumers

Inverse of unit labor costs: R&D intensive

(a)

(b)

The inverse of unit labor costs: ICT producers
consumers

Inverse of unit labor costs: ICT intensive

(c)

(d)

Graph 7. Indexed development in unit labor costs with 2004 as base year for a) scientific research and development (NACE 72), b) highand medium-high R&D intensive activities (2-digit definition), c) High- and Medium-high R&D intensive activities (2-digit definition), d)
high digital intensive industries (complex definition); Baltics, Nordics and benchmarks: Western European benchmark (Germany, France,
Netherlands, Belgium and Austria), Southern European benchmark (Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal), Eastern European benchmark
(Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia) and North American benchmark (the United States and Mexico)
Source: OECD, 2021

The figures indicate a more positive picture of the Baltic States competitiveness, indicating relatively favourable
price development for these countries. Nevertheless, the development in value labor costs is still poorer than the
benchmarks for all industries. In the case of R&D intensive consumer industries, the differences are small.
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Considering the Baltic States' developments in unit labor costs and value labor costs, the realized competitiveness
of the Baltics during the period could be expected to be decreasing. On the other hand, the entrance to the inner
European market and corresponding economic integration point in the opposite direction.
Inverse value labor costs: R&D producers

Inverse value labor costs: R&D intensive consumers

(a)
Inverse value labor costs: ICT producers

(b)
Inverse value labor costs: ICT intensive consumers

(c)

(d)

Graph 8. Indexed development in unit labor costs with 2004 as base year for a) scientific research and development (NACE 72), b) highand medium-high R&D intensive activities (2-digit definition), c) High- and Medium-high R&D intensive activities (2-digit definition), d)
high digital intensive industries (complex definition); Baltics, Nordics and benchmarks: Western European benchmark (Germany, France,
Netherlands, Belgium and Austria), Southern European benchmark (Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal), Eastern European benchmark
(Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia) and North American benchmark (the United States and Mexico)
Source: OECD, 2021

In the case of technological manufacturing and ICT services, the latter mentioned drivers appear to dominate the
aggregate effect. As depicted in Graph (9), the Baltic states have actually increased their gross value shares of the
underlying European industries (here defined as the EEA market and UK). Yet, the market shares are relatively
low, manufacturing of technical equipment constituting the largest local ICT-related sector. This is in contrast to
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the Nordic countries, which constitutes larger European players in these industries than their economical size
would suggest.
Moving on to the international export markets for technological merchandise and ICT services, a resembling – but
somewhat weaker – the pattern is revealed, as shown in Graph (10).
Share of gross value added in the EEA and UK:
Manufacturing of technological equipment

Share of gross value added in the EEA and UK:
Manufacturing of means of transportation

(a)
Share of gross value added in the EEA and UK:
Telecommunication services

(b)
Share of gross value added in the EEA and UK:
Information technology services

(c)

(d)

Graph 9. Share of gross value added in the European Economic Area and the United Kingdom in the following industries: a) technological
equipment (NACE 26 to 28 and 33), b) means of transportation (NACE 29 to 30), c) telecommunication services (NACE 61) and d)
information technology services (NACE 62 and 63).
Source: OECD, 2021

In this comparison, the industries face competition from countries outside the inner European market, and
production for domestic consumption are not accounted for. In addition, these shares are estimated based on value
creation rather than gross value-added, such that it is not accounted for how efficient the intermediates are
utilized.
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Again, the Baltic countries have had relatively low but increasing market shares since the mid-2000s. In the case
of Estonia, the export market shares have stabilized subsequently to the Euro crisis. On the contrary, the market
shares were relatively stable up to the Euro crisis for Latvian and Lithuania ICT service export.

Export market share in the EEA and UK:
Technological merchandise

Export market share in the EEA and UK:
ICT services

(a)

(b)

Graph 10. Market share of the international export markets for the following goods: a) technological merchandise, b) information and
communication technology services (NACE 62 and 63).
Source: WTO, 2021

Overall, our investigation on competitiveness in the technology-driven industries in the Baltics shows that these,
as of today and in recent years, have had to limit importance outside of the Baltics. Probably due to improved
market access, these Baltic industries have been able to capture small market shares, despite increasing unit labor
costs and value labor costs. FDI from inter alia Nordic sectorial players may play a role in lifting these industries
but would require location advantages such as local competence, infrastructure, cost savings and product market
access. Industries that are less technology-intensive may, of course, also benefit from knowledge transfers. Here,
the barrier for success will often be lower, but so will the potential for knowledge transfers.
4. Baltics Inward FDI from Nordics
Small countries usually attract investments from their richer neighbours. Moreover, as cheap assets and small
markets require small amounts of investments, the largest transnational corporations may have little interest to
invest in such countries in contrast to regional players. The best example is Estonia that benefits from investment
flows that come from Finland and Sweden, mostly among all Baltic States (Hunya, G., 2004). Christiansen (2010)
makes a good point that iceberg costs are an insignificant factor for trade between the Nordics and the Baltics due
to comparatively short distances. However, being the Nordics among the richest and the Baltics among the
poorest in the European Union makes very likely capital flows from the Nordics to the Baltics. In his FC model
applied to an empirical study, Christiansen (2010) claims that the firms from Nordics do not treat the Baltic
countries very differently.
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When looking at the investment structure of the Nordic countries by sector, it can be noted that the priorities are
very different. Swedish investors give absolute priority to investments in the Estonian financial, Lithuanian
wholesale and retail and manufacturing sectors. Meanwhile, Finnish investors invest mainly in Lithuanian real
estate and Estonian IT and manufacturing sectors (Graph 11 (a) and (b)). Overall, the financial, wholesale and
retail, manufacturing, and real estate sectors receive the most investment in the Baltic States from Scandinavia
(Graph 11 (c)). This diversity of priorities for Scandinavian investors is both surprising and makes us wonder
what the reason is behind such phenomena?

(a)

(b)

(c)
Graph 11. Net outward FDI: a) from the Nordics, b) to the Baltics, c) total direct investment into the Baltics.
Source: Eurostat, 2021†

There is a lot of studies that consider other FDI factors as supporting inward FDI in the Baltics. In their study,
Amdam et al. (2007) report that the cost of labor was among the main factors that attracted foreign investments
from other Nordic countries since the independence of the Baltics. There is a lot more factors that might attract
FDI in the Baltics: exemptions from taxes, subsidies for new jobs and staff training, other forms of support for
R&D activities (Brenkevičiūtė, 2010). Laskienė (2010) claims that FDI fosters export activity in the Baltics.
Barauskaite (2012) found evidence that inward FDI in the Nordic and the Baltic countries are related positively
†

Unfortunately, Eurostat does not provide data on Norwegian and Icelandic outward FDI in the Baltics.
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with tax wedge on labor cost, active workforce, and R&D expenditures. However, as small countries, the Baltic
economies might lack the economies of scale that some of their larger competitors enjoy foreign investors might
not come because of insufficient market size or labor pools, lumpy infrastructure investment might be too large
for any one of the Baltic countries to shoulder on its own, etc.
In summary, the availability of relatively low-cost resources serves as a supporting factor for investments in
manufacturing, i.e. (in the traditional labor intensive-industries such as food, textile, and wood). However, there is
a difference between the Baltic States how inward FDI comes to. Both Lithuania and Latvia attracted equity
capital in the forms of acquisitions and greenfield investment, while Estonia receives much more reinvested
capital, probably due to a zero-tax rate on reinvested capital in Estonia (Irandoust, 2016). As mentioned above,
the higher inward FDI flows in Estonia (Graph 12 (a)) goes to the financial and IT sectors that usually
demonstrate high productivity (Graph 11).
Whatever the reason would it be, Estonia has been exceeding the other two Baltic States far away in terms of both
inward and stock FDI (Graph 12); almost twice as Latvia and more than twice as Lithuania on average.
Inward FDI as a per cent of GDP

Stock FDI as a per cent of GDP

(a)

(b)
Graph 12. Comparison of inward and stock FDI
Source: UNCTAD, 2021

In levels, the biggest contributor in terms of FDI is Sweden (Graph 13 (a)) with its exceptionally high investment
in the service sector (Net outward FDI for services) in all three Baltic states. Swedish corporate investment in the
services sector is mainly covered by banks and IT. It should also be noted that FDI in the manufacturing sector
(Net outward FDI for manufacturing) in Estonia is on average more than twice as high as in Latvia and Lithuania:
the average is EUR 249 in Estonia, EUR 111 in Latvia and EUR 121 per employee in Lithuania.
In general, it should be noted that the FDI of the Nordic countries in Estonia is incomparably more significant
than in Latvia and Lithuania. We have found that for the period from 2013 to 2017, the Nordic FDI in Estonia
averaged as much as 75% of total inward FDI, while in Latvia – only 30% of all inward FDI and in Lithuania –
39% of all inward FDI constituting 0.51% of GDP (Graph 13 (b)).
The data on the Baltic firms owned by the Nordic enterprises (from 2008 onwards) gives a lot of insights
regarding what might attract inward FDI in the Baltics. First, looking at Graph 14, it seems strange that Nordic
capital companies operating in Estonia have moderately lower margins (the left axis) than in other Baltic
countries: in Estonia - 7.76%, in Latvia - 9.31% and in Lithuania – 9.86%. The margins do not correlate with
firms' turnover (142 thousand Euro, 155 thousand Euro and 118 thousand euro per employee respectively; see
Table 1). This seems to be due to the exceptional margins of Swedish investments performance in Latvia and
Lithuania (Graph 14).
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It should be noted here that, according to industrial organization and new trade theories, lower margins may
indicate more intense competition, while higher margins may indicate the existence of more expressed leadership
in the market, and at the same timeless competition and greater market power.
FDI returns reveal one possible reason why Estonia leads the way in inward FDI volumes among all Baltic
countries. As can be seen from Graph 15, the investment return rate (in percentage terms) in both the
manufacturing sector (return in percentage for manufacturing) and the services sector (return in percentage for
services) is the highest in Estonia (with a few exceptions).
FDI per employee

Total inward FDI vs FDI from Nordic, % of GDP

(a)

(b)

Graph 13. FDI to Baltic firms controlled by the Nordic business and its share of total FDI
Source: Eurostat, 2021; UNCTAD, 2021

Particular attention should be paid to the return on investment in the manufacturing sector, where both Finland
and Sweden – the two countries closest to Estonia – stand out.

Graph 14. Comparison of the Baltic firms controlled by the Nordic business: turnover and profitability by an employee
Source: Eurostat, 2021
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Both Graph 16 (a) and Table 1 reveals the most likely factors for attracting FDI are: gross operating surplus and
gross value added per person employed (the right axis). Particular attention should be paid to the high correlation
between gross value added per person engaged and gross operating surplus. In industries with high value-added,
the gain is often distributed over both capital owners and employees/self-employed, although value capturing
from one factor to the other or reallocation of the factor inputs in some cases will induce an opposite pattern.
Besides, competence and capital are often complements, implying that industries often are both capital and
knowledge-intensive at the same time, again predicting relatively high gross value added per person engaged and
gross operating surplus.

Graph 15. Comparison of the Baltic firms controlled by the Nordic business: FDI return in percentage in sectors of manufacturing and
services
Source: Eurostat, 2021

Yet, the correlation pattern still supports the hypothesis that the most productive industry sectors are among those
that attract the most FDI in the Baltic States. Also, as Graphs 16 (a) and (b) apparently suggests, it is Sweden that
enjoys the biggest patent application numbers, provides the biggest investment, and its firms obtains the highest
margins in the Baltic market.

(a)

(b)

Graph 16. Comparison of the Baltic firms controlled by the Nordic business: FDI, margins and labor productivity by an employee
Source: Eurostat, 2021
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As Hunya (2004) reported that FDI in the Baltic states was not at a sufficient level to stop their
deindustrialization: most of the manufacturing sector that attracted FDI was low-tech, characterized by low
productivity and thus low profitability. This is in line with the analysis in the previous section. However, after the
Great Depression, FDI attracts those manufacturing and service sectors that could offer the highest productivity
and profits (Table 1).
To sum up, Nordic FDI in the Baltics was still focused on the services sector from 2013 to 2018; FDI accounted
for an average of 21.45% in the manufacturing sector: in Estonia – 23.93%, in Latvia – 20.91%, and in Lithuania
– 19.51%. Interestingly, although investments from the Nordic countries in Estonia are the largest, profitability
indicators, which are of great importance in attracting FDI, do not stand out there. Although it can be intuitively
inferred that there is less market concentration and more competition in Estonia, these links need to be explored in
more detail.
Table 1. Correlation analysis of indicators of the Baltic firms controlled by the Nordic business

In Table 1, labor productivity (gross value added per total employment) demonstrates high enough correlations
with turnover and gross operating surplus that could indicate that the Nordic business is value-added oriented.
5. Technology and Knowledge Transfer from Nordics to Baltics
Of course, it is difficult to assess directly how technology and knowledge transfer to the Baltic States from the
Nordics. However, as it will be presented in detail here, some differences between countries in terms of various
indicators defining their innovativeness make it intuitive to infer how this is happening.
When comparing Nordic and Baltic countries according to their innovation and R&D expenditure, there is a
significant divide in both respects: Nordic countries stand out for both high innovations and almost double the
R&D expenditure level. Meanwhile, from the Baltic States, Latvia and Lithuania have the lowest levels of these
indicators. It is interesting that Estonia and Norway occupy an intermediate position between the two extremes
identified (Graph 17).
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Also, it should be noted that the degree of innovation is highly dependent on the industry sector. Some industries
inter alia within technological manufacturing are in principle very innovative. Yet, this can often not be read
directly from the statistics, as their knowledge generation occurs as learning by doing integrated with the
production activities rather than separated innovation activities.
In the general context of the EU, the Baltic States are among the moderate innovators, when Nordic countries are
among the leaders in innovative activities (Graph 18).
In terms of IT and high-tech exports, the difference between the Nordic and Baltics is not so great, while patent
applications remain the area where the Nordic countries remain far superior against the Baltics.

(a)

(b)

Graph 17. Comparison of innovativeness and R&D expenditure
Source: Cornell University, INSEAD, and the WIPO; the United Nations

The comparative analysis presented shows that, with the Nordic countries being much more innovative and
spending more on innovation activities, it is Estonia that stands out among the Baltic States in terms of these
indicators. Bearing in mind that it is Estonia that attracts the most FDI, both in general and from the Nordic
countries (Graph 12 and 13), it can be assumed that Estonia's greater innovativeness is due to the increased inward
FDI.

Graph 18. Innovativeness of EU countries in 2019 (relative to the EU in 2010)
Source: European Innovation Scoreboard, 2021
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If that is the case, then Graph 19 might suggest that it is foreign ownership that could serve as a channel of
technology and knowledge transfer.
Compared to other Baltic countries, Estonia's uniqueness in terms of R&D expenditure is characterized by the fact
that this type of expenditure is financed by local business funds (on average – forty-five per cent), while in Latvia
(on average – twenty-five per cent) and Lithuania (on average – thirty-one per cent) local business funds play a
much less significant role in this aspect (Graph 20).

(a)

(b)

Graph 19. IT & high-tech exports and patent applications
Source: The United Nations; The World Intellectual Property Organization

This assumption is only reinforced by comparing the Baltic States according to the intellectual assets held by their
companies (Graph 21).

Graph 20. Gross domestic expenditure on R&D by the source of funds, %
Source: uis.unesco.org

Also, it is interesting to notice that it is Estonia that receives the most FDI from the Nordic countries and whose
companies invest the most in R&D activities that have the most intellectual capital. Therefore, Graph 21 likely
reveals one of the reasons why Estonia attracts more FDI.
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Graph 21. Intellectual assets (relative to the EU in 2014)
Source: European Innovation Scoreboard

Overall, as innovation leaders in the EU (Graph 18) and with the largest investment in Estonia (Graph 13 (b)),
Nordic companies have transferred a significant part of their investments to their affiliates in Estonia to finance
R&D activities and create intellectual assets (Graph 21). Therefore, intuitively it can be concluded that this
knowledge and technology transfer from the Nordics might be one of the factors determining Estonia's
exceptionally high innovativeness among the Baltic States.
6. Conclusions
In literature, vertical FDI results in splitting production process by locating different stages thereof in different
countries, which implicates supply chain fragmentation. Therefore, it occurs when the boosting of productivity
due to some benefits provided by the host country is expected. IT and communication technological progress
triggered dispersing of production stages to different locations that might offer the highest cost efficiency
opportunities. Therefore, international trade has been transforming rapidly to networks of affiliates and the chains
of different affiliates that add value at intermediate production stages and pass down their output. In theory, the
ownership advantage and a proprietary technology give its owner a cost advantage over local producers.
Therefore, commonly the most cost-efficient firms can afford to participate in vertical FDI and high R&D
industries.
The Nordics and the Baltic have become more synchronized recently; therefore, one could expect the integration
of the entire Nordic region (including the Baltics) should intensify significantly. Many studies reported that the
foreign ownership of affiliates is related to the boost of local firms in terms of total factor productivity: it
increases after local firms have been bought by foreign firms, and it decreases after being sold back to local
ownership.
Estonia has been exceeding the other two Baltic states in many aspects of FDI: both inward FDI flow and stock;
in volumes and returns in the sectors of FDI manufacturing and services from almost all the Nordic countries.
This separation of Estonia from the other Baltic States can be attributed to some kind of Estonia's attractiveness,
specifically for direct investment to the Nordic countries. Estonia appears to attract more than 70% of all inward
FDI from Scandinavia, which is leading position in the European Innovation Index and has significantly higher
capital intensity indicators. Intuitively, it can be assumed that this results in Estonia receiving more modern
technologies and know-how, as evidenced by the intangible assets held by Estonian companies, which exceed the
same assets of other Baltic states in times. More, unlike in other Baltic states, Estonian companies finance most of
their R&D expenditures from private business sources.
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Estonia also distinguishes itself by the sectors that receive the most inward FDI. These are the financial,
information technology and manufacturing sectors, which tend to be characterized by higher
productivity and bigger sustainability in terms of economic development. It is no coincidence that
Sweden, which invests the most in Estonia, also stands out by the number of patent applications.
However, in terms of labor productivity (value-added per employee) and profitability, the affiliates of Nordic
firms in Estonia are not exceptionally different from Latvia and Lithuania. Also, in Estonia, their margins and
investment per employer even tend to be slightly lower that could indicate lower market concentration and higher
competition. Therefore, with foreign investment being moderately correlated with gross profit and labor
productivity and the latter being highly correlated with gross profit, it is not likely that these elements might serve
as the main factors behind higher inward FDI in Estonia phenomena.
Being the leaders in terms of innovativeness in the EU and patent applications, the Nordics also experience high
levels of R&D expenditures, high-tech exports and interestingly, firms in Estonia tend to invest in R&D activities
more than other Baltic states. In addition, Estonian firms enjoy much higher levels of intellectual assets, almost as
much as firms in Nordics do. These findings might suggest that the firms in Estonia attract much higher levels of
FDI flows from the Nordics because Estonia was considered as a better place for investment in the higher
productivity industry sectors of finance, IT and industrial manufacturing.
However, in the last years, Latvia and Lithuania have shown signs of attracting more inward FDI from the
Nordics.
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Abstract. Business activity is logically influenced by a certain environment in which it takes place. We call this the business environment.
It consists of conditions in a specific country, respectively. specific location. Today, we can also talk about the global business
environment. The business environment consists of all entities in the vicinity of the company, which directly or indirectly affect it and
interfere with its activities. Every business or person doing business operates in a specific business environment. The business environment
should create the conditions for entrepreneurs to pay them start-ups and existing ones to thrive in business, while being able to offer
vacancies. Based on the Doing business indicator in this paper, we analyze the development of the business environment in the Slovak
Republic for the period 2009 to 2020. The data were used in an international database available online within the data provided by the
World Bank. The aim of this paper is to point out the development and analyze the reasons for development trends in the Slovak Republic.
Keywords: business environment; doing business; Slovak Republic
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Fabuš, M., Dudáš, T., Eva Cihelková, E. 2021. Business environment analysis based on
the Doing Business: case study Slovakia. Insights into Regional Development, 3(3), 56-65. http://doi.org/10.9770/IRD.2021.3.3(3)
JEL Classifications: E22, F21, F43

1. Introduction
The business environment is an issue that affects every person and their impact it is much more important than it
looks on the outside. Nowadays, a quality business is needed environment, which represents a certain basis in the
long-term development of business activities. This environment has a direct effect on the sustainable
improvement of economic performance as well as the environment population level. The business environment
reflects the quality of the conditions under which business entities carry out business activities.
*

This paper is the output of an international project of the Grant Agency Academia aurea no. GA_10_5 / 2020 entitled
"International business environment - a concept determining current changes and megatrends of future development (with
emphasis on quantification phenomena and the response of companies)’ and IGA no. 1/2020 “International business
environment - determinant of current trends” (Funder: VSEMvs IGA VSEMvs, i.e. School of Economics and Management in
Public Administration, Slovak Republic)
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The business environment consists of an extensive system of certain rules, factors, and conditions, which together
influence and condition the very establishment and functioning of enterprises in the economy.
The business environment is the environment in which companies carry out their activities. It consists of several
conditions for doing business in the field of legislation, in the field of institutional infrastructure and in the field of
functioning of markets. If we want to concretize a closer business environment, it is necessary to state that it is
made up of legislative bodies and ministries, state administration bodies, state-established or state-supported
institutions and agencies, courts, public self-government bodies, educational establishments of all types, research
and development workplaces, entities operating in the field of finance, such as banks, insurance companies,
institutions capital market, leasing companies, business self-government (unions, associations, chambers,
associations, etc.) and advisory, intermediary and other organizations. Thus, not to mention the whole of market
participants, which are potential competitors and potential cooperating entities.
In a broader sense of the business environment, there are factors at the macro level that exist regardless of the
existence and position of individual business entities. These economic factors are classified as a result of the
nature and orientation of the country's economy, while economic also affects changes in material, energy,
monetary, investment and information conditions.
The business environment needs to be maintained in quality for business to be sufficiently developed in each of
the economies. Business environments are therefore mapped and analyzed thanks to available statistical data,
which are obtained at the global level. Through analyzes, areas in which the business environment or
competitiveness lags are identified in individual economies. It is a comparison between countries and so the
results of the countries are reflected either in relation to economically close neighboring countries, or within
Europe, for example, it is a comparison of countries with the European average.
2. Theoretical background
During the life cycle of a business, the company and its activities are affected by the effects of the business
environment. The business environment is therefore limited to a set of external and internal factors that affect,
directly or indirectly affect the company. The individual factors can interact with each other and be connected in a
way that will subsequently affect the business. It is also possible to look at the business environment as a specific
group of factors that entrepreneurs consider important and these factors are quantifiable, ie they can be compared
between the economies of countries, both globally and regionally.
Canadian International Development Agency characterises business environment as the existence of a competitive
domestic market linked with the global economy, managed by a well-defined legal and regulatory environment
and equipped with a strong and growing human capital base and sufficiently developed infrastructure. The issue
of determinants of business environment is up-to-date and dealt with in several publications by both Slovak and
foreign authors. The significance of factors affecting business environment is dealt with by e.g. Guay (2014),
Hallberg (2006), Hamilton and Webster (2015), Harrison (2014), Wetherly, and Otter (2014), Wagner (2016).
Hallberg explains that business rules are laid down by governments through adopted decisions. Positive principles
such as transparency, responsibility, encouragement of competition, enforceability of rights and safeguarding of
assets should be applied upon the formation, respectively improvement of conditions for business. (Hallberg,
2006). The scope of business extends from individual ownership to an international company. However, several
entities (so-called stakeholders) are involved in the business, not only from within the company, but also from the
external environment, with which the entrepreneur interacts with each other.
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Wetherly opines that mutual interaction occurs between business entities and business environment. Businesses
are influenced by the environment they operate in as well as they have an influence on their environment. It is in
the interest of businesses to participate in the formation of business environment to enforce their own measures
with resulting benefits for them (Wetherly and Otter, 2014). According to Harrison, a particular business
environment can be characterised based on identifying and detailing its key factors and perspectives. In some
cases, individual perspectives are denoted as environments themselves regarding the fact that they frame business
environment (Harrison, 2014).
Individuals and organizations need to be well acquainted with the global as well as the local business environment
to be able to manage and trade across cultures, trade across national and legal borders, and plan for an
increasingly competitive and unpredictable future (Krugman and Obstfeld, 2015; Stokes and Wilson 2016). The
business environment is changing due to the irreversible forces of globalization. These changes are many, but
include uneven developments around the world, the increased impact of transforming economies, the continuing
impact of information and communication technologies, and growing pressure on the natural environment (Peng
and Meyer 2016). An important consequence of these changes is that the individuals with whom future managers
will respond will be influenced and derive their identity from different contexts compared to the past. In response
to this changing environment, organizations and individual managers will need to adapt (Rugman and Collinson
2012). Discontinuous changes in the legal, political, economic, and cultural aspects of the international business
environment will continue to emphasize the need to understand its intercultural aspects in the foreseeable future
(Thomas and Peterson, 2018)
Business, respectively business environment are also dealt with in Slovac publications by authors such as
Tancosova (2013, 2014), Hudakova (2010), Majtán et al. (2012), Fabus (2018) who develops knowledge on the
personal qualities of an entrepreneur, which are based on their professional, practical as well as business
experience (Majtán et al., 2012), Martinovičová et al. (2014), who partially focuses on the issues of business risk
(Martinovičová et al., 2014), Juríčková et al. (2006), who characterises three levels of business environment and
their analyses (Juríčková et al., 2006). New trends in business and startup communities’ amoung young people are
focusing on creativity, new ideas and inovations (Hudakova, Papula, 2016).
Numerous the newest papers wordwide continue to be devoted devoted to various facets of business environment.
E.g. Moller et al. (2020) tackle networks, ecosystems, fields and market systems, asking what sense of the
business environment is. Gogokhia and Berulava (2021) focus on business environment reforms, innovation and
firm productivity in transition economies. Lux et al. (2020) analyze entrepreneurs in their entrepreneurial
ecosystems. Penttila et al. (2020) writes about managerial sensemaking in a transforming business ecosystem.
Ibidunni et al. (2021) emphersize the contingent role of business environment in building entrepreneurial
competencies for good performance of informal SMEs. Jimenez et al. (2021) analyze codes of conduct in the
digital environment. Osiyevskyy et al. (2020) focus on firm performance in crisis environment. Kogut et al.
(2021) compares cross-country entrepreneurial environment attractiveness. Estevao et al. (2020) underline the
relationship between The Doing Business ranking and the GDP growth. This particular direction is further
elaborated in this paper with the particular focus on Slovakia kept.
3. Research objective and methodology
The Doing Business project was officially created and launched in 2002 with a focus on small and medium-sized
enterprises. It has gradually gained in size and value by acquiring and analyzing data in a comprehensive and
quantitative form by comparing business regulatory environments across time and economies in a study. The first
Doing Business study was published in 2003. The Doing Business study is considered a very valuable tool for
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assessing business environments, used by governments, for example, to design sound regulatory policies. It is
important to note that this is not an investment guide, but a tool to simplify business. Doing Business is the World
Bank project and is published annually. This project examines the rules governing businesses that improve or
worsen business in the countries surveyed, on the basis of these forms of quantitative indicators and, accordingly,
compares and ranks the 190 countries of the world (2020). It offers information for those who want to start or
expand their business.
The World Bank gathers information on ten areas of business and data obtained from each area-sub indicator is
summarized into indicators. Countries are also ranked by individual indicators and the summary indicator,
according to ease of doing business, based on which are arranged in the world rankings.
Based on the Doing business indicator in this paper, we analyze the development of the business environment in
the Slovak Republic for the period 2009 to 2020. The data were used in an international database available online
within the data provided by the World Bank. The aim of this paper is to point out the development and analyze
the reasons for development trends in the Slovak Republic.
4. Results and discussion
We will primarily reflect the current state of the business environment in Slovakia on a scale according to the
global Doing Business study focused primarily on the business environment of small and medium-sized
enterprises. The Doing Business 2020 study belongs to the analysis of 190 economies of the world for the period
May 2018 - May 2019. The results of the 2020 study, as well as the compiled ranking of economies, are valid as
of May 1, 2019. New Zealand's economy ranked first in the rankings, with an overall Doing Business score of
86.8 points. Somalia took the last 190th place with a score of 20.0 points.
If we look directly at Slovakia, it ranked 45th in the Doing Business 2020 rankings, while it has fallen by 3 places
since 2019. See below the figure the gradual development of the Slovak economy in the Doing Business
evaluations.

Figure 1. Ranking of the Slovak Republic according Doing business 2009-2020
Source: WORLD BANK GROUP. 2019. Doing Business 2020. [online].
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The figure shows the position of the Slovak Republic in the Doing Business rankings for specific years. This
means that, as we have already mentioned, in 2020 Slovakia was in 45th place in the ranking. The lower the
number, the better the business environment. Slovakia performed best in the Doing Business 2015 study, where it
was ranked 29th. Since then, our rating has continued to move up. This can be caused either by the stagnation of
the Slovak business environment or by faster improvement of other countries compared to ours.
In Doing Business 2020, Slovakia has a total Doing Business score of 75.6 points. Slovakia has made several
changes in the last year, which were pointed out in Doing Business 2020:
• One of the changes concerns employee regulations. In this area, Slovakia has increased bonuses for
employees for their work at night and on non-working days.
• The study also points to changes in the public procurement process. Public procurement is the
government purchase of goods and services from private enterprises for the state. It can be, for example,
the use of these goods and services in infrastructure, transport, education, and the like. Effective
regulations are important in this process to avoid significant losses of public funds. Slovakia, together
with Italy, has shown greater responsibility for lower road construction costs, as well as responsibility for
transparency in advertising and tenders.
The Doing Business Summary of the individual countries and the reforms carried out for the period May 2018 May 2019 pulls out such reforms that have either made it easier or more difficult to do business in a given
country. They are divided under the individual methodologies examined in Doing Business. In this sense,
Slovakia is depicted in two methodologies:
• Start of business - in this methodology, Slovakia implemented a reform that facilitated business activity.
This is the abolition of the requirement to obtain and submit information on tax arrears.
• Employment of workers - in the case of the methodology Employment of workers, as mentioned above,
the individual scores of economies were not evaluated. Ie. that the study does not indicate whether the
change affected the economy in a positive or negative sense. As we have already mentioned in the
changes regarding employment, Slovakia has increased employee bonuses for work at night and on nonworking days (weekends and holidays).
Slovakia is visibly introducing changes / regulations to improve the business environment in the country.
However, it is still necessary to adjust more dynamically from Slovakia, as in recent periods there has been a
decline in the ranks of the Doing Business ranking compared to other world economies.
The Start-up indicator measures the number of procedures, time, costs, and the paid-up minimum capital
requirement for the establishment of small and medium-sized enterprises. The indicator Starting a business while
growing from 127th to 118th place means an increase in the ranking of evaluated countries by 9 places up. The
number of procedures required to start a business decreased from 8 to 7 in 2019. In addition to this reduction, the
time required to complete these procedures was reduced from 26.5 days to 21.5 days. According to the revised
data, there was no actual deterioration compared to 2018, there was an improvement of 2.78 points. A positive
consequence of a slight increase in this indicator is that the cost of setting up a business has decreased, from 1.1%
to 1.0% of per capita income. There was also a change in the perception of the minimum amount of the deposit
for the establishment of a company, where we can talk about a change to 16.4% of per capita income from the
original 17.2% of per capita income.
The second indicator where the location has decreased is the indicator Obtaining a building permit. This indicator
remains one of the areas where there is considerable room for improvement, and in which the Slovak Republic
lags far behind in terms of comparison with other indicators.
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Within the indicator Access to electricity, the Slovak Republic recorded a deterioration and a downward shift in
the ranking by 7 places, i.e. from 47th place to 54th place. There has been an increase in costs, but a reduction in
the time required to obtain a connection to electricity.
The Property Registration indicator recorded a minimal increase in the score, and there was also an increase in the
ranking by 1 place. As part of the DB evaluation, the World Bank states that the Slovak Republic excels in the
high quality of real estate and land management, as well as in the low costs of transferring ownership of real
estate. This indicator has long been one of the areas in which the Slovak Republic has long been ranked high.
The Credit Acquisition indicator examines two sets of issues - the strength of credit reporting systems and the
effectiveness of collateral and bankruptcy legislation in facilitating lending. Scoring of the indicator Borrowing
did not change in the last year compared to the previous year. However, due to the improvement of other
countries, the Slovak Republic fell by 4 positions in the ranking.
The protection of minority investors measures the strength of the protection of minority shareholders against
misuse of company assets by directors for their personal gain, as well as shareholder rights, management
guarantees and company transparency requirements that reduce the risk of abuse. Within this indicator, there was
a point change of 2.67 upwards, the placement improved by 7 places.
The indicator Tax obligations of companies is the recording of taxes and mandatory contributions that a mediumsized company must pay or withhold in a given year, as well as the administrative burden of paying taxes and
contributions and compliance with additional survey procedures (VAT refund and tax audit). The Slovak
Republic achieved a deterioration of 0.02 points in this indicator, which means a shift down from 48th place to 55th
place.
DB within the indicator Cross-border trade records the time and costs associated with the logistics process of
export and import of goods. It measures the time and cost (excluding tariffs) associated with the three sets of
procedures - compliance with documents, compliance with borders and domestic transport - in the overall process
of exporting or importing goods.
The Slovak Republic recorded an improvement within the indicator Enforceability of Contracts, which was
reflected in the ranking. In this indicator, the Slovak Republic achieved an improvement of 1 place, from 47 th
place to 46th place. This improvement was due to the introduction of electronic communication between the state
administration and entrepreneurs, as well as the introduction of electronic means in court proceedings.
The score was reduced within the Insolvency Resolution indicator, where it refers to a reduction in the score by
1.40 points. This deterioration was due to a reduction in the recovery rate. This point shift affected the position,
and thus the Slovak Republic is moving from 42nd place to 46th place within this indicator.
Taking a closer look at the overall evaluation of the Slovak Republic within the EU member states, it defended it
position in 18th place. Among the leading countries in the ranking within the EU is Denmark, which, as in the
previous year, is in 3rd place. The last places this year, as well as the previous year, were occupied by Greece and
Malta. Most EU countries saw a decline compared to last year. Austria and Germany recorded a decrease of 4
places, Ireland a decrease of 6 places. Belgium and the Netherlands, on the other hand, saw a slight increase
compared to the previous year.
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Conclusions
As already mentioned, Slovakia's position in the monitored periods had an increasing but also declining
tendency. Each year, the World Bank examines business environment regulations and laws affecting business in
190 countries. In the final evaluation, which he will finally issue, there are 10 indicators of partial evaluations.
The Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic is trying to create a better business environment for Slovakia,
but the location in the DB signals that this effort is not sufficient. Out of 190 countries, Slovakia ranked 45 th.
Which does mean significant decline and fall in the DB ranking. This year's score of the Slovak Republic is 75.6
points. In the scoring, this means a slight improvement of 0.2 points compared to last year. Compared to last
year's evaluation, this represents a decrease in the overall ranking of evaluated countries by 3 places.
Other problematic aspects include the indicator of obtaining a building permit, which is an area in which we can
improve. Slovakia lags far behind in this area. Compared to last year, the improvement is only 0.1 point. (59.4).
Ministry transport and construction of the Slovak Republic must adopt comprehensive reforms in this sector. In
the business environment of the Slovak Republic, packages were also mentioned - (anti-bureaucratic package),
which was imposed by the Slovak government on the Minister of Transport and Construction. This package
contained 6 tasks focused on the area of construction proceedings, including the preparation of a new
construction law. This law is key to improving the indicator. Another category in the ranking is Electricity
generation. The Slovak Republic recorded an almost imperceptible improvement in this area 38 with last year's
score of 0.1 points. (83.3). Unfortunately, we were ranked 54th. There was also a reduction in time and an
increase in the cost of obtaining electricity.
Within the indicator Starting business, there was the biggest shift compared to last year. We rank 118th in the
ranking. In the point evaluation, Slovakia improved by 2.9 points. (84.8). Individual indicators change from year
to year and adjust our position in DB rankings. According to the World Bank, the Slovak Republic excels in low
costs for the transfer of ownership of real estate and high quality of land and real estate management. This is the
only indicator in which the Slovak Republic has been ranked high for long time. The largest positive shift was in
the indicator of Compliance with Contracts, where the Slovak Republic recorded significant improvement.
Compared to 84th place, we moved to 46th place due to the electronic communication of entrepreneurs with the
state administration and the introduction of electronic means in court proceedings. Finally, it is necessary to
mention the decrease that occurred in the last monitored indicator, and that is the Resolution on Bankruptcy by
1.4 points (65.5).
The decline that was recorded in the ranking of the evaluated countries this year must not discourage the Slovak
Republic from the goal of building the most favorable business environment for entrepreneurs. It should be noted
that the government is striving to improve our position in the international rankings, but the primary goal remains
to improve the business environment.
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Abstract. The objective of this qualitative study is to raise awareness of the online presence of al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),
al-Shabaab and Boko Haram by analyzing and comparing their social media activities. The decision that the above-mentioned terrorist
organizations shall be selected for inclusion was based on the fact that (I.) they are active in Africa, (II.) they are currently or affiliated with
three of the deadliest international terrorist groups in the continent and (III.) they use social media in order to achieve their goals. I
conclude that social media is used by all three of the studied terrorist organizations with special attention devoted to mainstream social
media platforms, namely Twitter, YouTube and - to a lesser extent - Facebook. Additionally, AQIM, al-Shabaab and Boko Haram seem to
have primarily used social media for propaganda purposes, although it was also utilized as a recruitment tool, albeit to varying degrees.
Finally, I believe social media can also be used for coordination and funding by the studied terrorist groups; although the small amount of
publicly accessible evidence entails qualitative problems, indicating the fact there is room for further research.
Key words: AQIM; al-Shabaab; Boko Haram; terrorism; social media; online messaging; Twitter
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Besenyő, J., Sinkó, G. 2021. The social media use of African terrorist organizations: a
comparative study of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, Al-Shabaab and Boko Haram. Insights into Regional Development, 3(3), 66-78.
http://doi.org/10.9770/IRD.2021.3.3(4)
JEL Classifications: D74, F52

1. Introduction
The dominance of information and communication technology in Africa has both advantages and disadvantages,
since on the one hand it could promote development in the economic, political and social spheres (United Nations
General Assembly, 2013), while on the other hand it has the potential to pave the way for the rapid growth of
terrorists’ use of social media. To illustrate the pace and importance of the latter, between 2000 and 2011, for
instance, the number of mobile phone users has grown from 10 million to 647 million people in the continent
(Carmody, 2013). Online platforms can provide terrorists with communication, coordination and recruitment tools
at relatively low costs. Furthermore, the use of online social media has contributed to the facilitation of sharing
propaganda, enlisting potential recruits, coordinating, claiming and/or publicizing terrorist attacks (Cox, K. et. al.
2018).
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The objective of the study is to raise awareness of the online presence of al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM), al-Shabaab and Boko Haram by analyzing and comparing their social media activities. The decision that
the above-mentioned terrorist organizations shall be selected for inclusion was based on the fact that [I.] they are
active in Africa, [II.] they are currently or affiliated with three of the deadliest international terrorist groups in the
continent (Institute for Economics and Peace, 2020) and [III.] they use social media in order to achieve their
goals.
Analyzing the links between the terrorist groups’ use of social media may lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of policymakers in the governmental and institutional spheres, which is likely to facilitate the
development of their counter-terrorism policies. International cooperation is required, since AQIM, al-Shabaab
and Boko Haram cannot be considered as regional organizations, but are rather interwoven in international terror
trends, which are attested by their relations to other terrorist groups. Through careful analysis of the groups’
online media statements and video recordings, not only may we be able to predict upcoming attacks in SubSaharan Africa but also put an end to them at an early stage (Ogbondah and Agbese, 2018). Understanding the
potential linkages between these terrorist organizations’ use of social media can help us formulate more efficient
strategies to combat their influence. Scrutinizing online messaging could be instrumental in a sense that the more
knowledge we possess, the more fully we will be able to understand terrorist groups’ motivations behind
committing acts of terrorism.
The study adopts the qualitative research approach and is based on the application of various methods, including
reports, former social media analyses and previously-conducted key informant interviews, document content
analyses of open source, peer-reviewed academic works and journals. Additionally, despite of them being
fragmentary or even politicized, media articles have been analyzed with the intention of painting a clearer image.
2. The Social Media Use of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM)
Since its foundation in 1998, the Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat in Algeria, which has become known
based on its French acronym GSPC (Groupe Salafiste pour la Prédication et le Combat), has proved to be quite
underperforming in terms of communication (Torres-Soriano, 2010). It is then not surprising that after pledging
allegiance to al-Qaeda and changing its name to al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in 2007, the Islamist
militant organization has been working towards positively influencing both the quality and quantity of its
propaganda. The GSCP can be considered as a relative latecomer in regards to realizing the strategic opportunities
that social media sites had to offer. Not until 2005 did the Algerian terrorist faction see a dramatic increase in its
number of online messages; a trend that seemed to have further intensified after the group’s affiliation to al-Qaeda
and following its communication model (Torres-Soriano, 2016)
In spite of becoming intertwined in the domain of social media, AQIM remained to have a rather local focus,
criticizing the role of traditional media in both distorting and undermining the image of the terrorist organization.
For instance, the group complained about the ineffectiveness of its messages among Algerian Muslims, whom
they claimed were “anaesthetized” by “football matches” (AQIM, 2010). The organization was also plagued by
difficulties about its lack of control and centralization of public messages. Although the consequences of such
miscomprehensions were often attributed to the “tricks of the Algerian intelligence” (AQIM, 2011); the credibility
of its representatives and the denial of particular statements in the name of the terrorist group constituted serious
problems in the leadership. The more directions information was disseminated from, the more confused their
followers were, not to mention this way the organization’s opponents could circulate ‘black propaganda’ (Zelin,
2011). The media wing of AQIM, al-Andalus Media, was destined to function as an authenticity check, hindering
members from bypassing forum administrators, distributing communiqués as official messages.
Besides, al-Andalus Media was responsible for the creation of the group’s first Twitter account on 16 March
2013. @Andalus_Media could be considered as the official profile of the media wing due to AQIM’s
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confirmation on a jihadist Internet forum almost two weeks later. With the intent of intensifying its online
messages’ impact but also following in the footsteps of al-Qaeda, the group set up an ‘open meeting’ platform,
where it was possible to put questions to Abu Abdul Ilah Ahmed, the leader of the al-Andalus Institute for Media
Production. While these could be submitted in French, Spanish, English and Arabic, they were only answered in
the latter two languages. In response to identifying Twitter’s role in jihad the Sheikh claimed that since the
terrorist group belonged to this world they wished to reap the benefits of all the means that facilitated achieving
their objectives.
Al-Andalus Media also played a pivotal role in making communication easier with the terrorist organization’s
followers and sympathizers on Twitter. For example, on March 28 2013 an advertisement for the media wing of
AQIM was created by a formal user belonging to al-Qaeda Central and then later published on several jihadist
Internet forums. A couple of days after its becoming accessible, an ‘open interview’ was organized on the forums,
where similarly to an ‘open meeting’, questions could be asked in the given languages within a specific time
frame (Prucha and Fisher, 2013). On April 18, a link pointing to a pdf document appeared on the official Twitter
profile of AQIM including the answers of the head of al-Andalus Media Board.*
Rather than being an innovation, the model of ‘open meetings and interviews’ could only be seen as a copy of alQaeda and other jihadist groups. For the most part, Twitter remained to be traditionally used by al-Andalus Media
to share photos and texts coupled by particular hashtags. As a result, it could be regarded as “the exclusive
channel for the distribution of new propaganda communiqués” (Torres-Soriano, 2016, p. 974). In fact, the
majority of AQIM’s social media messages were circulated on this account, gaining the group more than 15.000
followers. For instance, 25 public messages were distributed here during the time of its being active in 2013 as
opposed to 14, disseminated on various jihadist Internet forums. Nevertheless, in compliance with regulations in
terms of the length of tweets, AQIM resorted to sharing links leading to different anonymous websites used for
file hosting such as Twitmail.com and JustPaste.it. (Ibid.)
In April 2013, another Twitter account, ‘Africa Muslima’, was created together with a blog and a Facebook
account of the same name. The latter two quickly became dysfunctional due to the lack of updates and suspension
respectively, hence Twitter remained the only social media site where the terrorist organization was able to
disseminate its propaganda messages. The terrorist organization's preference of the microblogging service can be
explained by Twitter's user-friendly interface as well as its appropriate functionality despite weak Internet
connection. More importantly, however, Twitter was “far worse than the rest with regard to acting proactively to
track and remove terrorist content” (Ogunlana, 2019, p. 84).
Africa Muslima was created with the specific purpose of introducing a wider range of topics with its propaganda
messages that were quite different from the communiqués of the group’s media wing content-wise. It was “an
open platform for every Muslim” destined to provide “support and cooperation to the cause of the Muslim nation
generally and African [nation] in particular” (AQIM, 2013). While initially this second Twitter account dealt with
the publication of links to file-hosting sites, replacing the functions of the blog that had become outdated in the
meantime, later there was a transition to sharing longer texts. Therefore I would argue that Africa Muslima
preserved its ‘blog-like nature’ considering that over half of its texts were over four pages in length. What’s more,
one did not have to become a member of the terrorist organization to publish here, which is attested by the
authors’ personal Twitter profiles that ‘merely’ signaled jihadist activism. †

*

The questions and answers can be accessed here: www.ia801703.us.archive.org/11/items/answersI.1/answersI.pdf (Last accessed:
25.11.2020.)
†

For instance @elmohajir_ stated the following: ‘Crusades did not end!’, www.almeshkat.net/vb/showthread.php?tD28576#gsc.tabD0, 25
September 2014 (Last accessed: 25.11.2020.)
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Furthermore, in order to make a clear distinction between itself and AQIM’s official Twitter account, Africa
Muslima decided to create identical graphic display accompanied by a separate logo, making use of various
backgrounds, colors and fonts (Al-Jijili, 2013). On top of that, instead of relying heavily on textual materials they
included photos in almost third of their communiqués (27%), which was in sharp contrast with the percentage of
online social media messages of al-Andalus Media that had embedded pictures (5.5%). Another difference
between the first and second Twitter profiles of the group was their disparate focus. While al-Andalus Media
stressed the importance of collectivism in terms of authorship and only signed 37.3% of their publicly
disseminated messages, this rate was significantly higher (88%) for Africa Muslima, where the emphasis was
placed on individualism (Torres-Soriano, 2016)
Nonetheless, it was the content of its social media messages that differentiated Africa Muslima from al-Andalus
Media, since the nature of its tweets was rather peculiar, including themes such as jihadist poetry (Amal, 2013).
On the other hand, in contrast to the media wing of AQIM, the group’s second Twitter account could deal with
matters that were perceived to be less influential and relevant for furthering the terrorist organization’s objectives.
For instance, there were various topics ranging from a Muslim woman, who had to get rid of her clothes before a
security check at an airport in Spain (Al-Maghribi, 22 July 2013) through shutting down a Moroccan Qur’anic
school (Al-Maghribi, 4 July 2013) to demonstrating interest in the fate of Salafist prisoners in Morocco. I would
reason it is quite intriguing to see that Africa Muslima devoted special attention to Moroccan issues, which seems
to be justifiable by the fact that more than 27% of its publicly disseminated messages contained the name of the
country as opposed to the percentage of AQIM communiqués outside the microblogging service (6%) (TorresSoriano, 2016, p. 975).
On 18 December 2013 Twitter suspended the accounts of al-Andalus Media and Africa Muslima. Possibly
dissatisfied with the impact of its social media messages, AQIM decided to create two similar Twitter profiles in
May 2014, which were also suspended in a half year’s time. Not until July 2015 did the terrorist organization
reappear on Twitter, since in the meantime AQIM sought alternative avenues for circulating its propaganda
messages to jihadist Internet forums. Instead of creating a social media profile outside Twitter, preference was
given to websites where administrators did not remove their contents, namely archive.org, a digital storehouse ‡
and dailymotion.com, a video sharing platform§. However, AQIM’s resurgence of interest in Twitter could be
explained by the group’s intention to communicate with followers and sympathizers, share its online messages
and in general take advantage of the speed of distributing information to large audiences. It is important to
mention, though, that benefitting from its presence on online media was getting increasing difficult in 2015 after
Twitter had adopted a strict policy about suspending profiles connected to jihadist terrorism.
3. The Social Media Use of Al-Shabaab
In contrast to AQIM, al-Shabaab could be considered as one of the forerunners of using the Internet to achieve
their operational and political goals (Menkhaus, 2014). Since its foundation in 2006, the terrorist organization has
strengthened its online presence with the group’s social media messages striving to attract the local people living
in Somalia, members of the Somali diaspora and the media worldwide. Social media sites have been taken
advantage of by al-Shabaab for a variety of reasons, including disseminating propaganda, recruiting sympathizers
and followers as well as securing funding and coordinating activities. Although it has profiles and accounts on
different media platforms, the jihadist fundamentalist group has the most dominant online presence on YouTube,
Twitter and al-Kata’ib, which latter belongs to the media wing of al-Shabaab and can therefore be regarded as its
own news channel (Anzalone, 2010).

‡
§

www.archive.org/details/@prodisicilia#uploads (Last accessed: 25.11.2020.)
www.dailymotion.com/AQIM_AQMI [No longer available]
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The focal points for the terrorist organization have gone through dramatic changes ** (Cox, K. et. al. 2018).
Initially the emphasis was placed on publishing media reports and the dominance of written, textual messages
characterized the group’s online activities. Later, however, there was a transition to videos with more graphic
content that aimed to facilitate the recruitment of young soldiers from either the Somali diaspora or the West.
American-born Abu Mansoor al-Amriki a.k.a. Omar Hammami became the internationally-recognized face of
many recruitment and propaganda videos and rap songs encouraging Westerners to join the ranks of the jihadist
movement (McKellogg, 2012).
In 2009, al-Shabaab pledged allegiance to al-Qaeda in their first high-definition video titled ‘We are at your
service, O’ Osama’. Following the bay’ah, graphic recordings about the terrorist group’s operational tactics and
enlistment were continuously released (Meleagrou-Hitchens, 2012). Furthermore, the media wing of the Somali
organization was renamed from ‘media department’ to ‘al-Kata’ib Media Foundation’ in July 2010, which
coupled with the former strategy, signals the objective of the extremist Islamist militia to work towards ongoing
recruitment and getting not only local but international publicity. Hence the rebranding of its media department
could also be linked to the group’s intention to depict it as a legitimate news agency that is likely to be referred to
by reporters and journalists worldwide.
Since 2011 al-Shabaab has been increasingly active on Twitter, where according to a former content analysis
radical extremist communiqués and propaganda messages were circulated. With the intention of being in the
limelight of international media, narrating the occurrences firsthand and thereby shifting the world's focus from
the official statements issued by the Kenyan government, the terrorist group decided to microblog a complete
real-time coverage on Twitter for the first time when it attacked the Westgate shopping mall in Nairobi in 2013
(Mair, 2016). In fact, the vast majority of the organization’s tweets (541 out of 556 textual messages amounting to
97.3%) found on its Twitter profile were written in English, which also demonstrates the importance of
international opinion for the militia (Mair, 2017). Real-time reporting proved to be such an effective tool that the
group also used it during its attack on the Makka al-Mukarama hotel in March 2015 and its Lido Beach,
Mogadishu attack in January 2016.
However, due to the growing number of strict policies adopted by Twitter about the suspension of jihadist
terrorist accounts, al-Shabaab had to create several profiles on the microblogging service. In 2011, the
organization signed up for its first official account, @HSMPress, which was the abbreviation of Harakat AlShabaab Al Mujahideen Press Office. By the end of the year the fundamentalist movement had shared more than
50 tweets and gained almost 2500 followers, using its own English and Arabic profiles. The content of the
group’s social media messages varied greatly, including links to YouTube videos, photos and public statements.
Al-Shabaab used Twitter as a means of communication with its followers, notifying them about the execution of a
French soldier as retaliation for their rescue attempt. The organization shared a photo of a white man in his
military gear, whose identity was later confirmed as Captain Patrice Rebout, a commando of the DGSE (Direction
Générale de la Sécurité Extérieure) (Groizeleau, 2013). In revenge for the raid, the Somali movement also issued
a statement on Twitter about killing Denis Allex, who the operation was designed to free.
After the English account had been suspended in January 2013, al-Shabaab created another Twitter profile under
the name of @HSMPress1 that remained to be operational until September that year. Following its closure the
terrorist group established another account, @HSM_Press, through which live messages were disseminated
during the Westgate shopping mall attack (Alexander, 2013). Moreover a profile named HSM_INFO was thought
to belong to al-Shabaab, which came into being in December 2013, as well as two different accounts that the
Islamist militia used when they posted real-time tweets about the Makka al-Mukarama hotel attack in 2015 and
the Lido Beach attack in Mogadishu in 2016 (Mohamed, 2013).

**

RAND Europe interview with anonymous academic expert, 22 September 2017
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Besides the promotion of their activities on social media sites, al-Shabaab has formulated criticism against the
African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM), the local government and the West as well †† (Cox, K. et. al.
2018). For instance, analyzing its media productions on YouTube, one can see that the terrorist organization is
primarily preoccupied with uploading content related to the success of its attacks and the training of the group’s
members (Menkhaus, 2014). On top of that, the quality and style of these video recordings have improved a lot,
since the initially grainy, second-rate footages were gradually replaced by more sophisticated ones. Since the
creation of the al-Kata’ib Media Foundation in 2010, Kenya, Ethiopia, the U.S., Burundi and Uganda have been
in the crosshairs of the extremist Islamist militia’s online messages due to their military involvement in Somalia.
As a matter of fact civilians of the latter two countries have been pressurized the most in order to achieve the
military withdrawal of these countries from AMISOM.
In June 2010, for example, al-Shabaab released a propaganda video under the name of ‘The African Crusaders:
Fighting the West’s War’ that documented the Burundian and Ugandan casualties, stating that all their sufferings
have been in the ‘West’s’ interests. Another media production with a more significant international resonance was
‘An Eye for an Eye’, which criticized the actions of Great Britain against Muslim communities all over the world
and simultaneously urged lone wolf terrorists to commit similar acts in the West to the 2013 murder of Lee Rigby
(Anzalone, 2020). To complement the effect of its graphic content, al-Shabaab also published its online
magazines, such as ‘Gaidi Mtaani’, which can be translated as ‘Terrorists on the Street’. This propaganda tool was
rather aimed at the youth and could be accessed online in pdf. form‡‡ (Anderson and McKnight, 2015)
Al-Shabaab shared YouTube videos not only for propaganda, but also for recruitment purposes. Online recordings
were mostly featured on al-Kata’ib and various sympathetic news channels, such as Calamada and Somalimemo
encouraging Muslims to come back to Somalia and take up arms against the ‘new crusaders’ (Anzalone, 2016).
Furthermore, the terrorist group published graphic and written contents including decrees, documents on religious
ethics, threats and videos on its official online platform. Although the radical Islamist movement had a dominant
presence on YouTube between 2007 and 2009, many of their recruitment videos have been removed since then as
they did not comply with the policies of the video-sharing platform.
Communication with the group’s to-be recruits and followers also took place in online chatrooms, where alShabaab had the chance to conduct private conversations with these individuals instead of engaging with them on
Facebook or Twitter. Regarding the recruitment of the Somali diaspora one can see that the terrorist organization
often sought the opinion of the group’s commanders about current military operations as well as the role of the
diaspora members in enlisting additional fighters (Menkhaus, 2014). These efforts from 2009 to 2013 seem to
have come to fruition, since hundreds of individuals from the Somali U.S. and European diasporas decided to join
the ranks of al-Shabaab (Pantucci and Sayyid, 2013). With the dissemination of its textual and graphic messages,
the militia’s online recruitment measures mainly concentrated on Swahili communities as it can be witnessed by
the growing number of Kenyan Swahili speakers in the group’s recruitment clips since 2013 (Anzalone, 2016).
Based on interviews conducted with former al-Shabaab members it turned out technology also played a crucial
role in motivating recruitment as a promise of a monthly-paid $50 and handing out mobile phones could convince
the youth to join the jihadist movement (Federal Republic of Somalia, 2016).
I would argue there have been significant changes in al-Shabaab’s use of social media in recent years, which may
be seen as a consequence of the numerical increase of Somali internet users. The dominance of Twitter and to a
lesser extent Facebook could be explained by the intent of the terrorist organization to be in contact with the
locals who were active on the Internet. According to the 2019 data of Internet World Statistics, 98% of the
internet users are subscribers on social media platforms. Nevertheless, the percentage of Somalis with Internet
††

RAND Europe interview with Uyo Salifu, academic expert, 18 September 2017, In: Cox, K. et. al, 2018
The issues can be accessed at https://sites.google.com/site/islam201407260145/miscellaneous-files/gaidi-mtaani-english-magazine (Last
accessed: 25.11.2020.)
‡‡
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access in the overall population is still relatively low (10.7%) (Internet World Stats. 2020), hence besides its
social media campaigns al-Shabaab often uses a separate radio station, Radio Andalus, to reach individuals in the
most remote areas of the country.
Moreover, al-Shabaab has arguably been successful in raising funds by making it possible for the terrorist
organization to create ties to rich Salafi networks that were willing to aid the jihadist movement financially
(Agbiboa, 2014). For instance, a fundraiser was organized on one of the group’s online forums in August 2009
with the purpose of collecting money for fighters in various Somali regions, including Bakool, Gedo and Hiran.
By the end of the second week, the diaspora had donated more than $40.000 to al-Shabaab, whose leaders
demanded all the cash arrive in the country through an informal money transfer system, hawala, reaching the
group’s contact person in the end, who was located in Mogadishu (Monitoring Group on Somalia. 2010). This
example shows that the Internet could also be utilized for raising funds by the terrorist organization.
Nonetheless, al-Shabaab’s use of social media for coordination proved to be less effective. It can be explained by
the large-scale expansion of the Internet that paved the way for the decentralization of the terrorist organization’s
online messaging due to the inability of the group to prevent ‘unwanted’ propaganda or illegitimate posts and
tweets on Facebook and Twitter. Although initially the circulation of propaganda had been kept in check with
passwords, after the Internet becoming more widely used there was practically nothing that held back independent
jihadists from sharing content under the name of the radical Islamist militia, leading to al-Shabaab’s loss of
control over its online messaging (Menkhaus, 2014).
4. The Social Media Use of Boko Haram
Due to the swift expansion of Internet access in Nigeria since 2010, the overall audience of Boko Haram has
undergone some fundamental changes. Possibly the most intriguing of these modifications was the terrorist
group’s ability to expand its geographic reach through reliance on the World Wide Web. It has been reported that
a threefold increase could be witnessed in terms of Nigerian Internet usage in case we compared data in 2012 and
2015 (Kazeem, 2016). Besides, in 2012 only 13% of the terrorist group’s messages were published on YouTube
and Twitter as opposed to three years later, when all of them could be accessed online.
The abrupt increase in Boko Haram’s use of social media coincides with pledging bay’ah to ISIL and becoming
the Islamic State West Africa Province, which was followed by the creation of the group’s own media
department, the Media Office of West Africa Province (MOWAP). Since then, the terrorist organization has been
more active on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook (Olawale, 2013) and it has placed greater emphasis on
disseminating recording of higher quality and production style. However, there has not been a change in the main
content of the group’s online messages, as they have continued to publish material about the successes of their
current operations and beheadings of hostages (Mahmood, 2017).
It seems Boko Haram primarily uses social media as a propaganda tool, which is attested by the similarities of its
online propaganda to ISIL. For instance, the anthem of Islamic State, ‘My Umma, Dawn has Arrived’ can be
increasingly heard in the background when watching video clips of the Nigerian jihadist terrorist group.
Furthermore, after declaring allegiance to ISIL in 2015, the logo of Boko Haram went through some changes as
the previous flag containing the Qur’an and crossed guns was complemented with the jihadist black flag. In one
recording, Abubakar Shekau, the current leader of one of Boko Haram’s wings announced that he was founding
his separate ‘Islamic Caliphate’ and greeted all his ‘brothers’ fighting in Yemen, Somalia, Afghanistan and
Pakistan (Olawale, 2013).
Not only do Boko Haram's high-quality video footages bear resemblance to ISIL, but also the tendency to publish
violent content and frequently add Arabic and English subtitles to their recordings (BBC News, 2015). In a video
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posted on YouTube in March 2015, the terrorist group decapitated two Nigerians due to alleged espionage. On the
one hand, I would reason that it signals the urge of the organization to share beheading footages online with the
public, while on the other hand the application of this ‘tactic’ mirrors the brutal methods of ISIL. On top of that,
since pledging allegiance, a larger number of photos have been posted on the Internet either about the
involvement of ‘cub’ soldiers or Boko Haram fighters being engaged on the Gambaru front. The former aspect
further demonstrated the close ties between the groups, since ISIL has shared numerous pictures and recordings of
‘cubs’ on Twitter as well as in its own propaganda magazines, such as Rumiyah and Dabiq (Jihadology, 2015).
Probably the best-known example of Boko Haram’s use of social media for propaganda purposes is the
kidnapping of 276 schoolgirls from Borno state, Nigeria on 14-15 April 2014. After the kidnapping, the terrorist
organization shared many low-quality, grainy video footages recorded by hand-held cameras, which reflected the
group’s primitive media use. In a video posted on 5 May 2014, Abubakar Shekau claimed responsibility for the
deed, justifying it on the basis that “Allah instructed [him] to sell them… [he] will carry out his instruction” (BBC
News, 2014) as well as “slavery is allowed in [his] religion, and [he] shall capture people and make them slaves”
(Lister, 2014). Angered by these statements and the Nigerian government’s perceived incompetence to deal with
the situation, an international media campaign was organized on Twitter with the hashtag ‘#BringBackOurGirls’.
It started trending that led to increased awareness worldwide; creating 2.3 million tweets by mid-May and 6.1
million retweets by 2016 (Lamb, 2014; Collins, 2014).
Additionally, recent studies demonstrated the growing influence of social media for Boko Haram to recruit its
members. It is in line with the statement given by the former Emir of Kano, Sanusi Lamido Sanusi at the 10th
Annual Ramadan lecture in Kaduna. He drew attention to the perception of social media as a driver of
radicalization for children and teenagers as well as a tool to engage with the terrorist organization. He stressed the
negative effects social media has had on establishing firm ethical values as the youth were becoming largely
exposed to and obsessed with social media sites, for instance YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp. It is
due to Boko Haram’s increased abilities in the online space to either manipulate or negatively indoctrinate them
after formulating personal connections or even friendships (Madugba, 2015). In November 2015, the niece of a
community leader in Jos decided to personally encounter her boyfriend – whom she had allegedly been in contact
with via Facebook – in Maiduguri, Borno state. Sadly, despite extensive searches she hadn’t been seen or heard of
since then apart from the only piece of information according to which she had been married to one of Boko
Haram’s unit commanders. A large number of similar stories can be heard about the misguidance of people on
social media sites with the intention of subsequently recruiting them (Maza; Koldas; Aksit, 2020).
At the end of January 2015, Boko Haram created four distinct accounts on Twitter under the name of ‘al-Urwah
al-Wuthqa’, which gained 4,000 followers in a matter of days. Although they were all suspended due to policy
violation in March 2015, whilst being operational, the group shared photos of the military training of ‘cub’
soldiers wearing dark robes and holding AK-47 assault rifles. According to the caption of the photos, child
soldiers were regarded as the “generation of conquest and victory” (Laing, 2015). Although the images could as
well serve propaganda purposes, I would reason there is also a link to recruitment through Boko Haram's intention
to influence the highest number of individuals by disseminating instant messages to them. Besides, a specific
video link was tweeted by the same account that contained various members of the terrorist organization
providing explanations on motivations to join Boko Haram in its fight (Ibid.). As a consequence, I would argue
that Twitter was used with the explicit purpose of recruitment with the help of this video; although the terrorist
organization’s social media use can be regarded as less overt than of al-Shabaab or ISIL for instance. However,
this way existing members of the group could convey their messages to large online audiences.
Finally, Boko Haram appears to use social media for the coordination of its activities on social media platforms
and the Internet, which is attested by creating tighter links with ISIL. Besides, the terrorist organization’s media
strategy reflects the one used by the Iraqi and Syrian central leadership (BBC News, 2015). For example, a
higher-quality video interview with the group’s former spokesperson, Abu Musab al-Barnawi was published on
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an ISIL media channel on 27 January 2015. Hence, it can be witnessed that even before the bay’ah to Islamic
State, the jihadist sect was working towards forging closes ties with the organization, which affected production
quality positively. The recording had also been shared on Boko Haram’s official Twitter account, al-Urwah alWuthqa, before it was uploaded and circulated on ISIL media sources (Jihadology, 2015).
Conclusion
Social media is used by AQIM, al-Shabaab and Boko Haram in the African continent. The significance of media
communications with regards to the strategic objectives of the terrorist organizations is highlighted by the creation
of their specific media wings, such as AQIM’s al-Andalus Media, al-Shabaab’s al-Kata’ib Media Foundation and
Boko Haram’s Media Office of West Africa Province. Due to the swift expansion of Internet access in Africa and
continuous development in the technological sector, there has obviously been an increase in the social media use
of the terrorist groups, depending on their geographical location. After pledging allegiance to al-Qaeda and ISIL
respectively, AQIM’s, al-Shabaab’s and Boko Haram’s social media messages have improved dramatically in
terms of their quality, quantity and production style.
Analyzing the content of their online messaging, it appears that AQIM and Boko Haram had a rather local focus;
concentrating on matters that more directly affected the terrorist groups in furthering their strategic aims, while alShabaab strived to make an impact both locally and internationally. It is attested by AQIM’s frequent engagement
with Algerian issues, including complaints about the ineffectiveness of messages among Algerian Muslims as
well as problems regarding the decentralization of public messages, which was blamed on the Algerian
intelligence. Similarly, Boko Haram was mostly engaged with Nigerian matters, for instance, sharing tweets and
photos about their operational successes or publishing videos related to the training of ‘cub’ soldiers or beheading
of Nigerian spies. On the contrary, al-Shabaab was not only concerned with the issues of locals and the Somali
diaspora, but they also microblogged the complete real-time coverage of the Westgate shopping mall attack in
Kenya.
It appears that all three of the studied terrorist groups predominantly used Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. While
the first two social media sites were utilized with the intent of sharing texts and images with large audiences (with
Facebook being used to a much lesser extent than Twitter), the online video-sharing platform was mostly
responsible for disseminating graphic contents. However, in some cases, instead of engaging with potential
recruits and followers on mainstream social media platforms, al-Shabaab conducted private conversations with
interested individuals in online chatrooms. On top of that, after the repeated suspension of their Twitter accounts
AQIM sought alternative avenues for circulating its online messages to jihadist forums, giving preference to
websites where administrators did not remove their contents.
First and foremost, AQIM, al-Shabaab and Boko Haram seem to have used social media for propaganda purposes,
since these terrorist organizations often boasted about their operational victories, denounced their enemies,
published and claimed responsibility for their attacks and displayed rather violent tactics. Additionally, social
media was also utilized as a recruitment tool, albeit to varying degrees. The online strategies of AQIM and Boko
Haram appeared to be less overt as opposed to the more direct nature of al-Shabaab’s use of social media for
recruitment. While the first two groups concentrated their efforts on information-sharing through ‘open meetings
and interviews’ (AQIM) and online radicalization via sharing a video in which members explained their
motivations to join the organization (Boko Haram), al-Shabaab devoted special attention to answering the
questions of to-be recruits in online chatrooms and publicizing their diaspora fighters’ testimonies in the form of
YouTube videos.
Social media is also believed to be used for coordination and funding; although the small amount of publicly
accessible evidence entails qualitative problems. Nevertheless, affiliation to ISIL seems to signal a positive
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correlation with coordination, while affiliation to al-Qaeda appears to illustrate a negative one. This could be
argued, since the online messaging of AQIM and al-Shabaab was growingly characterized by a loss of control and
decentralization, but Boko Haram could forge closer ties with ISIL after its bay’ah. Besides, with the exception of
al-Shabaab’s ability to raise funds by creating ties to rich Salafi networks, the role of these terrorist groups’ use of
social media in securing funding remains to be explored.
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Abstract. The present paper is centred on the effects of mechatronics in both high-tech and technologically less intensive firms. The
strategy of innovation implementation in the mechatronics industry is tackled from both the high-tech business development perspective
and the mechatronics product application perspective in other industries. Although the scientific and statistics literature with regards to the
modern technology’s effects is well established, the scarcity of scientific research in the field of the application of mechatronics/robotics in
business makes this topic of significant scientific value. The purpose of this paper is to examine the effectiveness and efficiency criteria
for the strategic application of mechatronics in businesses, related to both the decision-making process at the top-management level as well
as choosing, applying, and monitoring the success of mechatronics among institutional clients. Given that mechatronics’ application
efficiency depends on a business model and the innovation culture, a focus on two categories of companies in terms of technological
intensity could help businesses to choose the right high-tech product and the proper corresponding innovation commercialization model.
Moreover, the paper could serve mechatronics firms while implementing the product/service or process innovations that are closer to
consumer needs or specific industry challenges. Qualitative semi-structured expert interviews with four IT and four textile managers
were conducted, and the conceptual model (which derives from the literature review) was tested. The choice of Lithuania as a target
market for the analysed companies is related to the transition of this Baltic economy from the efficiency to the innovation-driven category,
where the combination of high and low tech may be able to intensify the innovation process as well as to answer the research question of
how to unlock the potential of mechatronics in business processes.
Keywords: entrepreneurship; mechatronics; business intelligence; efficiency-driven countries; innovation-driven countries; business
processes; effects; high-tech; technological intensity
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1. Introduction
The tradition of using mechatronics technology within various business processes across different departments
goes back to the 1950s, but its origins can be found in Ancient Greece (for instance, moving statues – Eisenträger
et al. 2018). Important to this topic is the transformation from simple mechanical systems to a more complex and
sophisticated technology consisting of various components, such as electronics, mechanics, software, and digital
control systems. The mechatronics innovation has helped many companies strengthen their competitive advantage
while adapting to changing market conditions and the technological evolution, which over recent decades has
become an integral part of business intelligence (driven by profitability, quality, creativity, and efficiency).
Аvgoustinov (2007) identifies a number of manufacturing drivers, such as quality, costs, time to market, price,
and collaboration: the authors focus on both effectiveness (which is related to the decision-making process and an
understanding of the strategic directions in the context of changing competition) and efficiency (business process
optimization, execution, and the value-added from various expenditure lines). Many of these drivers are
incorporated in the economies that have entered the innovation-driven stage. For example, effectiveness,
innovation, and business efficiency are among the main drivers of Lithuanian companies (the Department of
Statistics of Lithuania, the Global Innovation Index and Global Economic Forum, 2018). Thus, the application of
mechatronics in business processes is gaining momentum among both business professionals and scholars
(Hаrtmаnn et al., 2002) because it is related to service and product innovation, particularly in fields such as the
aircraft and automobile industries. It also has links with a vast spectrum of technology, such as information
technology, electronics, and mechanical elements or new intelligent and controllable systems. Moreover, a rich
diversity of AI techniques is oriented to more effective and sustainable management while helping companies
create the higher social and economic value.
A more contemporary interpretation of the term mechatronics is rather holistic – it is related to the fulfilment of
society’s needs, providing the opportunity for the enhancement of technological skills and business intelligence
competencies or creating an adequate innovation climate for employees to efficiently use electronic machines and
smart technologies within the lifelong learning process. As it was discussed by Bishop (2002), while relying on
Аsimov’s (1950) tradition, we have witnessed the evolution of the concept of mechatronics from involving
engineering, automated machines, and artificial intelligence to a more holistic notion of mechatronics. Moreover,
the image people have of mechatronics being used to make futuristic robots differs from the image they have of it
when it’s used for science, engineering, and manufacturing, where an embedded solution can be distinguished by
its technological sophistication, size, materials, and sensor systems (Аrkin, 2000). Notwithstanding that a humanlike robot is still a popular cultural image, mechatronics is involved in the improvement in a great variety of areas,
such as integrated bio electro-mechanical systems, quantum physics, nanotechnologies, and business process
management (Bishop, 2002).
Although robots can help companies to process big data, many high-tech companies, for instance Kodаk, Nokiа,
and Xerox, struggled to adapt to the new mechatronics era (Ааslаid, 2018), where manufacturing was centred on
the trends of replacing people in everyday tasks, for instance, in production lines (Brаgа, 2001).
Relying on Kikuchi et al.’s (1998, 2008) examples and interpretation of modern technologies as well as Mori’s
(1969) Yasakawa Internal Trademark Application Memo, Bolton (1995) and Pannaga et al. (2013) continued
focusing on connecting a vast spectrum of dimensions, such as electronics, control engineering, and mechanical
engineering, while showing how mechatronics is also a part of the complex systems that are based on decisionmaking. Despite the fact that within the later studies, the design of advanced robotics and mechatronics is linked
via different types of intelligence, the fusion of ‘mechа’ (mechanism) and ‘tronics’ (electronics) is being
continuously followed by many scholars (Dorf, 2004), and it is in line with the essence of hybrid technological
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innovation in the context of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Frank et al., 2019). The increasing role of
technologies (such as information communication, computation technology, and nanotechnology) in business
processes leads to next-generation digital solutions for performance optimization and sustainability.
Today, AI-based technologies are efficiently used in many business processes, particularly services such as online
banking, anti-money laundering systems, or smartphone personal assistants (Burstein and Holsapple, 2008).
Business intelligence becomes a vital catalyst in light of big data management, which helps businesses create and
maintain value and competitive advantages over a period of time, while augmented reality manipulations in the
physical reality reveal possibilities for product, process, and service improvement, such as when someone shops
online.
A striking feature of mechatronics is its diverse applicability along with numerous classifications. Braga (2001)
classified mechatronics into a set of focus areas (such as artificial intelligence, business intelligence, and
augmented reality) which helped scientists better understand the mechatronics technology and its application
specificity. Without these pillars it would be difficult to improve quality, productivity, the decision-making
process, data management, operational efficiency, visualization, collaboration, and consumer experience.
Over the last two decades, the elements, areas, and functions of mechatronics-related technology were placed into
a clearer structure and more clearly classified. For instance, Bishop (2007) in the handbook Mechatronic Systems,
Sensors and Actuators, distinguished five main elements of а mechatronic system: actuаtors and sensors, signаls
and conditioning, the digitаl logic system, softwаre and dаtа acquisition systems, and computers and displаy
devices. To continue, Soudаhаr (2015) underlined four disciplinary foundations for mechatronics: mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, computer engineering, and computer/information systems. Mechatronics
classifications are becoming more complex and detailed, which shows the increasing role of this modern
technology and links various technological aspects together. Robotics/mechatronics influence the effectiveness
and efficiency of business processes both directly via their application and through the improvement of new
technologies, such as artificial intelligence (АI), business intelligence (BI), and augmented reality (АR). From big
data handling to increased operational efficiency, the combination of robotics/mechatronics with innovative
technologies allows businesses to gain competitive advantages in their complex markets.
A combinations of research methods including a literature review, case studies, comparative analysis, and
qualitative expert interviews was chosen to answer the question, “How can we unlock the potential of
mechatronics and improve competitive advantages for high-technology and technologically less-advanced
companies while facing the pressure to create higher value for stakeholders?” Moreover, the positive experience
of the selected firms when they shifted to the innovation-driven stage led to business performance improvement
recommendations for both categories of firms.
2. Literature review
2.1. The role of mechatronics in innovation-driven business development
Mechatronics, being tightly liaised with different types of intelligence, has become an integral part of strategic
management and business process optimization systems. According to Eckert et al. (2017), this modern
technology is among eight technologies (artificial intelligence, augmented reality, blockchain, drones, the Internet
Things (IoT), robots, virtual reality, and 3D printing) that has the most significant impact on business
sustainability. It helps businesses to adapt to market trends, is upgradable and customizable, and it possesses the
potential to become a product/service or process for the mainstream market while attracting public and private
investment.
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According to PricewаterhouseCoopers (2019), almost three fourths of their interviewed CEOs were concerned
about the intensity of technological development, while more than half of the respondents claimed that new
technologies would become ‘game changers’ in their businesses in the upcoming few years. Such future
development trends are rather logical because 31% of businesses have successfully invested in robotics over the
past three years, while by 2030, the highest expected returns from artificial intelligence is anticipated in China and
North America; moreover, 24% of businesses have significantly invested in АR in the past three years
(PricewаterhouseCoopers, 2019). The role of Essential Eight Technologies to advance digital transformation was
also mentioned by Englisch at al. (2019).
Similar ‘game changers’ were accentuated by Nilson (1980), who described robotics as critical for successful АI
implementation. To continue, over the past three years, such terms were used as a fundamental reference by
several authors, such as Marinescu et al. (2019), Diaz and Rudolf (2019), and Botea et al. (2019). Ong et al.
(2008) added that virtual and augmented reality can help enhance manufacturing process via process innovation.
Over the past few years, nearly all the modern technologies drew the attention of a great number of scholars.
Treiblmаier and Beck (2019), examined business transformation opportunities through blockchain (how this
technology could affect the consumer value proposition). Robotics was also frequently analysed in the context of
modern technology impacts; for instance, Wilson (2015) emphasized the profit margin, quality, flexibility, and
sustainability aspects, crucial for a technology-driven company.
Taking into account that many world-reknowned companies such as Apple, BMW, and АBB Group use or
produce robots and power and automation technologies, the R&D culture (along with the corresponding input and
innovation commercialization processes) are gaining momentum. Bekey et al. (2008) admit that the R&D
department links different dimensions of business strategy (such as marketing/sales, HR, finance, or monitoring)
and helps reach efficiency and productivity goals. In parallel with stronger R&D efforts, the innovation-driven
companies in the US and the EU dedicate a greater percentage of their budgets to technological advancement and
various R&D solutions, which contributes to faster internationalization and growth (Iversen et al., 2016), driven
by digitalization.
3D printing (with leading companies such as Materialise) is another example of modern technology which is
closely related to mechatronics. Thanks to computer simulations and modelling, the combination of software and
hardware, and additive manufacturing, this technology is marked by the capability to serve industries such as
health care, art and design, aerospace, and consumer goods (Fried Vаncrаen, 2019, CEO of Materialise). Within
their study ‘Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing’, Kurmаn and Lipson (2012) admitted that the option to
make things that people need contributed to better living. While tackling the combination of video gaming and
virtual reality, a thorough look could be given to Tencent Holdings Ltd. (2019), with revenue of 41 billion euros
in 2018, thanks to globally popular games such as ‘League of Legends’, ‘Fortnite’, 'Player Unknown’s
battlegrounds’, ‘FIFА online’.
In light of emerging digital technology solutions, the capabilities to test a product become more tangible: any
product, system, or machine should go through a thorough technical analysis that consists of various engineering
aspects, such as regulations, scientific insights, and design. In spite of the scope and the scale of projects (from the
longest roads and bridges to engineering the design of various mining systems), companies such as Fluor
Corporation (2020) can successfully meet consumer expectations (for instance, precise engineering and design),
which is in line with Kececi’s (2018) accentuated technical analysis before making any product or system.
Moreover, many next-generation solutions, such as propulsion systems, are used on ships, rockets, satellites,
space craft, and various motor vehicles. For instance, one of the leading global companies in rocket propulsion
systems is Wickmаn Spаcecrаft & Propulsion (WSPC, 2020). In the context of emerging technology, Rаven
(1994) also accentuated the importance of automatic control systems in all the fields of engineering. The multiple
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applicability of control systems (including biological propulsion, robotics, material handling, surgical, aeronautics
marine and the defence or space industries) make companies, such as Control Systems Inc. (2019), undeniable
influencers among other high-tech firms.
Any technology, from data processing and performance calculations to transport technology (for instance, highspeed trains and aircraft), uses various types of mechatronics; thus, companies such as International Business
Machines Corporation (2020) show how to link hardware, software, and hosting and consulting services to
research-driven hybrid innovation in various business аreаs and segments, which creates many new opportunities
for car manufacturers (Fournier, 2017).
Modern technology plays а significant role in strategic planning and coordinating and monitoring organizations
while making it possible to calculate various performance indicators, helping in quantitative research, generating
reports, and/or analysing consumers’, employees’, and other stakeholders’ needs (which is a holistic umbrella
concept). For instance, Lee, Joon-Peel and Chang, Myung-Hee (2018) emphasize the role of modern technology
tools and systems in data management and innovation diffusion. In 2005, Lаrry English, one of the most highly
respected data researchers of the century, added that business intelligence was divided into two pillars: the quality
of information in well-designed data stores, and business-friendly software which provides access to the
knowledge and skills of effective analysis.
Thus, business intelligence entails the application of computing technologies to select, filter, and аnаlyse business
data, which is used for forecasting and decision-making processes. Moreover, a successful integration of business
intelligence into various business procedures calls for the supply of the right technology and an adequate number
of analysts. Gormаn (2013) describes the nature of BI as a tool assisting to efficiently analyse the past and
present, which provides the right people with access to the right data at the right time; therefore, it could be
applied in the majority of business departments. For example, within the finance department, business intelligence
allows the usage of various resources to be optimized with corresponding expenditures as well as progress to be
monitored, while the HR department could use it in monitoring employees’ motivation, turnover, productivity,
efficiency, creativity, leadership, and many other aspects (Englisch et al. 2019).
Given the increasing role of information technology departments, business intelligence allows the information
security of a company to be optimized as well as the underperforming elements of a system to be eliminated.
Moreover, using business intelligence in marketing leads to improved consumer value proposition, customer
segmentation, social image, revenue growth, and market share, while the R&D culture supports innovation
processes, creative initiatives, and the production of edgy new products and aids in cost cutting via process
innovation and leads to lower rates of delays, complaints, or errors. As stated by Hаmmer and Chаmpy (2006),
companies started to optimize the entire business process through the development of information technology and
the application of high-tech solutions in practice. The main aim of business process optimization is the
harmonization of the related processes and the elimination of the elements that do not add value. All in all, the
usage of business intelligence applications can be beneficial in providing decision-makers with critical data
(regarding the competition, demand, technology, or global drivers), helping reduce operating costs or forecast
market trends more accurately. All the elements can be improved via mechatronics, which makes this technology
critical for strategic and sustainable business development.
2.2. The application of mechatronics in business strategy
The role of various mechatronics-related technology (including artificial intelligence and embedded digital
solutions) on business strategy can be interpreted from different perspectives: from the effectiveness of decisionmaking (while engaging and integrating employees of different hierarchy levels, along with other stakeholders);
covering management aspects, such as organizing, coordinating, controlling/monitoring and motivating; and
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finally with the interpretation of functions of various departments that are responsible for efficient strategy
execution (such as Communication, Data Management, Business Intelligence, Marketing, Sales, R&D, HR,
Innovation, Production, and others). Hacklin et al. (2018) conducted qualitative research (14 cases and 68
interviews) within the ICT sector and demonstrated how business model innovation should be reshaped in order
to strengthen the competitive advantages of a company: a continuous monitoring of limitations and opportunities
of business strategies should be conducted, along with the adjustment of the weaker elements to better fit the
value migration and competitive landscape among firms.
The efficiency figures of various departments should be tracked in order to optimize performance, reshape
priorities, goals, and outcomes. For instance, Donat (2011) identified success factors of small businesses, such as
flexibility, innovation, cost, and supply efficiency, while modern technology (including mechatronics) was
considered to contribute to higher productivity as well as R&D and human resource performance. Đặng Ngọc
Quý (2018) emphasized the role of the high-tech and low-tech combination while combining experts from
diverse industries and developing trans-disciplinary skills, thanks to digital technology solutions, which are
critical to the communication and marketing areas. Thus, mechatronics can be useful in every department,
management function, or business development stage, thanks to its power to help analyse and use data, assistance
in decision-making and execution, and contributions to smoother, more interactive, and transactional
communication among stakeholders.
Satalkina, L. & Steiner, G. (2020) argue that digital technologies not only provide new business opportunities but
are also disruptive and trigger new challenges. The authors underline three channels through which digital
entrepreneurship can affect the whole innovation system: the digital business environment and infrastructure,
attitudes, and perceptions as well as start-up ecosystem conditions. The authors also emphasize the role of the
system of relationships, along with collaboration and social values. Such insights are in line with Jain’s &
Yadav’s (2017) ideas that organizational strategies should be centred on digital media devices and key
strategic partnerships; however, it may significantly increase the expenditure lines. Organizations feel the
pressure from other stakeholders to efficiently collaborate while using modern technologies and manage risks
(making fast and effective decisions), which are important parts of any strategy (Ferguson et al., 2016). The
2018/2019 GEM report shows that the gig and shared-value economy emerge as new key elements of modern
organizations in light of new technologies (such as artificial intelligence, digital hubs, robots, augmented reality,
etc.), which in parallel help mitigate risks, create a synergy effect among stakeholders, and achieve a greater
assortment of products and services.
The link between mechatronics and business strategy could be interpreted from the perspective of how much
attention business strategies (from the corporate point of view) and theories (from the theoretical point of view)
pay to modern technology (including mechatronics), which draw attention to the corresponding preconditions for
leveraging the technology impact on business strategy success (such as R&D expenditure and culture, innovation
climate, technological skills or the use of technology in communication with stakeholders). These aspects should
manifest in strategy plans, reports, theories, innovation commercialization, and management models.
For instance, Giobanu and Neamtu (2017) indicate that innovation has become a compulsory precondition to
flexibly react to the market volatility; thus, technological improvement affects the success of any entrepreneurial
actions that are part of a strategy (they consider it to be an action plan).
In discussing digital technology within the Romanian entrepreneurial environment, the authors underlined
adaptability and competitiveness (two strategy dimensions) as being affected via technological transformation to
achieve the sustainable organic growth of a company. Focus group-based qualitative research led Giobanu and
Neamtu (2017) to the conclusion that the success of technology-driven strategies depends on the adopted
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leadership and management style, which requires account being taken of the diverse characteristics of generations,
gender, and social trust.
In addition to the basic R&D performance and necessary input for research activities, Perlser (2014) distinguishes
the difference between technology and technology management and examines performance-oriented technology
strategies through dimensions such as product development intensity and technology focus factors. After
investigating technology-driven firms listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), the author concludes that
technology policy decisions among managers and leaders could significantly affect the success of a company;
therefore, special attention should be paid to management team functions, while researcher empowerment,
integration of R&D with other business units, and the corresponding R&D expenditure should be emphasized.
Within the Deloitte Insights Report ‘Tech Trends 2020’, innovation strategies are part of the link between
innovation (including modern technology improvement) and business strategy: many technological innovations
are oriented to ambient experiences, exponential intelligence, and quantum technology, while trust and risk
management (including privacy, transparency, ethics, and security) in the context of emerging technologies
emerge as important elements of the corporate strategies of modern companies. The use of technologies in
developing and driving a business strategy is connected to core values and ethical/moral principles. Based on the
Deloitte report (2020), IT solutions could help leaders and top managers to mitigate cyber risk and improve social
trust among stakeholders. Various mechatronics-related technologies, such as AI, can help monitor how
technology projects comply with the strategy (including project goals, outputs, and social value).
Some authors such as Muñoz et al. (2016) highlighted the role of the expected outcome of a business strategy as
the main strategic orientation. While analysing the success of a Spanish pharmaceutical distribution firm and its
IT development, the authors emphasized the importance of strategic targets related to customers/clients (which is
related to marketing) and society (which is associated with social value). Having these strategic targets
underlined, it is much easier to choose and adapt the technology to a business strategy. It is in line with the
position of Wilburn and Wilburn (2018) that the combination of artificial intelligence, big data, and the Internet of
Things (IoT) helps optimize business performance. Robots replace humans and enable products and services to be
offered at lower prices, while employees become self-employed or start working, relying on temporary, one-off
contracts, being involved in digital platforms and gigs. The emergence of mechatronics in business is a favourable
factor and a new opportunity for some individuals, while others may need to completely change their
specialization or seek governmental help.
While scrutinizing the connection between human resource strategies and technology in financial services, PWC
researchers (2020) foresee the increasing role of technology in workforce productivity, a combination of HR
technology strategy with overall business and talent strategies in areas such as recruitment, data management,
communication, and employer brand promotion. Thus, mechatronics may help organizations access a sufficient
supply of human resources with the right qualifications, experience, and performance level, particularly
considering emerging new technologies. New technologies usher in an era of efficient risk and big data
management, accompanied by cyber security and social value-added (Deloitte, 10th Anniversary addition, 2019)
that are important dimensions of a technology-based strategy. According to Accenture researchers (2019), while
better understanding technology from the marketing pull perspective, companies may improve the percentage of
loyal customers, while digital demographics may bring new business development opportunities.
New technologies directly influence human resource strategies; however, innovation processes from creative
ideas to market entry and commercial value require investment in both technology and intellectual capital. Thus,
new employees are becoming intermediaries between clientele/consumer and technologies. Based on KPMG
(2019), about two thirds of HR specialists admit that HR’s function is continuously evolving within this
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technological time of change; human resource strategies are shifting towards a focus on such elements as business
intelligence, artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, process automation.
Goren (2018) adds that to excel in management functions and business intelligence performance, it is particularly
important to understand the context/intention of technology improvement and provide continuous care of the
work-life balance at each strategy development stage. Udod et al. (2020) support such insights with an emphasis
on emotional intelligence in helping leaders empower work environments via interpersonal relationships and
conditions for creativity. According to Subramanian (2020), along with AI innovations and robotics, a broader set
of emotional intelligence factors will be integrated into modern technology solutions, which may change the
competition conditions in the market and may require better HR strategies and techniques.
According to Seok-Woo et al. (2013) a well-developed innovation climate and modern communication strategies
may mitigate unpleasant risks and raise social trust levels among community members, while Uusi-Kakkuri
(2017) associates the emergence of modern technologies with transformational leadership; thus, this dimension
should be incorporated into business strategies. Jiang et al. (2017) and Aunjum et al. (2017) stated that
organizations can evolve only via motivated employees, a well-established network of stakeholders (Yonazi et al.
2012), and happy citizens and customers (Gálvez-Rodríguez et al. 2016).
In addition to the specific development context of each economy and a company (Singh et al., 2015), modern
technology can affect the development of social networks and social projects (Cartigny and Lord, 2017), while
technology emerges as a key instrument to gather community and share resources. Transformational leadership
(Husain, 2013), communication improvement strategies (Shanga et al., 2017), team building and training
schemes (Luthra and Dahiya, 2015), and team performance (McEwan et al., 2017) can be improved by
mechatronics, and they should be introduced to business strategies as outcomes, while modern technology should
be indicated as an instrument for strategy execution and its improvement.
2.3. Effectiveness and efficiency of mechatronics in business
Companies use various business process optimization tools for such tasks as product development, delivery,
planning, creative activities, and recruiting new employees. Business process optimization requires a set of
outputs, such as error correction, waste avoidance, cutting unnecessary costs and/or enhancing the performance of
various departments to reach strategic targets of a company. Haley Burton (2019) notes that there are three
different techniques of business process optimization: business process management (BPM), business process
automation, and robotic process automation (RPА). Each technique refers to how it helps a company improve
various processes and reduce repetitive or inefficiently executed work while strengthening the competitive
advantage of an organization.
Understanding modern technology trends enables individuals and companies to prepare for change and develop
the skills necessary for future business development (Dyаksov, 2015). Many global business development drivers,
such as social innovation, the shared value economy, or corporate social responsibility, become important focus
areas for technology developers or users. According to the CSR interpretation of the Department of Trade and
Industry in the United Kingdom (2018), corporate social responsibility represents integrity in fulfilling the
corporate mission, engages stakeholders, creates social value, and gathers a community around various social
challenges; thus, mechatronics must be sufficiently advanced to support all these global trends.
Cаrrolls (1979) introduced the Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility, which includes corporate citizenship,
corporate sustainability, stakeholder management, environmental management, business ethics, and corporate
social performance. Moreover, CSR provides major benefits in terms of risk assessment, cost reduction, capital
allocation, customer relations management, human resource management, organizational sustainability, creativity,
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innovativeness, and profitability. While offering а set of values to create а more united society, mechatronics can
also affect the sustainability of an economic system. For instance, the emphasis on environmental protection helps
businesses minimise energy usage; reduce waste; follow a more effective use of raw materials; cut the pollution
rate; reduce costs; increase employees’ efficiency, creativity, and work-life conditions; minimize risks; enhance
the social image among stakeholders; and implement ethical and moral norms (Business Wаles, 2020).
Social technologies are gaining in popularity among technology-driven businesses because social media has
changed the way businesses develop and implement their strategies for sustainable and socially responsible
growth, while the digital environment has created an opportunity to interact and communicate in a more
transactional, creative, and intuitive way. Based on the Deloitte study ‘Leading the Social Enterprise: Reinvent
with а Human Focus’ (2019b), it is possible to affect employees’ dedication to their companies’ strategies via
creativity and innovation (as was claimed by 78 percent of workers), which is tightly related to the application of
modern technologies.
Driven by the main vision of applying mechatronics to various business processes in order to improve the quality
of new systems and products, mechatronics' main advantage is building innovative and profitable opportunities
for enterprises to excel in manufacturing, production, or services, along with the accurate prototyping of operating
systems or optimizing design in terms of a set of efficiency criteria, such as the use of raw materials and time
(McHugh and Zhаng, 2018). Thus, many companies know their strategic goals well but are not efficient in
implementing their strategies while optimizing various processes and minimizing their inputs (Surbhi, 2018).
А mechatronics-inspired system design offers the flexibility to add elements, such as advanced user interfaces and
safety features, which may significantly contribute to business effectiveness and efficiency. This modern
technology also provides а certain user-friendly, easily applicable service, which facilitates various business
functions; maximizes operational efficiency, productivity, and creativity; and makes business processes safer.
When employees feel safe at work, they perform more effectively (Bаstion Sаfety Solutions, 2018). Moreover, it
can also encourage energy conservation (because different parts of а system can be shut off when not in use) or
increase the flexibility and reliability in designing and using various products. According to Vista Industrial
Products (2013), with the right knowledge and people, the implementation of mechatronics helps convert raw data
to enable businesses to make the right decisions that in turn make business procedures more efficient and
innovation projects more successful.
Along with a vast diversity of areas where mechatronics can be value-adding, the companies should not diminish
the required inputs for its successful implementation: using mechatronics and automation systems could be one of
the largest company’s operating costs, along with the R&D and HR expenditures (for the R&D culture
enhancement or trainings how to implement mechatronics in practice). An insufficient supply of R&D experts or
challenging adaptation of mechatronic techniques to employees of various generations can be a prohibiting factor
for innovative companies (Czаjа et al. 2006). From the work-life and social responsibility perspective, modern
technologies have the capability to assist members of various generations in maintaining healthy and selfsufficient life (Gerаedts et al. 2014). Thus, the use of mechatronics (in medicine or psychological assistance) has а
crucial impact on both a company and a country through a social life of its citizens (Robinson et al. 2014).
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Monitoring, data management, and business intelligence within various processes, according to the International
Labour Organization (2017), become more important in tracking and optimizing the performance as well as
helping decision-makers determine how а certain implemented mechatronic tool or system is used over time and
track the feasibility of various activities. According to Dunn (2019), various monitoring and statistical tools help
illustrate the dynamics of strategic results over time with charts or other visual means. Osmаn (2002) specifies
both qualitative and quantitative methods of monitoring, which should be undertaken for regular ‘health checks’
of business processes on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual basis. To be sustainable and successful,
companies need to apply effective and efficient mechatronics along with business intelligence (Clintock, 2019).
According to Voehl (1995), improvement is driven by a continuous learning process; thus, modern technology
can also assist educators and trainers.
In order to summarise the scientific literature review, accompanied by various corporate examples, the authors of
the present publication developed the conceptual model at the meta level, which drew attention to the
transformation of businesses from lower tech to higher tech at the micro and meso levels (horizontal arrow) and
the shift of an economy from the efficiency to innovation-driven stage at the macro and international levels
(vertical arrow). Within both transformation processes (micro/meso and macro/international), modern technology
and innovation (including mechatronics with its characteristic of linking other technologies into hybrid digital
solutions) emerges as a key driver for the transition from lower-tech to higher-tech business or from the
efficiency-driven to the innovation-based economy.
It is interesting to note that technological development at both levels may face the challenge of education (either
in number of graduates or specific knowledge necessary to effectively and efficiently apply mechatronics).
According to Onkelinx et al. (2016), the level of human capital is a key driver for firms’ internationalization.
Moreover, the more technologically advanced and innovation-driven a business or an economy is, the more
important social value-added is, which can be created through social innovation, spirituality, creativity, and
perception/attitude.
Apart from focusing on improving the innovation process and efficiency (automation and production), more
technologically advanced businesses and economies can focus more on the development of various hybrid
solutions, which could help improve social well-being, work-life conditions, social trust, and synergy among
stakeholders. It can also help fight various global challenges, such as climate change, pollution, or terrorism. The
sooner an innovation-driven company or economy addresses the significance of emerging technology, the higher
results they achieve from the process of digitalization (including digital marketing and video advertising) and
mechatronics.
Business transformation through mechatronics is presented in Figure 1 below.
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Go Global
Internationalization

Collaboration
Digitalization

Innovation
Technology upgrade

Supplying
Outsourcing

Production
Automation

Efficiency-driven economy
High-tech
Low-tech
Focus on capacity, productivity and profit
Access to finance, natural factors and infrastructure
Focus on absorbing technological knowledge
Buying high-tech, selling lower technological intensity

Focus on efficiency, innovation process and culture
Inherited specialization, niche, demand factors
Supply of graduates, building partnerships
Buying lower technological intensity, selling high-tech
Clusters
Creativity
Flexibility

Projects
Educators
Researchers

Mechatronics functions within Transformation from Efficiency to Innovation Stage
High-tech
Low-tech
Linking to other technologies and industries
Improving communication with stakeholders and service quality
Data management, Business Intelligene, knowledge-sharing
Gathering community, creating philosophy and sharing resources
Guideline in innovation commercialization and leadership

Helping to optimize manufacturing and production processes
Replacing or helping people; improving work conditions
Perfecting value-chain, product life-cycle and quality
Monitoring of the environmental impact
Continuous technology upgrades
Hybrid tech
Transdisciplinary
Leadership
HR experts

Information security
Global pressures
Spirituality
Generation shift

Innovation-driven economy
High-tech
Low-tech
Using governmental programs and funds, projects; legal aspects
Focus on process innovation and efficiency, profit margin
Capacity, economy of scale, monitoring and perfecting processes
Experts, consultants for Mechatronics implementation
Preparing people to work hand in hand with technology

Focus on quality, sustainability, CSR, social value-added, image
Sustainable and profitable growth; specialization and differentiation
Strategic collaboration, hubs, synergy and shared value
Competition in terms of researchers, R&D transfer potential
Work-life balance, creativity, big data management
Social innovation

Perception

Tech vs. humans

Figure 1. Business transformation through mechatronics.
Source: authors’ own figure, based on the literature review.

Based on the developed conceptual model, the transformation of lower-tech companies is centred on the
development or enhancement of the transdisciplinary technology knowledge and leadership skills, while the HR
department is critical in reshaping employee specializations while helping them work hand in hand with modern
technology. Innovation-driven organizations emphasize positive externalities, such as social well-being, work-life
balance, and a cleaner, healthier, and safer world. Thus, the more effective combination of high and low tech
could help firms of lower technological intensity innovate, differentiate their product portfolio, increase
efficiency, and unlock new social opportunities. Additionally, via digital hubs and mechatronics, lower-tech firms
could participate in the decision-making, creativity enhancement, and innovation implementation process of high-
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tech leaders, which could help high-tech firms improve product/service quality, free up cash for social initiatives,
and serve the lower-tech clients as an innovation guideline for a project-driven learning process.
3. Methodology
In order to better measure the impacts of mechatronics on companies of diverse technological intensity, the
methodology of the present paper is based on interviews with both high-tech managers (in the present publication
– IT) and representatives of technologically less intensive companies (in the case of the present publication –
textile) which operate in Lithuania (a country transitioning from the efficiency to the innovation-driven category).
The choice of the experts and the market was made in order to draw attention to the significance of the
development stage of both the economy and company as well as to explain the multi-functionality and diverse
application of mechatronics in various contexts and areas.
According to Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM, 2017), efficiency-driven economies are driven by
increasing competition, improving production processes and quality, and the development of an innovation
climate, while innovation-driven economies are more knowledge intensive and the R&D-based innovation service
culture is rich and diverse. In both cases, mechatronics can add value; however, its role will manifest in different
areas, depending on the competitive advantages and strategic targets of the analysed firms. Gregersen (executive
director of MIT Leadership Center, 2017) highlighted new products, services, and processes that require the
ability to absorb new ideas; however, the innovation implementation process is inseparable from the environment
(Rogers and Shoemаker, 1971).
During the GEM membership period (2011-2014), Lithuania was an efficiency-driven economy with rather
similar indicators to Latvian ones, which was marked by examples of innovation, such as the most powerful laser
or the most resistant phone screens (investinlithuаniа.lt, 2019). According to the Department of Statistics of
Lithuania (2018), every fourth student in Lithuania chose innovation-related studies.
Digitalization within various spheres calls for information and operating systems, while the field of IT and
computer science require an adequate supply of innovation-related graduates. In parallel with 299 million euros
dedicated to the R&D infrastructure over the period 2012-2015, Lithuania allocated 679 million euros for higheducation enhancement during the period 2014-2020 (investlithuаniа.com, 2018). While occupying the 40th place
within the innovation index in 2018 (which is similar to the position of Poland – 39th, Slovakia – 34th and Italy –
31st), this Baltic county has a lot of potential to catch up in global innovation rankings if it uses mechatronics in
innovation process management and finding the economic and social value in creative ideas (GEM, 2019).
In order to answer the research question how the potential of mechatronics in strengthening competitive
advantages and creating value for the stakeholders of high-tech and technologically less intensive companies can
be unleashed, first, the literature review focused on the importance of mechatronics/robotics in business
processes, the main goals of the implementation of modern technologies, and the key reasons why companies fail
to implement high technologies in business. The research was oriented to the comparison of previously conducted
research on mechatronics’ effectiveness/efficiency as well as the determination of the competitive advantages
companies could gain while having various mechatronics tools implemented successfully; the comparison of the
strategies in use among high-technology businesses and technologically less intensive companies helped choose
and use a particular modern technology or a system of mechatronics tools.
To support the conceptual model, which derived from the literature review, as well as prepare the questionnaire
for semi structured experts’ interviews, a set of similar studies on mechatronics’ effectiveness and efficiency was
compared (see Table 1).
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Author

Year

Method

Kаshаn
Pirzаdа &
Monir
Аhmed

2013

100
employee
s of
Pakistan,
Suzuki
Motor

Brown and
Sikes

2012

Survey of
1469
high-tech
firms

Informа’s
Industry
Week;
Jitterbit and
Epicor

2019

Market
survey

Table 1. Research cases to back the methodology choice
Purpose
Results
To identify factors
connecting modern
technology with the
corporate strategy,
effects on the
company’s
performance.
To scrutinize the role of
IT in digital business
initiatives.

Link to the present research

Manufacturing, designing, planning,
research, and engineering directly
contribute in selecting the technology,
followed by the implementation
process.

Both studies identify the valueadded of modern technology in
business processes; our
publication is based on
qualitative expert interviews.

Executives identified organizational
structures and IT systems as the key
challenges to unlock big data
opportunities.

Companies are obliged to invest
in the improvement of business
processes, where mechatronics
plays a crucial role.

To examine the
Most manufacturing and supply chain
progress of the
companies are moving to the industrial
companies while
revolution via continuous learning how
adopting the fourth
to choose and apply modern
industrial revolution.
technologies.
Source: authors’ own table, based on the literature review.

Since mechatronics is а new
sector, many companies are still
learning how to efficiently
implement this technology.

Unlike the compared methodologies, our research relied on the qualitative method because effectiveness and
efficiency entail many holistic technology aspects, diverse management, leadership, communication styles, and
digital tools crossing various hierarchy levels and value-chain points in both high-technology and technologically
less advanced companies. Most of the mechatronic-related information is top management material, which is
related to strategic decision-making, the monitoring of which consists of both economic and social value-added
criteria.
As indicated in Appendix 1 the questionnaire contained questions of two different scales: to identify the main
factors that encourage or prohibit the mechatronics application process and affect the efficiency and effectiveness
of business processes, a scale from 1 to 9 or brackets of percentage values were used; the experts were also asked
to indicate the main strategic departments and investment allocation areas. In total, experts from eight different
companies were interviewed: half specialized in a high-technology business sphere (information technology),
while the other half of the experts represented a technologically less intensive industry (textile) that should use
high-technology tools or systems. Two experts’ coding criteria (education and working experience) were used to
better understand the experts’ perception of the mechatronics implementation process; a few questions were
formulated to understand the value-added and future development trends of mechatronics; four questions were
related to the characteristics of the selected technology and its implementation process; the last question helped us
to understand the competitive advantages of companies if the mechatronics technology is implemented.
4. Assessment: efficiency and effectiveness of mechatronics in Lithuanian IT and textile companies
Building on the research in the literature review and applying a few comparative analysis criteria, such as hightech business experience versus the experience in technologically less advanced companies or the perception and
attitude of young (high-tech experts were relatively younger) versus senior respondents (older people tend to
choose technologically less intensive companies), the mechatronics application effectiveness/efficiency was
interpreted in the context of two specific industries.
The relevance of the research question was confirmed by the fact that neither any the interviewees from hightechnology companies nor from technologically less advanced companies had а degree in mechatronics, which is
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also in line with the research conducted by other scholars, who revealed an insufficient number of graduates for
mechatronics implementation across various businesses.
As indicated in Appendix 2, half of the respondents from the information technology industry had from 1 to 4
years of working experience with a high-tech content, and the other half indicated 5 to 9 years of experience of
working with mechatronics-related technology. The experts from the companies of lower technological intensity
belonged to two categories: half of the experts had no experience working with high technology, one had the
experience up to 4 years, and the other one possessed at least 10 years of experience of working with high
technologies. Taking into account that only a minority of respondents had over 10 years of experience in
mechatronics-related areas, the application of technological mechatronics-based innovation should be centred on
the continuous competence enhancement and lifelong learning, which is in line with scholars’ insights.
Nonetheless, the necessity to have a degree in mechatronics was mentioned by only half of the respondents, who
prioritised the personal characteristics and skills for a position. On the contrary, a few experts with more solid
experience (at least 36 years old) admitted that a high-tech related degree may be an advantage in terms of
technological and engineering knowledge.
Furthermore, all the experts, regardless of the technological intensity of their company, stated that the main
trigger for applying mechatronics technology in business is the increase in the effectiveness and efficiency via
cost optimization. However, only one respondent pointed out the value of innovativeness and creativity. The
representatives of high-tech companies underlined two main modern technologies (cloud servers for storing data
and business intelligence for analysing data), while representatives of the technologically less advanced
companies highlighted machinery that allowed the process automation.
The implication that the type of implemented technology in business processes depends on a company’s
specialization and its unique strategic motives was dominant in both high-tech and low-tech firms. The
respondents reached an agreement while indicating the two key challenges of mechatronics implementation in
their business procedures, although the cost base was identified as the main obstacle. What is more, regardless of
what kind of mechatronics was applied, representatives of both industries noted that it was hard to find specialists
who have the required knowledge for efficient mechatronics usage. For instance, the maintenance of implemented
technologies was highlighted by both the textile and IT managers, although quality and errors monitoring required
profound transdisciplinary knowledge and a rather holistic understanding of the whole process.
While forecasting and foreseeing mechatronics’ application success, the respondents concluded that the
significance of process automation is a converging factor across various industries, notwithstanding their rather
different positions in terms of competitive advantages: the IT experts noted the increasing quality of their service
through simultaneous data analysis and its usage in decision-making (as well as effective allocation of
investments), while the textile experts emphasized the efficiency of manufacturing, which led to higher sales and
safer working conditions. Later, all the IT respondents expressed the relevance of the R&D department in terms of
outputs. According to nearly all respondents, this department deserves from 20% to 35% expenditure of revenue,
followed by another important department of technology and innovation (more than half of the respondents would
invest less than 20% of their revenue). While tackling the marketing function, this department was described as a
key to success for high-tech companies. More than half of the interviewees indicted that the investment from 20%
to 35% would be appropriate, while two experts allocated more than 35% of their revenue to marketing. Although
the reviewed studies on mechatronics application were centred on knowledge and human capital, the human
resource department seemed to be less identified than the previously mentioned ones: the IT experts agreed to
invest only 10% of their revenue into new HR initiatives.
The distribution of the experts’ responses in the firms of somewhat lower technological intensity were rather
mixed: the R&D/technology and innovation department was not significantly emphasized, as the experts would
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invest only 10% or less of their revenue in this area. The marketing department seemed to be even more important
than among the high-technology firms; all the experts indicted that the investment of at least 20% would be
necessary to successfully grow. In addition to mixed results regarding the R&D department, the efforts to improve
the human resource department in technologically less advanced companies were perceived differently: half of the
respondents indicted from 5% to 10% of revenue should be devoted to this area, but there were а few respondents
who claimed that it would be important to invest at least 20% in order to make a business of lower technological
intensity sustainable (Table 2).
Table 2. Investment rates to different business departments among high-tech and lower-tech companies (indicated by experts’ responses as
a percentage of revenues)
R&D Department

High-tech companies

From 20% to 35%

Department
Technology
Innovation
Less than 20%

Lower-tech companies

Less than 10%

Less than 10%

of
and

Marketing
Department

Human Resources
Department

From 20% to 35%,
while
2
experts
allocated more than
35%

Less than 10%

At least 20%

From 5% to 10%,
while
a
few
respondents allocated
at least 20%

Source: authors’ own figure, based on experts’ interviews.

Notwithstanding that marketing is more indicated among key departments in low-tech companies, the technology
and innovation functions seem to be diminished in the textile firms, compared to high-tech businesses. What is
more, technologically less advanced companies would be more willing to invest in the human resources
department and other fields of operations, which indicates that high technology companies with their prioritized
innovation function already have the innovation culture established along with entrepreneurship behaviour
patterns. The technologically less advanced firms follow efficiency-driven behaviour patterns (with a strong role
for the HR department in creating an adequate innovation climate), in spite of the fact that all the investigated
companies operate in the same country (transitioning from the efficiency to the innovation-driven category).
The experts’ perception with regards to the main effects of mechatronics in business processes (where 1 refers to
‘not important at all’ and 9 means ‘particularly important’) depends on their operational fields. Technologically
less advanced companies highlighted brand value and social image as impacts of mechatronics nearly twice as
much as high-tech companies, while social value-added and social innovation were more important among hightech companies. Although mechatronics/robotics could play a critical role in environmental protection, which can
emerge as а key impact of mechatronics, the average experts’ response from both industries was lower than 4,
which means that experts diminished the role of mechatronics in solving environmental challenges or it was not
part of their strategies.
Meeting the expectations of employees and business partners via modern technologies was ranked 7 out of 9 in
both categories from the respondents. These numbers implied that regardless of technological intensity, good
relationships inside and outside a company as well as the synergy effect among business partners could be
achieved via mechatronics, which could play а significant role in making а business effective and efficient. The
transformation style of communication inside and outside a company was highlighted by both IT and textile
experts (high-tech companies gave this factor a value of 8.25 and companies of lower technological intensity
considered it the second most important factor).
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No matter what business sphere а company operates in, mechatronics can play a significant role in
communication and can have an impact on productivity, employee satisfaction, revenue growth, and profit
margins. A surprising result was seen with regards to the importance of mechatronics in brainstorming, generating
new ideas, running innovation projects, or simply commercializing innovative ideas: it had the lowest average
value of 2.63 among experts who represented technologically less intensive businesses, while the high-tech
experts rated it a value of 5.88, which led to the conclusion that the high-technology companies were more willing
to apply various forms of mechatronics while running new innovation activities. While making a company more
sustainable, the promotion of knowledge sharing and innovation implementation would be more beneficial for
high-tech firms; goods and services should be affordable and accessible to both types of companies (7.88 and 6.5
in technologically less advanced and high-tech firms respectively) (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The impacts of mechatronics in high-tech and lower technological intensity firms
Source: authors’ own figure, based on experts’ interviews.

After we interviewed experts from the high-tech and technologically less advanced firms, we were able to
underline a set of pertinent implications. A certain qualification/degree in a mechatronics-related area is an
advantage to high-tech firms although not compulsory. The application of mechatronics helps increase efficiency;
however, this technology can diminish the profit margin due to the high cost base, insufficient knowledge, and
lack of specialists. After implementing mechatronics technology, a company needs an expert to monitor the
effectiveness and efficiency of the implemented systems. The experts agree that the automation of processes is
inevitable in the future; however, the companies of lower technological intensity tend to focus more on the
profitability of their businesses, while high-tech companies care about the well-being of their employees and
social value-added.
Moreover, good communication inside and outside a company is crucial to successfully compete in the market.
Applying mechatronics is accompanied by potential risks, such as a high cost base, scrutiny regarding information
security or, a lack of labour supply; however, diminishing the role of mechatronics may jeopardize the
sustainability and long-term value-added of the analysed firms (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Advantages of mechatronics within high- and low- tech combination
Source: authors’ own figure, based on experts’ interviews.

As illustrated in the model of advantages of mechatronics within the combination of high and low tech, both hightech companies and technologically less advanced firms have the potential to get significant value from
mechatronics, which is in line with the conceptual model of business transformation via mechatronics. Within the
model of advantages, the high- and low- tech combination happens through strategic collaboration, which can be
improved thanks to mechatronics. Moreover, collaboration among companies of different technological intensity
may lead to faster transition of the economy into the innovation-driven stage, as both categories of businesses can
strengthen their competitive advantages via mutual synergy effects, smoother communication, and trust.
Therefore, the combination policy would be particularly useful considering technological evolution if enough
experts with transdisciplinary and specific technology knowledge are available. Helping companies prepare
employees for new roles in the link between humans and robots will contribute to both social well-being at the
macro and international level and better work-life balance at the micro and meso levels.
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5. Recommendations
To successfully operate in the field of high-tech firms, a degree in any high technology field is counted as an
advantage; however, the focus should be on qualifications.
The main goal of applying mechatronics in business is increased efficiency, which is an important part of any
business strategy.
Key obstacles in the application of mechatronics in business are high expenditure lines and insufficient employee
qualifications, while digital communication platforms and shared value economy principles can help mitigate
risks, lower costs, and leverage mechatronics’ potential.
In addition to choosing the right mechatronics tool, a company needs to have enough experts to adjust the
organizational climate, train people, and be responsible for monitoring and analysing the usage of the
implemented technology.
Mechatronics helps develop and execute an effective/efficient strategy which leads to business performance
optimization.
Technologically less intensive companies tend to focus more on the profitability of their businesses, while hightechnology companies equally care about economic and social value-added, including the well-being of their
employees and the environment overall.
Regardless of the business operation field, mechatronics can help improve communication inside and outside a
company, which is critical to compete in the market.
Mechatronics can help collect and analyse data, recruit the necessary specialists, and interactively communicate
inside and outside the organization while engaging stakeholders in the decision-making process, along with
strategy execution, employees’ performance improvement, and monitoring.
Mechatronics can lead to the success of various departments, management functions, and efficiency at different
development stages.
Conclusions
Mechatronics as а field of science brings various technologies under one umbrella, such as control engineering,
computer technology, mechanical engineering, and electronic engineering. If businesses are willing to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of business processes, the demand factors for this modern technology are satisfactory.
Apart from an effective selection of а certain mechatronics instrument, the most appropriate business optimization
technique should be applied and the progress should be ingeniously monitored in order to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of business procedures (while reducing operational costs and maximize outputs).
Along with the implementation of mechatronics tools, the combination of modern technologies such as business
intelligence, artificial intelligence, augmented reality, and others is necessary to support business strategies.
Within a vast spectrum of functions, from big data management to increased operational efficiency, the
combination of mechatronics with innovative technologies allows a firm to gain competitive advantages in
complex markets. Even though it is crucial to monitor the implemented technique, the lack of experts with the
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knowledge to lead and supervise the process is an obstacle for both high-tech and lower-tech firms, which is in
line with the scientific literature review results.
After comparing the answers of respondents of high-tech and technologically less advanced companies, а
distinctive difference between strategic priorities and departmental functions when applying mechatronics was
identified: efficiency-oriented textile firms try to create innovation processes and implement the communication
style that are already present in high-tech firms, although they both operate in the same Baltic market. Therefore,
the activities of HR and marketing departments are oriented to strengthening the innovation culture.
Along with utilizing the sufficient supply of graduates who can contribute to the mechatronics application
process, before implementing the mechatronics technology, every organization should prepare an ingenious
strategy which contains clear strategic goals, efficiency criteria/KPIs, outputs, and the tactics behind each goal.
Although scholars often emphasized the environmental impact of mechatronics, the interviewed IT experts did not
emphasize this contribution despite their profound knowledge on the subject (this may be related to their strategic
orientation). The experts from the technologically less advanced companies did not possess sufficient
transdisciplinary knowledge, which can explain the lack of attention to various sustainability aspects (for instance,
social value-added in terms of waste reduction or positive environmental impacts). Monitoring and data analysis
tools are emphasized by the respondents of both high-tech and technologically less advanced companies via
knowledge-sharing, lifelong learning, and creativity enhancement. Understanding the characteristics of
mechatronics application in high-tech and lower-tech sectors is crucial for a country which is transitioning from
the efficiency to the innovation-driven stage: the combination of the best experiences of industries of different
technological intensity could help companies more readily achieve a synergy effect and help them understand the
market trends and consumer expectations via digitalization, productivity, creativity, strategic collaboration, and
community gathering.
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Appendix 1
Questionnaire
Dear Madam/Sir, we are currently conducting research on the effectiveness and efficiency of applying mechatronics in business processes.
Your answers would be of significant value to our investigation. We guarantee the confidentiality of your answers and the high standards
of our research ethics. Thank you for taking part in our research.
What is your age?
A.
18-25
B.
26-35
C.
36-50
D.
50 or more
Do you have a degree in robotics/mechatronics?
How many years of experience do you have in working in high-tech industries? (Indicate number of years)
If you needed a mechatronics specialist, would you employ a person with a degree in mechatronics? Why? (Explain your answer with at
least two arguments)
From your point of view, what is the main goal of applying modern technologies in business processes? (Explain your answer with at least
two arguments)
How would you evaluate the business strategy’s orientation towards modern technology (including mechatronics)? Back your answer by
two arguments.
Would you consider the opportunity and acknowledge the need to use mechatronics in strategy development/execution more frequently and
on a bigger scope and scale? Why?
What high-tech solutions do you use to run your business processes? (Provide at least two examples) (If you do not use, please skip
questions 7 and 8)
What obstacles do you face when applying mechatronics in business processes? (If your answer to the previous question was negative,
please skip this question)
How often do you need to upgrade the high-tech tools implemented in your business processes?
In your opinion, how will mechatronics affect the future of your business? (Provide at least two examples)
Are you planning to implement mechatronics in your business processes?
In your opinion, what competitive advantages could companies gain after implementing mechatronics in their business processes?
What percentage of revenue a should high-technology company invest in main strategic departments to be successful and innovative?
(choose the corresponding bracket)
0-5%
5-10%
10-20%
20- 35%
More than 35%
Research and Development
Technology/Innovation
Marketing
HR
Other
What percentage should a technologically less intensive company invest in main strategic departments to be successful? (choose the
appropriate bracket)
0-5%
5-10%
10-20%
20- 35%
More than 35%
Research and development
Technology/Innovation
Marketing
HR
Other
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In your opinion, which of the following criteria are the most important to make a high-technology business effective and efficient (evaluate
on the scale of 9, where 9 refers to particularly important and 1 is an insignificant impact)?
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
To create prestige, reputation, and brand image
To produce social value-added and social innovation
To focus on environmental protection
To meet the expectations of your employees, partners, and clients
To maintain efficient communication
To constantly brainstorm new ideas and run innovation projects
To create values, organically grow, be sustainable (including monitoring)
Promote knowledge sharing and research development activities
To provide affordable and accessible products for all consumers
In your opinion, which of the following criteria are the most important to make a technologically less intensive company effective and
efficient (evaluate on the scale of 9, where 9 refers to particularly important and 1 is not at all important)?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

To create prestige, reputation, and brand image
To produce social value-added and social innovation
To focus on environmental protection
To meet intentions of your employees, partners, and clients
To maintain efficient communication in the company
To constantly brainstorm new ideas and run innovation projects
To create values, organically grow and be sustainable (including monitoring)
Promote knowledge sharing and Research Development activities
To provide affordable and accessible products for all consumers
Thank you for your time and assistance. We appreciate your collaboration. The research results will be available once the data is
thoroughly and fully collected and interpreted.
Kind regards,
The research team of Vilnius University Business School
Viltė Morozovaitė
Danielius Karpičius
Mindaugas Laužikas
Aistė Miliūtė
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Appendix 2
Expert Codes
High-tech focus group
Codes
What is your age?
Do you have a degree in
robotics/mechatronics?
How many years have you been
working in high-tech industries?

IT COMPANY H1
26-35
b
No
A
7
y

IT COMPANY H2
26-35
b
No
A
3
x

Focus group of experts from the technologically less intensive industry
TEXTILE
TEXTILE
Codes
COMPANY T1
COMPANY T2
18-25
50+
What is your age?
a
d
Do you have a degree in No
No
robotics/mechatronics?
A
A
How many years have you worked 0
0
in high-tech industries?
x
x

IT COMPANY H3
26-35
b
Combined with IT
B
4
x

IT COMPANY H4
36-50
c
No
A
8
y

TEXTILE
COMPANY T3
36-50
c
No
A
13
y

TEXTILE
COMPANY T4
36-50
c
No
A
2
x
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Abstract. The objective of this article is to highlight the significance of net energy consideration in economic policymaking, which has
received less or no attention from the stakeholders particularly in the context of developing economies like India. With the rapid growth in
the renewable energy sector, in this period of the low-carbon energy transition, there appears to be a growth in gross energy output.
However, the net energy outputs reaching the demand sector of the economy may still be low due to the large feedback energy
requirements for such rapid growth in energy supply. Such reduced energy availability may lead to reduced gross domestic product (GDP)
growth unlike what is envisaged by policymakers. This is in contrast to the conventional standpoint, where assumed economic growth
scenarios are used for energy planning. Since electricity use and economic development are found to be strongly correlated for developing
economies like India, it is expected that a reduction in net energy available from the power sector will impose constraints on the GDP
growth. Hence, a very ambitious electricity supply programme such as the one based on solar electricity may be counterproductive to GDP
growth.
Keywords: net energy; developing economy; feasible GDP; electricity; energy planning
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Prakash, R. 2021. Net energy and feasible economic growth: a developing country
perspective from India. Insights into Regional Development, 3(3), 106-113. http://doi.org/10.9770/IRD.2021.3.3(6)
JEL Classifications: Q4, Q5

1. Introduction
Energy is the most important resource for the development and economic growth of a nation. The link between
energy and economy may be understood by assuming a national economic system as an ‘engine’, whose total
output is measured by the sum of goods and services produced within its boundaries i.e. the gross domestic
product (GDP). The GDP, an index of economic output, is generated by the input of energy which drives the
economic engine. The ‘efficiency’ of this economic engine represented as GDP per unit of energy consumption is
dependent on climate (degree-days), structure of the economy, types of technology used, along with quantity and
quality of the energy resources available in a country. Brown et al (2011) demonstrated “a positive relationship
between energy use and economic growth through a statistical relationship by considering per capita energy
consumption (E) for each country and per capita GDP for each country (G) as a power law: E = 4.13 G0.76.”
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It is worth noting here that while the economic output is dependent on the magnitude or quantity of energy
available, the impact of ‘quality’ of energy resource being used is also significant. Petroleum is a more efficient
fuel than coal for most purposes, as measured by both thermal and economic criteria. Electricity is an even higher
quality resource than petroleum and coal. The higher quality of electricity is particularly useful in manufacturing
where its conversion to mechanical work and heat at the point of application can be controlled exactly with
respect to time and where power requirements could be matched to the task.
This study seeks to draw the attention of energy analysts and policy makers to the "net energy" constraints likely
to be faced by developing economies like India in maintaining high GDP growth rates. This is in contrast to the
conventional standpoint, where assumed economic growth scenarios are used for energy planning. The term "net
energy" here refers to the energy available from an energy transformation system after subtracting the energy
feedback required to construct and commission it. While appraising the role of energy in an economy, the critical
parameter is net energy i.e. the energy reaching the demand sector of the economy. However, the net energy
consideration has received little or no attention from the stakeholders particularly in the context of developing
economies like India.
2. Net energy analysis and its scope
Energy analysis, earlier called energy accounting, was developed in order to quantify the energy required to
produce a particular item by establishing all the contributions to it which themselves require energy. It accounted
for the extraction and refining of raw materials, transportation to the place of use, energy required for the
construction and operation of plant, delivery of the finished product and so on. The concept gained popularity in
the early 1970’s, and led to an international workshop in 1974 under the auspices of the International Federation
of Institutes for Advanced Study (IFIAS), Sweden, to establish methodology and conventions of energy analysis.
According to the IFIAS workshop report – “Energy Analysis is defined as the determination of the energy
sequestered in the process of making a good or service within the framework of an agreed set of conventions or
applying the information so obtained” (Energy Analysis Workshop, IFIAS, 1974). The energy analysis evaluates
the total quantity of energy that has to be sequestered from primary energy resources in order to produce a
specified commodity and service – called the ‘gross energy requirement’ (or GER) of the commodity or service.
The analysis includes the direct use of energy in the production process and also the energy used to produce
materials and machines used in the process. The sum total of such direct and indirect energy requirements of a
product is also called its ‘hidden’ or ‘embodied’ energy.
The aims of energy analysis are many and various; they may be summarized as follows:
(a) To analyse the energy consumption of the different sectors of an economy to assist the forecasting of the
total energy demand or point to policies which would reduce demand.
(b) To assist economic analysis in enabling it to predict the effect of fuel price increases on the price of
manufactured goods.
(c) To determine the direct and indirect energy inputs in various industries, so to assess the most energy
intensive industries as well as recommend energy conservation measures in such industries.
(d) To determine the most energetically favourable of several possible energy sources, and to identify ‘point
of futility’ where no net energy is produced from a possible source of energy.
There can be no more appropriate field of application of energy analysis than in the case of energy industries
themselves, for such an analysis addresses the question of whether it is worth investing energy for the energy one
gets out of the investment. Energy analysis applied to energy transformation systems is called "net energy
analysis" or NEA.
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‘Net Energy’ is defined as the energy available from an energy transformation system after subtracting the energy
investment in the system. It is the net energy yield which measures the true value of the resource to society. The
concept of net energy is explained through Figure 1. The energy feedback 'F' is necessary to develop the resource
'R' and produce a gross energy output 'G'. The net energy is the difference between the two: N = G - F.

Supply

Demand

F
R
Energy
Resource

Energy Transformation
or Processing System

G

N

E
C
O
N
O
M
Y

Figure 1. Net Energy Concept (Slesser, 1978)

The energy subsidy or feedback, F, includes both direct and indirect energy investments required by the energy
transformation or processing system. Thus ‘F’ includes inputs not only as direct fuels and electricity but also as
energy associated with non-energy inputs.These can be many and various depending on system boundary
assumptions, including energy for research and development, exploration, buildings, equipment, materials etc for
initial and operational phases, decommissioning, labour in various guises, and the restoration of ecological side
effects. This feedback ‘F’ reduces the gross output of energy to a net amount ‘N’ available for the demand sector.
The ratio "Energy Returned on Energy Investment" (EROI) equals G/F; this quantifies the number of units of
gross energy produced per unit of energy feedback to the process. Here both G and F are expressed in energy
equivalents of the same type. The EROI is meant to interpret the importance of an energy source to the economy.
High ratios mean that the source can support the development of more activity in the economy. When the yield
ratio is small, there is little energy to support activity other than that which supplies the necessary feedback. The
same basis can be used to evaluate measures proposed to conserve energy. The feedback required for conservation
service such as providing housing insulation or improving car efficiencies can be evaluated in energy cost. Energy
savings can then be compared with the energy feedback in the savings effort (where both are expressed as energy
equivalents of the same quality). If the ratio of savings to feedback is greater than one, there is a net energy
contribution.
Energy conversion plants change a natural energy flow (such as sunlight) or the energy locked in a raw material
(such as coal) into a form that can be conveniently used by a consumer. It is naturally important that an energy
conversion plant e.g. that used for power generation delivers more energy over its operating life than that invested
in constructing, commissioning, and maintaining it.
The static energy analysis examines the energy profitability of a single energy conversion plant. It tells whether
the operational life of an energy conversion plant is more than its ‘energy payback time’. The energy payback
time is defined as the length of time during which a plant must operate to generate a quantity of energy equivalent
to the amount of energy expended in its construction.
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The dynamic energy analysis examines the energy profitability of a programme of several energy conversion
plants. Often more than one plant is required to satisfy the projected demand for energy. The energy demand may
grow linearly with time, but often these estimates of future demand display a good approximation to exponential
growth: the projected demand increases each year by the fixed percentage of the demand of the previous year. A
programme of plant construction and operation intended to produce, for example, an exponentially increasing
amount of energy output, needs to be analysed to answer the following questions:
(a) How much time does it take before a programme of several such plants has produced more cumulative energy
than it has consumed?
(b) What fraction of the energy output of such a programme must be offset against energy needed for continual
investment in that programme?
(c) What is the net energy output from the programme in a particular year, i.e. the annual energy output after
subtracting that needed for investment?
To summarize, net energy relates the economy’s need for energy to the energy expenditure required to meet that
need; and provides a comparison of various energy sources based on their ability to render useful work to the
society (Poldy, 2008; Carbajales-Dale, 2014).

3. The electricity-economy link for developing economies like India
It is widely accepted that electricity (the highest grade of energy) is an essential input for economic growth,
especially for developing economies like India. Burke et al (2018) provide macro-level evidence on the
importance of electricity for economic development. They found that electricity access and use are strongly
correlated with economic development. In developing countries, electrical power is acknowledged as an engine
for growth and an essential infrastructure for development. Government policies have generally encouraged the
rapid expansion of the electricity sector both by financial assistance to construction of generating facilities and by
financing operating deficits stemming from subsidized tariffs. The common situation in the developing world is
for electricity consumption to be supply constrained; more electricity would be consumed if more could be
produced.
In developing countries, there is a large and significantly unsatisfied demand for exactly the kind of services that
can best be provided by electricity. The tendency to consume more electricity as incomes rise is related to qualityof-life improvement of the population. Population levels determine electricity demand in a straight forward way,
and the bulk of the global population increase is taking place in the developing world. The role of electricity in
such economies will further enhance in the coming decades due to increasing prospects of electrification in the
automobile, domestic, and industrial sectors.
The electric vehicles for transport of goods and passengers through road as well as a highly electrified rail
network is leading to increased pressures on electricity supply. Other reasons for high electrical intensity in
developing economies include lesser efficiency of the electrical equipment requiring more electricity per unit of
output compared to those in the developed countries, as well as increasing electrification of agricultural operations
e.g. water-lifting, harvesting, grain thrashing etc, which were earlier totally animal/human powered. The needs for
better process control and, in some cases, for cleanliness have meant a greater range of applications for electricity
throughout industry. More important are new materials processing techniques, such as electric arc furnaces to
make steel that have shifted the heat-electricity balance towards electricity. Aluminium smelting, electrolysis,
plasma arc and other forms of electrical melting, and certain chemical, glass and ceramic processes are notable.
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In general, one may say that a strong electricity-economy link exists for developing economies and they represent
high electricity intensiveness. Due to the pervasive and critically important role of electricity in developing
countries, the accelerated economic growth of such countries would be crucially dependent on future electricity
supplies.
In India's context, Prakash (2018) observed the following: “an exponential growth in electricity demand is being
witnessed due to pressures of maintaining high economic growth rates and of improving the quality of life of an
exponentially rising population. Though electricity intensiveness of the economy has apparently decreased in the
last seven decades, the electricity growth requirements will still be high in order to maintain high GDP growth
rates”. It is not yet known with any certainty if this drop in electricity intensiveness over the years is due to
electricity conservation efforts or structural changes in the economy or a combination of both. As a signatory to
the Paris Climate Change Agreement, “India has committed to base 40% of its power generation capacity through
renewable energy as well as reduce its carbon intensity of GDP by 33-35% from 2005 levels by 2030” (Report of
the Expert Group on 175 GW RE, 2015). Installation of 175 GW of renewable energy is to be achieved by 2022,
with projected capacity expansion up to 450 GW. Thus, the country is proceeding with rapid growth in the
electricity supply sector particularly through solar and wind energy utilization.
4. Net energy implications for economic growth
Many studies have been reported globally relating to net energy or EROI since the 1970s. However, for
contemporary significance, some recent and important studies further point to the implications of net energy for
the economy. These studies are relevant in the current era of low carbon energy transition with enhanced focus on
the growth of the renewable energy sector in order to limit global warming as per international agreements.
Sgouridis et al (2016) point out that “the sustainable energy transition requires energy to construct the necessary
renewable energy infrastructure. This requirement is analogous to ‘the sower’s strategy’, the long-established
farming practice to save a fraction of the current year’s harvest as seeds for the next. Fossil fuels are finite but we
can ‘sow’ what these fuels provide: energy and minerals to create the capital needed for the transition”. An
exhaustive review of scientific literature on the EROI of renewable energy sources has been presented by Rana et
al (2020) for solar PV, wind energy and bio-fuels as an aid to policy formulation.
A dynamic EROI assessment of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) 21st century electricity
production scenario has been presented by Neumeyer and Goldston (2016). They observed that “the energy
required to install and operate the infrastructure can be significant, especially at high rates of expansion, and has
not been included explicitly in the overall IPCC scenario assessment”. Capellan-Perez et al (2019) indicate that “a
fast transition achieving a 100% renewable electric system globally by 2060 consistentwith the Green
Growthnarrative could decrease the EROI of the energy system to levels well below that required to sustain
industrial complex societies”.
A novel concept of green EROI has been presented by Moriarty and Honnery (2019) by “considering the
ecosystem maintenance energy in addition to the conventional energy feedbacks, which cautions that global net
energy produced in an ecologically sustainable manner will start falling in a decade or so.” An optimistic
perspective on EROI of future renewable energy growth has been presented by White and Kramer (2019); “with a
distinction between a physical EROI and an economic EROI—appropriate at the level of the whole economy.
This distinction leads them to conclude that a renewable future is possible. Such a future is essentially
unconstrained by the physical EROI and will have an acceptable economic EROI—not much different from that
of the past century”.
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In India's context, both the static and dynamic energy analyses were carried out earlier for nuclear power as well
as solar PV based power. For India's nuclear power programme (Prakash and Henham, 1993), planned to grow at
16% during the 1990s, the energy payback time was evaluated as 22.5 years. This was due to the annual energy
investment required to sustain the programme being as high as 91% of the annual energy output of the
programme. For the solar PV power generation (Prakash and Bansal, 1995) based on mono-Si modules
manufactured in India, “the critical growth rate was evaluated as 21%; beyond which the programme would
become an energy sink rather than a source”. A more recent study by Jain et al (2018) for India indicates that
“building a PV system large enough to meet the nation's entire electricity demand by 2050 is possible; however, it
will require substantial electricity investment from existing electricity supply, leading to a short term electricity
shortage”.
Of course, similar studies need to be carried out for wind energy and other renewable energy technologies being
deployed in India. It may be pointed out here that the dynamic energy analyses cited above are different in nature
to the one presented by Steffen et al (2018). They point out the potential increase in EROI values with time,
obtained from static net energy analyses with technological improvements projected until 2040. Of course, any
potential increase in EROI values of a single energy conversion plant will also result in higher net energy
availability from a programme of several energy conversion plants, provided its growth rates are not in the critical
range.
The impact of net energy on the developing economy of India is not available in the literature. However, such
studies undertaken for a few other regions in the world may provide some useful indications. Slesser (1978)
reported on the dynamic energy analysis of the EEC's energy transition programme (1973-85), which aimed at
reducing EEC's dependence on imported oil by the use of indigenous resources and a major shift to nuclear
electricity. The study shows that the net energy available to the demand sector from such an energy transition
rises by only 2% a year and not the 3.5% envisaged on primary energy basis. Thus a 'feasible' GDP growth (in
constant money units) of about 25% was predicted from 1973 to 1985. Peet et al (1987) examined the feasibility
of "sustained economic growth" for New Zealand from net energy considerations, and found some evidence to the
contrary. Shaw et al (2010) recommend net energy output (and not the gross energy output) as a base for policy
instruments to promote renewable energy for increasing energy security. Lambert et al (2014) examined the
correlation between EROI and "quality of life" indices such as the HDI. They observed that large-scale
introduction of renewable energy generation may have too low an EROI and may prove too expensive to facilitate
continued growth in developing economies.
Depending on the nature of the link between net energy (or net electricity) and economic growth for a country, net
energy supplies may impose varying constraints on the economic growth envisaged such as for a developing
economy like India. A rapid growth in electricity supply may require huge initial energy investments, thereby
reducing the net energy reaching the demand sector of the economy. On the other hand, a slow growth in
electricity supply may not provide sufficient momentum required for the economic growth envisaged.
5. Conclusions
This study points out that disregarding net energy constraints in policy making may lead to unintended
consequences for the economy of a developing country like India. Since electricity use and economic
development are found to be strongly correlated, it is expected that a reduction in net energy available from the
power sector will impose constraints on the GDP growth. Hence, a very ambitious electricity supply programme
such as the one based on solar electricity may be counterproductive to GDP growth.
However, a need exists for a closer examination of net energy-economy link through theoretical frameworks and
empirical evidence, especially for developing economies. An enquiry related to this examination is - what would
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be the nature of this link with ongoing technological improvements and structural changes in an economy? It may
further be assessed if net energy availability is correlated with variations in GDP growth such as those recently
witnessed for India.
Here, one may argue about the potential embodied energy gain through imports (if any) of power generating
systems or its components such as solar PV panels. However, any such imports will have to be matched with
exports, which will have their own embodied energy. Hence, energy tied up with imports and exports for an
economy also needs to be taken into consideration during net energy evaluations. Further, an increased
dependence on imported solar equipment similar to petroleum imports may compromise the energy security of the
nation, and would lead to moving away from the goal of self-reliance.
If net energy constraints do lead to low GDP growth rates or perhaps a contraction of the economy, can we
transcend this situation into an opportunity for expansion in "non-material" or intangible aspects of development
such as cleaner air, better healthcare, and happier societies? It is likely that net energy constraints will force us to
shift our focus from GDP growth to a more holistic progress. Let us seize this opportunity for a better future!
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Abstract. In recent times, with the main purpose of enhancing public health, proper management of household solid waste in low-income
residential areas of urban centres has gained special attention among scholars in developing countries. From the sociological perspective,
perception is one of the key determinants of the people’s behaviour in their society. Therefore this study examined the perception of people
about solid waste management and identified the key factors influencing this perception. The study was carried out in the first quarters of
2021 and covered Ife Central Local Government Area of Osun State, South-West Nigeria and adopted cross-sectional research design.
Purposive sampling method was used to select 5 electoral wards in the Local Government Area where heaps of dirt was more common and
30 households nearer to the heap in each of the wards respectively. The total sample size of 150 used in the study mainly composed the
eldest and active female of each the selected household. Descriptive statistics was used to analyze the primary data gathered. This study
found that the residents were aware of the health-related challenges resulted from improper management of solid waste and were interested
in reducing household solid waste generated. However, methods, the cost, lack of cooperation and nonchalant attitude of people were
among the major potential factors militating against achieving this.
Keywords: belief; household solid waste management; recycling; public health; awareness
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1. Introduction
Insufficiency of the concerted efforts of the international agencies, government and Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs) to improve the quality of health service delivery is evident in the prevalence of disease in
human world. Among the reasons cited for this inadequacy is improper management of household waste (Ajani
and Fakunle, 2021b; Olukanni and Nwafor, 2019; Ikebude, 2017; Odewumi, Okeniyi, and Agbede, 2016). For
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instance, improper disposal of household waste breeds odour, smoke, flies which carry germs, mosquitoes, rats,
blockage of drainage resulting in flooding and all these are potential cause of outbreak of several diseases.
In many developing countries, the deplorable condition of urban waste management has made environment the
prime concern of scholars, NGOs, government and international organisations. In Nigeria, in particular, among
the basic essential services that local authorities render is waste management (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021a; Merem,
Twumasi, Wesley, Isokpehi, Fageir, Crisler, Romorno, Hines, Ochai, Leggett and Nwagboso, 2018; Sampson and
Ojoye, 2017). This is to ensure improved and sustainable public health; however, this service has not yielded the
expected outcome. In many occasions, waste disposal habit of people, corruption, lack of fund, poor work attitude
of health workers, inadequate equipment are identified as factors posing challenge to effective waste management
(Ebikapade and Baird, 2017; Joshi and Ahmed, 2016; Nabegu and Mustapha, 2015). Among the remedial
resolutions, to attain and maintain hygienic environment, that some of these previous studies have suggested is the
right perception of people concerning waste management. Therefore, this study focused on examining perception
of people towards solid waste management in Ife Central Local Government Area and identifying the potential
key factors influencing the perception.
2. Review of Relevant Literature
Many urban centers in most developing countries are characterized with geometric increase in population and
expansion of commercial activities; these result in uncoordinated environmental set up (Agbaji and EjemotNwadiaro, 2019; Amusan, Akintaro, Osawaru, Makinde, Tunji-Olayeni and Akomolafe, 2018; Ikwuyatum, 2016).
Also, Kyessi, Omar and Saria (2017) described the familiar scene in some streets in most of the urban centers as
overflowing dumpsters, burning of refuse which pollutes the air and choked drainages. As the waste is not
properly managed, flood resulted from disposal of refuse in drainages and waterways; outbreak of diseases such
as cholera, malaria and other sanitation related ailments is eminent.
Environmental hazards and health risks associated with improper solid waste management are generated as
indiscriminate disposal of refuse is unrestrained and this poses threats to public health in general. Scholars have
further highlighted the consequences of improper solid waste management and these include much pressure on the
available health facilities resulted from treating the contacted communicable diseases (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021b;
Ogunniran, 2019), cost of repairing the infrastructure damaged through flooding (Salami, Adegbite, Bademosi,
Lawal, Olutayo and Olowosokedile, 2018; Stanley and Owhor, 2018), cost of drugs to treat victims of ailment
(Aliyu and Amdu, 2017), and environmental degradation (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021a; Karshima, 2016). All these
resulted from negligence on the part of residents to deal with waste as a priority issue in society. Among the
challenges militating against municipal waste management in many developing countries are poor disposal
technique, poor storage facilities, negligence and poor attitude of people towards solid waste management
(Emelumadu, Azubike, Nnebue, Azubike and Sidney-Nnebue, 2016).
Moreover, scholars have established that socio-cultural factors significantly affect land use pattern concerning
solid waste disposal in developing countries (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021a; Khan, Kumar and Samadder, 2016). For
instance, Obiora and Tochukwu (2019) as well as Onuminya and Nze (2017) found that solid waste accumulation
is a product of chaotic land use pattern while the number of household living and eating habit in a house
considerably determine the level and composition of refuse to be generated. Efforts to control improper disposal
of household solid waste has prompted some studies to suggest enforcement of waste management legislation,
proper policy and planning framework for waste management (Oyedotun, Kasim, Famewo, Oyedotun,
Moonsammy, Ally and Renn-Moonsammy, 2020; Maiyaki, Marzuki and Ahmed, 2019; Nabegu and Naibbi,
2017; Nabegu and Mustapha, 2015). Studies have also proposed that regular waste audits tend to facilitate waste
reduction, participation in waste management and environmental sanitation (Popoola, Ayangbile and Adeleye,
2016; Rigasa, Badamasi, Galadimawa and Abubakar, 2016; Kawai and Tasaki, 2016). Moreover, Winter and
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Ujoh (2020) adduced introducing significant regulation to people as another strategy to achieve solid waste
management. The regulation in most instances covers introducing stern restrictions and bans on indiscriminate
dumping of refuse.
Some other studies, however, found that the cost of implementing most of these policies in many developing
countries has constituted a limitation (Ayantoyinbo and Adepoju, 2018; Hammed, Sridhar and Wahab, 2016;
Soukopova, Struk and Hrebicek, 2016). Total avoidance of waste is another concept introduced to maintain
sustainable environmental sanitation (Song and Zeng, 2015). The concept seeks to absolutely prevent solid waste
to replace waste management. The philosophy of zero waste is eliminating waste from the outset of the product.
Therefore, the concept concerns the industrial production process more than the household.
Also, a number of studies have asserted that creating partnership and generating joints efforts among the
households, private and public sectors to manage the household generated solid waste is a veritable springboard to
achieve hygienic environment (Olukanni and Nwafor, 2019; Chopra and Kapoor, 2016; Nabukeera, 2016; Opoko
and Oluwatayo, 2016). However, these studies also highlighted several challenges inherent in this partnership,
and these include, the bureaucratic processes that private sectors have to undergo before they are legally accepted
for their services, the financial capacity of the private sectors in limited and this hampers the quality of their
service delivery, limited level of technical know-how, poor receptivity of the services of the private sectors that
are involved in municipal waste management by the households and the cost in part of the household to access the
service. The highlighted factors that incapacitate the private sectors involved in waste management and the reality
have indicated the inadequacy of the partnership.
Adeniran, Nubi and Adelopo (2017) as well as Gallardo, Edo-Alcon, Carlos, and Renau, (2016) suggested waste
characterization as another means of achieving proper management of waste. According to these scholars, was
characterization enhances waste separation for recycling and devising the most suitable means of managing the
non-recyclable waste. However, these scholars indicated that the majority of the households in Nigeria are yet to
participate in waste characterization. Hence, studies have intensified the key role of education to encourage public
participation in solid waste management (Fagbemi, Ogungbemi, Philips, Obatuase and Hassan, 2020; Chow, So,
Cheung and Yeung, 2017). Awareness can be further created through trainings, competitions and compensations,
programmes and advertisement as information and education are vital tools for behavioural shift and gaining
public support for waste management initiatives (Abila and Kantola, 2017; Ferronato, Torretta, Ragazzi and Rada,
2017). Educational campaign is also envisaged to foster support and motivation for solid waste management.
Raising awareness about different waste management programs is envisaged to have positive effects. Also, proper
education and public awareness at the grassroots level were also suggested to enhance management of solid waste
as these were expected to generate environmental concern and formation of groups to safeguard environment
(Sinthumule and Mkumbuzi, 2019; Muhammad, Sik, Johar and Sabri, 2016). In addition, studies have identified
right perception of people towards waste management as a costless way of managing solid waste and the primary
mechanism to promote public health. For instance, enlightenment of people on indiscriminate littering of solid
waste, source reduction activities, promoting recycling, open dumping and discharge of garbage into drains in
streets is envisaged to reduce improper solid waste management and translate to a significant reduction in the
outbreak of communicable diseases (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021; Oyedotun et al., 2020).
Studies abound in solid waste management. Most of these studies were carried out at macro level, investigating
role of governments, NGOs and community as a whole on municipal sanitation (Olukanni and Oresanya, 2018;
Mbah and Nzeadibe, 2017; Sridhar, Jegede, Oluborode and Uwadiegwu, 2017; Ogunba, 2016). However, not
sizeable proportion of the few studies carried out on this phenomenon at micro or individual level considered
perception of people towards solid waste management in particular in Ife Central Local Government Area, while
the inference from Ajani and Fakunle (2021a), Adeniran, Nubi and Adelopo (2017) as well as Olukanni and
Aremu (2017), from one perspective, also advocated an empirical study such as this; these account for the novelty
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value of this study. Therefore, this study was carried out to examine perception of each household towards solid
waste management and to identify the potential factors influencing the perception in Ife Central Local
Government Area of Osun State, Nigeria.
3. Methodology
The study location was Ife Central Local Government Area of Osun State, South-West Nigeria. The current study
adopted cross-sectional research design. Multi-stage sampling method was used; the study location was divided
into 11 sections according to the existing electoral wards from which 5 wards where heaps of dirt were more
common were purposively selected. Also, purposive sampling technique was used to select 30 households nearer
to the heap in each of the 5 wards making a total sample size of 150. The sample size mainly composed the eldest
and active female of each the selected household because the current study considered them to be actively
involved in solid waste disposal and management. However, where female eldest was not available, their male
counterparts were employed. The primary data needed was gathered using questionnaire which consisted of both
structured questions and unstructured questions to explore the objective of the study. All the distributed copies of
the questionnaire were properly monitored to ensure the empirical validity of this study and to avoid loss of any of
the copies
4. The study findings
The current study involved both gender. However, the study purposively employed more women (70 per cent)
than men (30 per cent); this was because the study considered women to be more actively involved in solid waste
disposal and management than men. Majority (75 per cent) of the respondents were within the age bracket of 4049 while 15 per cent and 10 per cent of the respondents were between the age groups of 50-59 and 30-39
respectively. The age compositions of the respondents of the current study indicated that the respondents were
still active in decision making on household solid waste disposal management. This information is presented in
Table 1 below.
Table 1. Presenting age and gender distribution of the respondents
Socio-economic status
Percentages
Gender distribution
Male
30.0
Female
70.0
Total
100
Age-group distribution
30-39 years
40-49 years
50 years and above
Total
Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)

10.6
75.1
14.3
100

Also, a large proportion (62 per cent) of the respondents was married and living with their spouses, while 20 per
cent were not living with their spouses. Almost 15 per cent of the respondents were widow or widower and only 2
per cent were single. The marital composition also indicated that most of the respondents involved in the current
study respectively belonged to a household that contained at least two people, and this most likely translated to
generating more solid waste than those that were single. Moreover, the current study considered levels of formal
education of the respondents, for it is envisaged in this study that having formal education encourages proper
management of household solid waste. Data showed that majority (50 per cent) of the respondents had tertiary
education. While about 28 per cent and 15 per cent of the people completed their secondary education and
primary education respectively, also, almost 4 per cent had incomplete secondary school education, 2 per cent had
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no formal education and 1 per cento f the people were unable to complete their primary education. In light of the
occupation of the respondents, almost 45 per cent of them were self-employed while 29 per cent and 26 per cent
were respectively working in public sectors and private sectors. The table 2 below presents this information.
Table 2. Presenting the marital status, highest education levels religion and employers of the respondents
Socio-economic status
Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced
Widow
Total

Percentages
2.3
61.7
20.4
14.6
100

Highest level of educational status
No schooling
Primary incomplete
Primary completed
Secondary incomplete
Secondary completed
Post secondary
Total

1.6
1.4
15.2
3.8
28.3
49.7
100

Employer
Public sector
Private sector
Self-employed
Total
Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)

28.8
26.5
44.7
100

Findings indicated that 80 per cent of the residents under the study were aware of the health-related challenges
and communicable diseases resulted from improper management of household solid waste. Also, majority (75 per
cent) of the residents considered that improper disposal of household solid waste has adverse effects on the public
as a whole, in particular, on people living closer to where there is heaps of solid waste while 16 per cent of the
people has a contrary opinion as 9 per cent of residents under this study were unable to decide the effect.. This
might also lend credence to the educational levels of the larger percentage of the respondents in one part.
Moreover, the role of Nigerian government through National Orientation Agency (NOA) by enlightening the
mass through the mass media on the consequences of improper management of solid waste might be felt in this
sense.
Studies have suggested reduction of the quantity of solid waste as a means maintaining environmental sanitation
(Abbasi, 2018; Sampson and Ojoye, 2017; Adekomaya and Ojo, 2016; Song, et al., 2015). Data generated in the
current study showed that majority (67 per cent) of the respondents was interested in reduction of the quantity of
the household solid waste generated. However, the study discovered that most of the residents (70 per cent) were
yet to devise the means to reduce the household waste generated. Also, the cost involved in the process of
reduction amounts to inability to actualize the quantity reduction. The Table 3 below presents the parameters,
statement and opinions of the people under study.
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s/n

1.

2.

3.

4.

Table 3. Presenting households’ perception of managing their solid waste management
Parameters
Responses in percentages
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Strongly
Undecided
Statements
agree
disagree
I am aware of the
health-related
challenges and
communicable
55.6
24.4
9.1
5.2
5.7
diseases resulted
from improper
management of
household solid
waste
Improper disposal
of household solid
waste has adverse
54.6
20.4
10.2
5.8
9.0
effects on public
health
I am interested in
reduction of the
quantity of the solid
waste my household
56.5
13.5
15.2
10.3
4.5
generates
In my household,
we have devised
means of reducing
0.5
5.5
35.2
45.0
13.8
the solid waste we
generate
Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)

Total

100

100

100

100

Moreover, this study considered the main method the households in the study area adopted to manage the solid
waste they generated. The data collected showed that most (90 per cent) of the households in the study area
resorted to burning of solid refuse as the main method of managing household generated solid waste. About 5 per
cent and 3 per cent employed the services of wastes collectors and utilized legal dumpsites as the main method of
waste disposal respectively, while almost 2 per cent of the people mainly utilized recycling method. Moreover, as
presented in the Table 4 below, the data indicated that waste to energy is yet to be popularly accepted in the study
location.
Table 4. Presenting the main method adopted to manage household generated solid wastes
Main method
of solid waste
management
adopted
Percentage of
the people
involved

Recycling

Legal dumpsites

Burning

Waste collector’s
service

Waste to energy

Total

1.9

3.2

89.6

4.8

0.5

100

Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)

Also, this study considered the awareness of the residents of the environmental implications of burning refuse.
Data indicated that a larger percentage (90 per cent) of them were aware of the implications, via the unstructured
questions in the tool utilized to collect the data for this study, the people cited burning as the cheapest means of
household solid waste management known to them as the main reason for their wide acceptance of the method.
On awareness of the respondents about recycling of some solid waste such as nylon, plastic, iron and aluminum
materials, among others, findings showed that about 77 per cent of the respondents were aware while almost 23
per cent were not aware of this process. The large proportion of the respondents that were aware of this process
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lend credence to reality that majority of the respondents had tertiary education as the bivariate analysis of data
also indicated.
Suffice to add that the current study considered that being aware of recycling process is not tantamount to
practicing the process. Therefore, data indicated that majority (85 per cent) of the respondents was yet to be
involved in the recycling process while only 15 per cent have been practicing the process. One significant factor
the current study found, via unstructured questions in the data collection tool, as a challenge to practicing the
recycling process among the residents was that majority of them considered the procedure of the recycling process
as disparaging and time wasting.
Government at different levels in Nigeria has launched several programmes to enhance environmental sanitation
in the country. This endeavour is evident in formulation of laws on sanitation; the introduction of War Against
Indiscipline (WAI) at the federal level and provision of trucks for collection of solid waste by the government of
many states. On the residents’ awareness of any residential area law concerning management and proper disposal
of solid waste in their location, finding showed that majority (68 per cent) of the residents were aware of the law
while 32 per cent were not aware. Also, via the unstructured questions in the tool for study data collection, the
current study discovered that the law requiring each household to pay a solid waste user charge was the only law
existed in the study location. The law was made by the landlord association to employed cleaners. However,
findings indicated that the law was no longer effective as economy condition and lack of cooperation among the
residents were mostly cited as the factor responsible for this. The Table 5 below presents this information.

s/n

1.

2.

3.

4.

Table 5. Presenting households’ perception of managing their solid waste management
Parameters
Responses in percentages
Statements
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Strongly
Undecided
agree
disagree
I am aware of the
environmental
implications of
burning as a method
67.3
22.7
2.6
5.3
2.1
managing
household solid
waste
I am aware of
recycling of some
common household
46.7
30.3
14.6
8.4
0.0
solid waste e.g.
nylon, plastic, iron
& aluminum
materials
Recycling might not
be the main method
of waste
management for me
4.6
10.4
27.7
57.3
0.0
but I still use it
I am aware of the
existence of the
laws in my area
35.7
32.3
22.4
9.6
0.0
concerning proper
management of
household wastes
Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)
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The current study uncovered some potential factors that influenced the perception of the residents concerning
household solid waste management. Data showed that most (83 per cent) of the residents cited less financial
provision as one the challenges they faced. This finding confirmed the authenticity of the economy condition
earlier cited in the current study as a factor militating against the implementation of the only residential law on
sanitation existing in the study location. However, about 14 per cent of the residents rejected this factor and were
unconcerned respectively. Another factor considered in the study was nonchalant attitude of people towards
proper solid waste management. Finding indicated that most (81 per cent) of the residents under the study
accepted that nonchalant attitude of the residents significantly contributed to the present indiscriminate dumping
in the study location.
Also, the current study considered poor understanding of household solid waste management as another factor.
This study found that almost 78 per cent of the respondents indicated that people in the study location needed
orientation on proper management of the solid waste generated. Moreover, majority (88 per cent) of the
respondents identified absence of public waste bins in the area as another reason for poor household waste
management. Availability of those bins was envisaged to facilitate proper disposal of waste and keeping the
environment clean.

s/n

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Table 6. Presenting key factors influencing perception of managing their solid waste management
Parameters
Responses in percentages
Statements
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Strongly
Undecided
agree
disagree
The cost involved in
proper management
of household waste
is the major
66.7
16.3
7.4
7.0
2.6
constraint I have
Nonchalant attitude
of people towards
proper management
47.4
33.6
11.3
3.4
4.3
of household waste
contributes to poor
hygienic condition
of my residential
area
People in my
residential area lack
adequate knowledge
about proper way to
44.0
34.2
12.6
5.2
4.0
manage household
generated wastes
Absence of waste
public waste bins
contributes to poor
40.5
48.3
6.4
2.6
2.2
management of the
generated household
solid waste in my
residential area
There is at least a
refuse bin use by
34.2
43.5
9.5
12.8
0.0
my household
Source: Authors’ field survey (2021)
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The current study further examined availability of bins in each house in the study location and found that almost
78 per cent of the household under the study had no refuse bin, responses to the unstructured questions in the data
collection tools indicated that the majority of the residents could not find any genuine reason to own refuse bins.
Findings indicated that most of the household made use of illegal dumpsites, open space available, burning,
drainages when it is raining, to get rid of the household solid waste whether bio-degradable or non-biodegradable.
The Table 6 above presents this information.
5. Discussion of Findings
Studies have emphasized the importance of public participation, environmental education, enlightened debates
and public awareness to enhance environmental quality (Ajani and Fakunle, 2021b; Chopra and Kapoor, 2016;
Nabukeera, 2016). The findings of the current study on awareness of the health-related challenges and
communicable diseases resulted from improper management of solid waste accentuate the role of enlightenment
of the mass. The current study also supported previous studies that suggested reduction of the quantity of solid
waste as a means maintaining environmental sanitation (Sampson and Ojoye, 2017; Song et al., 2015) as most of
the respondents were found interested in reduction of the quantity of the household solid waste generated.
However, the current study is in line with the finding of Song, et al. (2015) that many people were yet to devise
the means to reduce the household waste generated. The cost involved in the process of reduction was found
amounted to inability to actualize the quantity reduction in the current study.
Studies abound on recycling of some solid waste to enhance waste management (Ikube, 2017; Kyessi et al.,
2017). The current study confirmed that many people, in particular among the educated, were aware of the
recycling process. However, some residents were not aware of this process and this supported Obiora, et al.
(2019) that advocated perpetual enlightenment on recycling process, in particular, in the rural areas. Findings of
the current study indicated that majority of the residents were not practicing the recycling process despite that
majority of the resident were aware of recycling process. Moreover, time wasting was one challenge the current
study discovered militating against practicing recycling process.
The current study found that people have taken steps to informally formulate a residential law concerning
management and proper disposal of solid waste among themselves. This finding supported the recommendation of
making laws to inhibit people from indiscriminate disposal of solid waste (Nabegu and Naibbi, 2017; Nabegu and
Mustapha, 2015). However, the efficacy of any law depends on its applicability and the cost involved in its
application (Winter and Ujoh, 2020), this study found less financial provision as one challenge to the application
of this law as the law was requiring each household to pay a solid waste user charge.
The current study is in tandem with study of Chopra and Kapoor (2016) and Nabukeera (2016) that emphasized
cooperation and social cohesion among people to achieve sustainable environmental sanitation management as
findings indicated that the law was no longer effective as lack of cooperation among the residents was also cited
responsible. On the potential factors that influenced the perception of people concerning household solid waste
management, the current study supported the findings of Khan, Kumar and Samadder (2016) that socio-economic
factors significantly affect people’s perception about waste management. Studies including the current study have
found that nonchalant attitude poor understanding of people towards proper solid waste management significantly
pose threats to achieving sustainable environmental sanitation and enhancement of public health (Maskey, 2018).
These findings advocate orientation on proper management of the solid waste generated among people.
Provision of materials to facilitate sustainable management of household solid waste is needed as the current
study identified absence of public waste bins in the area as another reason for poor household waste management.
This finding is in line with the assertion that availability of trucks, public bins and designed dumpsite facilitates
proper disposal of waste and keeping the environment clean (Naibbi and Umar, 2017; Sampson and Ojoye, 2017;
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Abimbola, Molemodile, Okonkwo, Negin, Jan and Martiniuk, 2016; Adeniran and Oyemade, 2016; Nnaji, C. C.
(2015).
Studies abound in converting (household) waste to a source of energy (Abbasi, 2018; Ogunjuyigbe, Ayodele and
Alao, 2017; Somorin, Adesola, and Kolawole, 2017; Adekomaya and Ojo, 2016). Moreover, scholars have
presented (household) waste conversion to energy as a form of attaining zero waste in the contemporary period
(Akuru, Onukwube, Okoro and Obe, 2017; Aliyu, Dada and Adam, 2015). However, this current study
established that the idea of waste to energy is yet to be popularly accepted in the study location and the reasons
cited for the low acceptance poor perception of the idea, lack of technical know-how, the cost involved and
nonchalant attitude of the residents towards the idea; these results are in line with Rominiyi, Fapetu, Owolabi, and
Adaramola, (2017) and Tsunatu, Tickson, Sam, Namo (2015).
6. Conclusions and prospects for future research
The current study concluded that residents of Ife Central Local Government were aware of the health-related
challenges resulted from improper management of solid waste. Also, the residents were interested in reducing
household solid waste generated, recycling process and solid waste management in general. However, methods,
the cost, lack of cooperation and nonchalant attitude of people were potential factors militating against achieving
this. Hence, this study advocates orientation on proper management of the household solid waste generated, strict
implementation of law on sanitation, provision of materials such as refuse bins and trucks to facilitate sustainable
management. A more detailed, nation-widespread and empirical research on perception of people towards
household solid waste management was also suggested.
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Abstract. The transportation of human beings from one location to the other could play a crucial role in the transmission of infectious
diseases which could result in a major epidemic such as Tuberculosis, Ebola, Covid-19, and others that are currently invading the nations of
the world. Concerning the high poverty level, much concentration on livestock farming, open grazing, rising urbanization, and
globalization, the human being is exposed to more infectious diseases that can be transited and transmitted. The transmission of infectious
diseases can be in the form of a chain; some are imported from high-risk countries and contacted by friends and families which will later
spread into the larger society. It can also be contacted through imported livestock which will later spread among other animals and be
contacted by a human. Importation of infectious diseases is not only applicable to humans but animals. Findings from the empirical studies
reviewed show that a close nexus between urban mobility and the transmission of infectious diseases. To ensure adequate health safety, it is
recommended that regional as well as international complementarity of trade should be checked such that high-risk countries should be
banned from participating in trade with other low-risk countries; preventive measures should be enforced without any form of sentiment,
human being should minimize or reduce traveling.
Keywords: urban mobility; transportation; transmission; infectious diseases
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Adeniran, A. O., Olorunfemi, S. O., Akinsehinwa, F. O., Abdullahi, T. M. 2021. Nexus
between urban mobility and the transmission of infectious diseases: evidence from empirical review. Insights into Regional Development,
3(3), 128-135. http://doi.org/10.9770/IRD.2021.3.3(8)
JEL Classifications: N30, N37
Additional disciplines: transportation, geography

1. Introduction
Just as the significance of mobility cannot be far-fetched from or beyond economic purposes, social integration
and spatial interaction for people, goods, and services, so also is the significance of health for the users of
mobility. Thus, maintaining quality health enhances the liveliness of mobility. One of the urgent issues in health
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care is infectious diseases, they are disorders usually caused by micro-organisms. Examples of micro-organisms
are viruses, bacteria, nematodes, fungi, or another form of parasites which subsist both inside and outside of
human bodies. Some of these infectious diseases are usually transmitted or communicated from one person to
another. Apart from the person-to-person transmission, some are transmitted by insects to human beings, animals
to human beings, insects to animals, and animals to animals.The role of mobility in the spread of infectious
diseases cannot be overemphasized as it is evident since ancient times.
Castelli and Sulis (2017) revealed that the mobility of humans, in addition to the transportation of animals, has
been long linked with the spread and transmission of infectious diseases. Domestic infections are transmitted and
spread among human beings and animals in the same geographical area. When those diseases are transmitted to
foreigners, they are imported into another country and will later spread. For instance, influenza, smallpox, and
AIDS were imported into Mexico during the Hajj operation in the year 1918 and later become a pandemic
(Morens, Folkers and Fauci, 2004; Gayer, Legros and Formenty, 2007). Migrant populations are most suspicious
to introduce infectious diseases into naive populations. Also, a high level of mobility may increase the probability
of transmitting existing and new infectious diseases.
Infectious diseases are diseases that have recently increased in occurrence, incidence, and geographical spread
(Metcalf and Lessler, 2017). This is more evident since the end of the 20th century and its occurrence has become
a major pandemic to global health (Fauci and Morens, 2012). These diseases are evident in recent times because
of the following reasons:
a) The presence of new-fangled agents such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus-SARSCoV- (2003), HIV-1, avian influenza virus H5N1(2005), H1N1 (2009), poliovirus (2014), Ebola virus
(2014);
b) The level of geographical spread such as Dengue, West Nile, Zika viruses, and Chikungunya;
c) Acquisition of resistance such as Extended-spectrum beta-lactamases -ESBL- or carbapenemaseproducing Enterobacteriaceae and multidrug-resistant-MDR- tuberculosis
d) The rising trend of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, HIV, and other plagues;
e) Modification of virulence such as Neisseria meningitides.
It is pertinent to note that there is a fear among Nigerians that infectious diseases are being imported from abroad.
This is similar to the Black Death in the Republic of Venice, Europe in the fifteenth century which led to the
implementation of the 'quarantine' strategy. The flow of travelers into Nigeria mainly from high-risk countries and
the level of political insensitivity have raised more fears that the typical epidemiological dynamics of infectious
diseases could be impacted. In different countries of the world, infectious diseases have been linked with spread
through human mobility. Based on the literature search, there seems to be scantly literature available to support
this fact.
Nations in the world adopted different strategies for preventing and controlling infectious diseases (Rai, Lambert,
and Ward, 2017; Beyrer, 2007) which are impacted by the existence or nonexistence of apposite prevention
mechanisms, and human mobility (McGrath, Eaton, Newell, and Hosegood, 2015). Among the strategies are
technical strategy and targets for each disease; subscribing to global vaccine action plan; follow-up strategies;
provision of foreign aids for developing countries; free of charge for elderly healthcare; provision of bed netting
and medicines to prevent parasites from causing infection when bitten by a vector; the use of animal control
regulations and vaccination for domestic animals; immunity or quarantine of infected animals for up to six
months; regulate and control of food mobility; identifying the contacts of infected individuals and establishing
contact tracing to provide with treatment; and others.
Incident cases of infectious diseases such as Covid-19 in Nigeria have been condensed to a minimal level through
advancements in testing, funding, international collaborations and interventions, deployment of technologies, and
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implementation of policies and preventive measures. Despite all these efforts towards reducing the rate of Covid19 and some other infectious diseases in the country, the incidence seems to be high in the last quarter of 2020.
Based on the foregoing, the study examines the nexus between mobility and the transmission of infectious
diseases with evidence on empirical review. It is believed that this study will explore different studies and
establish fact based on previous findings on the impact of mobility on the transmission of infectious diseases.
2. Review of Relevant Literature
Infectious diseases are a threat to public health, they are caused by the rising level of commercial activities which
is enhanced by regional or international complementarity of trade, intervening opportunities, and transferring of
goods on a geographical space at a global scale. Apart from commercial activities in global space, it is also caused
by human and freight mobilityboth from urban-to-urban, urban-to-rural, and vice versa and rural-to-rural and
coupled with the muddling of ecosystems.
Nicolas and Olivier (2018) conducted a study on travel, migration, and emerging infectious diseases in France.
The study revealed that infectious diseases have resulted in significant cooperation between countries. As a result
of this cooperation, the first international conference on epidemic response was held in 1851 and in 1948 which
gave back to the World Health Organization (WHO). Also, it was revealed that travelers play a significant role in
the importation of infectious diseases which could spread to be a major epidemic.
Globalization and move within space through the mode of transportation are principal factors that enhance the
spread of infectious diseases (Pybus, Tatem, and Lemey, 2015; Brockmann and Helbing, 2013; Komatsu and
Sawada, 2007). Human mobility upholds the movement and transmission of infectious diseases to the extent of
becoming an epidemic among the susceptible populations, resulting in major outbreaks (Soto, 2009; Komatsu and
Sawada, 2007). Regarding the HIV epidemic, human mobility is a major driver that enhances the transmission of
the HIV epidemic within a particular nation (Vasylyeva, Liulchuk, Friedman, Sazonova, Faria, Katzourakis,
Babii, Scherbinska, Theze, and Pybus, 2018; Faria, Vidal, Lourenco, Raghwani, Sigaloff, Tatem, van de Vijver,
Pineda-Pena, Rose and Wallis, 2019); such is well enhanced by the mobility that involves intercity movement and
across the nations of the world (Beyrer, 2007; Faria, Vidal, Lourenco, Raghwani, Sigaloff, Tatem, van de Vijver,
Pineda-Pena, Rose and Wallis, 2019).
According to Nicolas and Olivier (2018); Steffen, Amitirigala, and Mutsch (2008), traveling is a global
phenomenon. Steffen, Amitirigala, and Mutsch (2008) conducted a study on health risks among travelers in
Bangkok, Thailand, and found out that the exposure of travelers to infectious diseases in a high-risk zone was
estimated at 1 percent for one month of travel. This was also affirmed in the study of Zimmerman, Kiss, and
Hossain (2011). The process of human mobility affects the health condition of an individual traveler when
accumulated, and the traveler is exposed to a higher risk of infectious diseases such as malaria, HIV, tuberculosis,
hepatitis B, and schistosomiasis (Zimmerman, Kiss, and Hossain, 2011; Simon, Kiss, Laszewska and Mayer,
2015; De Vito, deWare, Specchia and Ricciardi, 2015).
In some cases, the higher risk is caused by the poor socioeconomic situations of an individual, lack of
fundamental rights to free treatment in some countries (Vazquez, Vargas, Jaramillo, Porthe, Lopez Fernandez, and
Vargas, 2016; Derose, Bahney, Lurie, and Escarce, 2009; Magalhaes, Carrasco and Gastaldo, 2010; Vignier,
Degrees du Lou, Pannetier, Ravalihasy, Gosselin, and Lert, 2018). The risk of transmitting infectious diseases
seemingly increases when travelers return home to visit relatives and friends (Khawaja, Kirveskari, Johansson,
VaisanenDjupsjobacka, and Nevalainen, 2017).
In Denmark, the rate of transmitting tuberculosis in the 1990s is quite higher among travelers (Carballo and
Nerukar, 2001). In France, the rate of transmitting tuberculosis is 10 times higher among travelers than among the
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non-travelers (Hargreaves, Lonnroth, Nellums, Olaru, Nathavitharana, and Norredam, 2017). In the America,
Europe, and Australia, a review of measles conducted by Jost, Luzi, Metzler, MiranandMutsch (2015) found that
all cases of measles were import-related. Charu (2017) found that the mobility of human, animate, and inanimate
entities enhances the spatial transmission of influenza in the United States.
A study conducted by Hayes, Donnell, Floyd, Mandla, Bwalya, Sabapathy, Yang, Phiri, Schaap, and Eshleman
(2019) on the Ebola outbreak in West Africa (Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia) in 2014-2016 found that the
disease was rapidly transmitted by human mobility between the rural and urban areas. In the study of Olsen,
Chang, and Cheung (2003), the transmission of SARS among air passengers is evident during flight because
airborne spread over a sizeable distance. The summary of the empirical review was shown in table 1 below.
Table 1. Empirical evidence of mobility and the transmission of infectious diseases
Author(s)
Year
Topic
Major Findings
Hayes, Donnell, Floyd, Mandla,
2019
Effect of universal
Ebola outbreak in West Africa (Guinea, Sierra Leone,
Bwalya, Sabapathy, Yang, Phiri,
testing and treatment
and Liberia) was rapidly transmitted by human mobility
Schaap, and Eshleman
on HIV incidencebetween the rural and urban areas
HPTN 071 (PopART)
Faria, Vidal, Lourenco, Raghwani,
2019
Distinct rates and
Human mobility is a major driver that enhances the
Sigaloff, Tatem, van de Vijver, Pinedapatterns of spread of
transmission of the HIV epidemic within a particular
Pena, Rose, and Wallis
the major HIV-1
nation
subtypes in Central
and East Africa.
Vasylyeva, Liulchuk, Friedman,
2018
Molecular
Human mobility is a major driver that enhances the
Sazonova, Faria, Katzourakis, Babii,
epidemiology reveals
transmission of HIV
Scherbinska, These, and Pybus
the role of war in the
spread of HIV in
Ukraine
Nicolas and Olivier
2018
Travel, migration, and
Travelers play a significant role in the importation of
emerging infectious
infectious diseases which could spread to be a major
diseases
epidemic
Khawaja, Kirveskari, Johansson,
2017
Patients hospitalized
The risk of transmitting infectious diseases seemingly
VaisanenDjupsjobacka, and Nevalainen
abroad as importers of
increases when travelers return home to visit relatives
a multiresistant
and friends
bacteria-a crosssectional study
Pybus, Tatem, and Lemey
2015
Virus evolution and
Globalization and transportation are principal factors
transmission in an ever that enhance the spread of infectious diseases
more connected world
Jost, Luzi, Metzler, Miran, and Mutsch
2015
Measles associated
All cases of measles in the Americas, Europe, and
with international
Australia were import-related
travel in the region of
the Americas,
Australia and Europe,
2001–2013: A
systematic review
Zimmerman, Kiss, and Hossain
2011
Migration and health:
Travelers are exposed to infectious diseases in a higha framework for 21strisk zone
century policy-making
Brockmann and Helbing
2013
The hidden geometry
Mobility enhances the spread of infectious diseases
of complex, networkdriven contagion
phenomena
Soto
2009
Human migration and
Human mobility upholds the movement and
infectious diseases
transmission of infectious diseases to the extent of
becoming an epidemic among the susceptible
populations, resulting in a major outbreak
Steffen, Amitirigala, and Mutsch
2008
Health risks among
Travelers are exposed to infectious diseases in a high-
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Komatsu and Sawada

2007

travelers need regular
risk zone
updates
The role of
Human mobility enhances the spread of infectious
international migration diseases
in infectious diseases:
The HIV epidemic and
its trends in Japan
Source: Author’s Survey (2021)

From the review of previous studies, most studies affirmed a close nexus between the mobility and the
transmission of infectious diseases. The demand for mobility arises as a result of three major factors which are
purposes to be fulfilled; the factors are economic factor, social integration, and spatial interaction. The economic
factor is rooted on the following: regional complementarity, intervening opportunity, and spatial transferability. It
is pertinent to note that mobility is not only meant for human, but for other animate and inanimate entities.
Through the different phases of mobility, infectious diseases are been transmitted. The summary is illustrated in
figure 1.

ECONOMIC
PURPOSE

HUMAN
MOBILITY

MOBILITY

ANIMATE
MOBILITY

SOCIAL
INTEGRATION

INANIMATE
MOBILITY

SPATIAL
INTERACTION

TRANSMISSION
OF INFECTIOUS
DISEASES

Figure 1. Connection between mobility and the transmission of infectious diseases
Source: Authors’ study (2021)

The summary above is majorly applicable for human mobility and animate mobility, while inanimate mobility is
mainly linked to economic purpose because it has no life, and the main essence of it mobility is to add economic
value. Hence, the transmission of infectious diseases can be enhanced through surface contact.

3. Conclusion
This study examines the nexus between mobility and the transmission of infectious diseases with evidence of
empirical review. The study concluded that there is a close nexus between the mobility and the transmission of
infectious diseases. There are numerous ideas to address the issue of infectious diseases and mobility. However,
to ensure adequate health safety of individual and nations, the following recommendations were suggested:
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a) Complementarity of trade from point of origin to the point of destination should be checked such that
high-risk countries are banned from participating in trade with other low-risk countries;
b) Preventive measures should be enforced during transactions; thereby reducing all forms of physical
contact during trading;
c) Vehicles involved in trading and public transport service should be thoroughly and periodically sanitized;
d) Open grazing of livestock should be banned;
e) Highly populated areas should be under strict control and monitoring;
f) Immigration into various countries should be subjected to several medical tests before permitted to reside.
This will allow early detection and ease of contact tracing;
g) Setting up of diagnostic centers in all transport terminals across all modes to enhance rapid and timely
diagnostics which will enhance ease of tracking travelers based on the record of contact information; and
h) Human beings should consider traveling when primarily essential.
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